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TGA Thermogravimetric analysis. 
EA Elementary analysis. 
AFM Atomic force microscopy. 
(HR)TEM (High Resolution) Transmission Electron Microscopy. 
(FE)SEM (Field Emission) Scanning Electron Microscopy. 
FTIR Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. 
ICP Inductively Coupled Plasma 
Cn Carbon content in weight per cent. 
SG Specific gravity. 
W Weight of the sample. Subscripts air and water refer to 
the measurement in air and in water, respectively. 
XRD X-ray diffraction. 
PU Polyurethane. 
PC Polycarbonate. 
PI Polyimide. 
PET Poly(ethylene terephthalate). 
PVDF Poly(vinylidene fluoride). 
HiPco High Pressure Carbon Monoxide. 
SDS Sodium dodecyl sulphate. 
F-CNT(s) Functionalized Carbon nanotube(s). 
TEOS Tetraethyorthosilicate. 
r Molar ratio of water per tetraethylorthosilicate. 
ITO Indium tin oxide (solid solution of 90% In2O3 and 10% 
SnO2 by weight). 
SC Spray-coating. 
DC Dip-coating. 
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ED  Electrophoretic deposition. 
FM Filtration method. 
SPS Spark-Plasma Sintering. 
HIP High-pressure cold quasi-isostatic pressing. 
HP Hot-pressing. 
ξ 
Probability at which CNTs percolate. 
ФCVF (ACAF) Volume (area) fraction of carbon nanotubes in which the 
percolation process begins (also called critical volume 
fraction). 
ФF (AF) Volume (area) fraction of carbon nanotubes. 
PCNT Carbon nanotubes density per area (CNT/µm
2). 
C
CNTP  
Critical carbon nanotubes density per area (CNT/µm2). 
σ  (R) Electrical conductivity (resistivity). Subscripts C, M and F 
refer to the composite, matrix and filler (in this case, 
CNTs), respectively. 
σ0   (R 0) Constant of proportionality: electrical conductivity 
(resistivity) of the filler. 
σMAX Maximal electrical conductivity. 
V Volume of electrical conductive “fillers” “(in this case, the 
carbon nanotubes). 
τ Critical exponent that represents the dimensionality of 
the network. 
Vex Total excluded volume. For randomly oriented infinitely 
thin cylinders it gives a value of 1.4. 
Ve Excluded volume. 
Nc Critical number density of objects in the system. 
D Diameter of the filler. 
L Length of the filler. 
DAV Average diameter of bundles. 
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LAV Average length of bundles. 
Lce Equivalent straight length of each CNT.  
Lp Length of the connected CNTs path. 
Lpe Equivalent length of the CNTs path. 
β  Parameter depends on the orientation of the filler and it 
is 0.2 if it is a random orientation in a tridimensional 
volume and considered as 0.35 if its orientation is 
randomic in the two dimensional plane. 
α  Parameter depends on the dimensions of the filler and 
can be calculated by Equation 0.1. 
H Distance between the electrodes. 
A Area of the electrodes. 
W Length of the electrodes. 
RS Surface (or sheet) resistance (or resistivity). 
T Optical transmittance of the network. 
αCNT Absorbance coefficient (whose value is 2.875 x 10-6 µm2 
for a light wavelength of 550 nm, assuming CNTs with 
0.5 µm length and diameter of 1.2 nm). 
ρARCHIMEDES Archimedes density. 
ρGEOMETRICAL Geometrical density. 
Agg Parameter of dispersity related to the size and frequency 
of aggregates. 
Bdl Parameter of dispersity related to size of bundles. 
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GLOSSARY 
Nanoscale At least one dimensional scale in the order of 
nanometer (10-9 meters). 
Bundles Integral number N of carbon nanotubes aligned parallel 
to a common axis, which is termed the bundle axis. 
Aggregates Bundles of carbon nanotubes held together in an 
disorderly manner. 
Buckypaper Self-standing papers of carbon nanotubes by filtering a 
solution containing carbon nanotubes, which leads to a 
compaction of the carbon nanotubes. 
Surface resistance In plane resistance of a square (  ) with contacts at 
opposite sides, unit is Ω/sq (sometimes Ω/   or Ω

 or 
Ωsq). Sometimes the term surface (or sheet) resistivity 
is used in literature instead of surface (or sheet) 
resistance. 
Ohms per square Is an alternate common unit (generally denoted “Ω/sq”), 
which is dimensionally equal to an Ohm, but is 
exclusively used for sheet resistance. This is an 
advantage, because a sheet resistance of "1Ω" could 
be taken out of context and misinterpreted as a bulk 
resistance of 1 Ohm, while a sheet resistance of 
"1Ω/sq" cannot be so misinterpreted. The reason for 
the name "Ohms per square" is that a square sheet 
with sheet resistance 1 Ohm/square has an actual 
resistance of 1 Ohm, regardless of the size of the 
square. (For a square, L = W, so RS = R.) The unit can 
be thought of as, loosely, "Ohms per aspect ratio". 
Kinks Atomic-scale deviations from the perfect hexagonal 
lattice of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) manifest 
themselves as ‘kinks’ at the junctions between 
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nanotube portions of different diameters. Under certain 
growth conditions, MWNTs exhibit helical, coil or zig-
zag morphologies with kinks connecting adjacent 
segments, leading to a curvature in the CNT. 
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ABSTRACT 
Two and three dimensional carbon nanotube networks (2D- and 3D-CNTNs) were 
prepared over silica glass substrate and in silica matrix, respectively. Several types of CNTs 
(single-, double- and multi-walled carbon nanotubes, SWCNTs, DWCNTs and MWCNTs, 
respectively) were characterized by transmission electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and 
carbon analysis, while their aptitudes to form a percolating network were compared by 
measurement of their electrical conductivity in dynamic suspensions in chloroform. The 
conductivity of SWCNTs and DWCNTs suspensions well follow the power law of the percolation 
theory, with an exponent close to the theoretical value of a 3D network. The SWCNTs suspensions 
present the higher maximum normalized conductivity (3.08 S.cm2/g) whereas the DWCNTs 
suspensions present the lower percolation thresholds (0.002-0.06 vol.%) which led to choose 
SWCNTs for the preparation of 2D-CNTNs and DWCNTs for the preparation of CNT-silica 
nanocomposites (3D-CNTNs). 
To produce 2D-CNTNs, SWCNTs aqueous suspensions containing sodium dodecyl 
sulphate were deposited over amorphous silica substrates using four different techniques : dip-
coating, filtration, spray-coating and electrophoretic deposition. Most of the 2D-CNTNs formed a 
percolating network whose electrical conductivity well followed the power law, with an exponent 
around 1.29, which is in agreement with theoretical predictions. Dip-coating and electrophoretic 
deposition provided the smoothest CNTNs and might be an interesting option for solar cell 
applications. The obtained characteristics of surface conductance and transparency in the UV also 
demonstrated their possible applications in displays, touch screens, shielding in cathode tubes 
and electrostatic dissipation.  
CNT-silica matrix nanocomposites (3D-CNTNs) were prepared by the sol-gel route, using 
DWCNTs which were previously submitted to a mild functionalization, their dispersion being 
carried out by probe sonication. The materials were fully densified by spark-plasma sintering. The 
dispersion state of CNTs was evaluated by field emission scanning electron microscopy and 
correlated with the electrical properties. The comparison of two variations in the preparation route 
(ie: the DWCNT were dried or not after their functionnalization) led to a good correlation between 
the dispersions states (presence and size of CNTs aggregates) and the percolation thresholds. 
For the “Dry” route, the percolation operates at only 0.35 vol.% DWCNT, which is lower that the 
values reported for CNT-silica nanocomposites. For the “Wet” one, the more conductive material 
shows an electrical conductivity (1.56 S/cm) higher than the values reported for similar materials. 
In spite that the dispersion of CNTS could be still improved, the achieved electrical conductivity of 
these nanocomposites is still high enough for their use in antielectrostatic or heating applications.  
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RESUMÉ 
Des réseaux de nanotubes de carbone (CNTs) en deux ou trois dimensions (2D- et 3D-
CNTNs) ont été préparés respectivement sur substrat de silice amorphe et dans une matrice 
silice. Plusieurs types de CNTs (mono-, double- et multi-parois, respectivement SWCNTs, 
DWCNTs et MWCNTs) ont été caractérisés par microscopie électronique à transmission, 
spectroscopie Raman et analyse élémentaire du carbone, et leurs aptitudes à former un réseau 
percolant ont été comparées par mesure de la conductivité électrique de suspensions 
dynamiques de ces CNTs dans le chloroforme. La conductivité des suspensions de SWCNTs et 
de DWCNTs obéit à la loi de puissance de la théorie de percolation, avec un exposant proche de 
la valeur théorique d'un réseau 3D. Celle des suspensions de SWCNTs présentent une 
conductivité normalisée maximale (3.08 S.cm2/g) tandis que celle des suspensions de DWCNTs 
présente le plus faible seuil de percolation (0.002-0.06 vol.%) ce qui a conduit à choisir les 
SWCNTs pour la  préparation des 2D-CNTNs et les DWCNTs pour la préparation des 
nanocomposites CNT-silice (3D CNTNs). 
Les 2D-CNTNs ont été préparés par dépôt de suspensions aqueuses de SWCNTs 
contenant du dodecyl sulfate de sodium sur de la silice amorphe, par quatre techniques 
différentes: trempage, filtration, spray et dépôt électrophorétique. Les 2D-CNTNs forment un 
réseau percolant dont la conductivité électrique obéit à la loi de puissance, avec un exposant 
d'environ 1.29, ce qui en en bon accord avec les prédictions théoriques. Les dépôts effectués par 
trempage et les dépôts électrophorétiques conduisent aux films les plus lisses et peuvent 
constituer une option intéressante pour des applications dans les cellules solaires. La 
conductance de surface et la transparence obtenues dans l'UV laissent espérer des applications 
possibles dans les écrans d'affichage, les écrans tactiles, les tubes cathodiques et les films 
destinés à dissiper les charges électrostatiques.  
Les nanocomposites CNT-silice (3D-CNTNs) ont été préparés par sol-gel, en utilisant des 
DWCNTs qui furent d'abord soumis à un traitement doux de fonctionnalisation, leur dispersion 
étant réalisée par sonication avec une sonde. Les matériaux ont été ensuite complétement 
densifiés par "spark-plasma sintering". Les états de dispersion des CNTs ont été évalués par 
microscopie électronique à balayage à émission de champ et corrélé aux propriétés lectriques. La 
comparaison de deux variantes de la méthode de préparation (i.e.: DWCNT séchés ou non 
séchés après leur functionnalisation) a conduit à une bonne corrélation entre les états de 
dispersion (présence et taille des aggregats de CNTs) et les seuils de percolation. Pour la voie 
sèche, la percolation intervient pour seulement 0.35 vol.% DWCNT, ce qui est plus faible que les 
valeurs publiés pour les nanocomposites CNT-silice. Pour la voie humide, le matériau le plus 
conducteur présente une conductivité électrique (1.56 S/cm) plus élevée que celles publiés pour 
des matériaux similaires. Bien que l'état de dispersion des CNTs puisse encore être amélioré, la 
conductivité électrique obtenue pour ces nanocomposites est déjà suffisamment élevée pour leur 
utilisation pour  évacuer les charges électrostatiques ou comme éléments chauffants. 
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RESUMO 
Redes bi- e tridimensionais de nanotubos de carbono (2D e 3D-RNTCs) foram preparadas 
sobre substratos de vidro de sílica e em matriz de sílica, respectivamente. Vários tipos de 
nanotubos de carbono (nanotubos de carbono de paredes simples, dupla e multicamadas, 
NTCPSs, NTPDs e NTPMs respectivamente) foram caracterizados por microscopia eletrônica de 
transmissão, espectroscopia Raman e análise de carbono, enquanto que as suas aptidões para 
formar uma rede de percolação foram comparadas através da medição da suas condutividades 
elétricas em suspensões dinâmicas em clorofórmio. A condutividade das suspensões de NTCPSs 
e NTCPDs seguiram a lei de potência da teoria de percolação, com expoente próximo ao valor 
teórico de uma rede 3D. As suspensões de NTCPSs apresentaram 3.08 S.cm2/g), enquanto que 
as suspensões de NTCPDs apresentaram o menor teor crítico para percolação (0.002-0.06% 
vol.) o que levou a escolher NTCPSs para a preparação de 2D-RNTCs e NTCPDs para a 
preparação de nanocompósitos CNT-sílica (3D-RNTCs). 
Para produzir em 2D-RNTCs, suspensões aquosas de NTCPSs contendo dodecil sulfato 
de sódio foram depositadas sobre substratos de sílica amorfa utilizando quatro diferentes 
técnicas: dip-coating, filtração, deposição por spray e deposição eletroforética. A maioria das 2D-
RNTCs formaram uma rede de percolação cuja condutividade elétrica também seguiu a lei de 
potência, com expoente em torno de 1.29, que está de acordo com as previsões teóricas. Dip-
coating e deposição eletroforética resultaram nas mais suaves RNTCs sendo uma opção 
interessante para aplicações em células solares. As características obtidas de condutância de 
superfície e de transparência no UV também demonstraram suas possíveis aplicações em 
displays, telas de toque, blindagem em tubos catódicos e dissipação eletrostática.  
Nanocompósitos de NTCs em matriz de sílica (3D-RNTCs) foram preparados pela rota 
sol-gel, utilizando NTCPDs que foram previamente submetidos a uma funcionalização branda e 
sua dispersão foi realizada com ultrassom de ponta. Os materiais foram totalmente densificados 
por spark-plasma sintering. O estado de dispersão dos nanotubos de carbono foi avaliado por 
microscopia eletrônica de varredura por emissão de campo e correlacionados com as 
propriedades elétricas. A comparação das duas variações na rota de preparação (ou seja: os 
NTCPDs foram secos ou não após a sua funcionalização) levou a uma boa correlação entre os 
estados dispersões (presença e tamanho dos agregados de NTCs) e os pontos críticos de 
percolação. Para a rota "seca", a percolação opera em apenas 0.35 vol. % de NTCPDs, que é 
inferior aos valores reportados para nanocompósitos de sílica contendo NTCs. Para a rota 
"úmida", o material mais condutor apresenta uma condutividade elétrica (1.56 S/cm) maior do que 
o relatado por materiais similares. Apesar de que a dispersão de NTCs poderia ser ainda melhor, 
as condutividades elétricas obtidas destes nanocompósitos já são altas o suficiente para seu uso 
em elementos de aquecimento ou antieletrostáticos. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have unique physical and chemical properties (as 
summarized in Table 1.1), yielding more than 60000 publications in the last 19 years 
(according to Science Citation Index, ISI).  
Already in 1952 Radushkevich and Lukyanovich presented in a soviet journal 
called Journal of Physical Chemistry [1] several transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) images from some tubular nanostructures made of carbon, whose diameter 
was around 50 nm. However, probably due to “cold war” and to limitations of access 
to soviet publications, this report was ignored by others researchers. Even though it 
is possible that CNTs have been produced from vapor phase using methane as 
carbon source [2] before the soviets, CNTs could not be visualized since TEM was 
not invented on that period yet. Twenty four years after the soviets, Oberlin, Endo 
and Koyama also showed TEM images of hollow carbon structures produced by 
chemical vapor deposition [3]. In 1979, Abrahamson, Wiles and Rhoades also 
presented evidences of production of hollow carbon filaments by arc discharge using 
carbon electrodes in a nitrogen atmosphere at low pressure during the 14° Biennial 
Conference on Carbon at Penn State University [4]. In 1987, a patent was registered 
in USA by Howard G. Tennent for Hyperion Catalysis for the production of “cylindrical 
discrete carbon fibril” with constant diameter between 3.5 and 70 nm and length 
about 102 times the diameter, with an outer region of multiple essentially continuous 
layers of ordered carbon atoms and a distinct inner core region, each of the layers 
and core disposed substantially concentrically about the cylindrical axis of the fibril 
[5]. However, it was only after Iijima published in 1991 about CNTs showing high 
resolution transmission electron microscopy images (HRTEM) and their interpretation 
as fringes of cylindrical and concentrical curved graphene walls of multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) [6] that many scientists focused their work on CNTs 
research. 
The most used technique for the synthesis of CNTs is catalytical chemical 
vapor deposition (CCVD) since it allows the large scale production of CNTs and  
low-cost processes, which permits their further applications. Most of the commercial 
producers of CNTs have been using this technique. 
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Table 1.1 Main properties of individual CNTs. 
Aspect ratio 
Length of nanometers to centimeters [7], but usually in the 
order of micrometers. 
Diameter can range from 0.4 nm [7,8] to 100 nm [9,10], but 
usually is between 1 nm to 20 nm [7]. 
Electrical conductivity 
Metallic (ballistic transport), semiconducting p-, n-doped or 
ambipolar [7]. 
Operating current density ~ 109 A/cm2 (Cu~ 106 A/cm2) [7] 
Thermal conductivity 
~ 6000 W.K-1m-1 (single-walled carbon nanotubes, 
SWCNTs) to 3000 W.K-1m-1 (multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes, MWCNTs) along the axis (Cu~ 400 W.K-1m-1) 
[7] 
Specific surface area 100-1300 m2/g for closed CNTs [11] 
Specific gravity 0.5-3 g.cm-3 [12]  
Mechanical property 
E ~ 640 GPa (SWCNTs) - 1060 GPa (MWCNTs) [7] 
σ ~ 23 - 63 GPa (tensile strength of double-walled carbon 
nanotubes, DWCNTs) [7] 
Chemical property Chemically inert [7] 
Temperature stability 
Vacuum: SWCNT 460-520°C (0.4 nm confined inside 
AlPO4-5 zeolite crystal) [7]; while MWCNT 2900°C [13]. 
Air atmosphere: 700°C (theoretical study) [14].  
 
The unique dimension (nanometric diameter, aspect ratio of 103-106) of CNTs 
combined with an unusual high electrical conductivity make them ideal components 
for electric circuits, for example. The dimension of an object is informally defined as 
the minimum number of coordinates needed to specify each point on the object. 
CNTs are generally considered as one dimensional structures. 
For practical purposes, thin films of CNTs are generally considered as two-
dimensional CNTs networks (2D CNTNs) since the property of interest being 
evaluated (generally electrical or thermal conductivity) is along the plane on which 
they are lying and their thicknesses are usually not higher than 200 nm [15]. 
Some of the applications of 2D CNTNs are: (i) antielectrostatic coatings; (ii) 
electrochromic or electrically heated windshields [16]; (iii) field-emitters [17]; (iv) 
energy applications [18]; (v) displays [19]; (vi) electromagnetic screening and touch 
panels; (vii) transistors [20] for logic elements in macroelectronic systems or for 
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optical elements with highly anisotropic properties; (viii) sensors [21]; 
 (ix) optoelectronics [22]; and (x) diodes [23]. 
Great efforts recently have been focused in the replacement of indium tin 
oxide (ITO) by transparent, electrical conductive films of CNTs and the north-
american companies Eikos Inc and Unidym Inc. are in the way to achieve this goal 
[24]. Some of the advantages of transparent 2D CNTNs over the conventionally used 
(indium tin oxide films) are: (i) sources of Indium are in short supply (will finish soon) 
and ITO is expensive; (ii) CNTNs are not fragile (ITO cracks when used in the current 
generation of touch screen displays) and can be deposited over flexible substrates  
(next-generation rollable displays). 
In a three-dimensional system the depth can not be neglected. Since CNTs 
length vary from nanometres to centimetres [7], but usually in the order of 
micrometers, a CNT network (CNTN) with more than a micron of thickness will be 
considered as a three-dimensional system. Thus, three-dimensional CNTNs would 
include composites reinforced by CNTs, forests of CNTs, CNTs suspensions and 
CNTs yarns. 
Three dimensional CNTNs in an electrical insulator medium, like silica (SiO2) 
matrix for example, combine high mechanical, electrical, and chemical performance 
of CNTs [7], while silica enables the composites to be stable in harsh environments 
(such as high temperatures and strong acids/bases), no degradation under high 
optical flux and easy to fabricate [25]. Thus, these combined properties of percolating 
CNTNs embedded in silica can also have many potential applications, including  
opto-electronic devices [26], antielectrostatic components [27], heating elements [28] 
and electromagnetic interference shielding devices [29]. 
For all these applications, CNTs should form 2- or 3-dimensional (2D or 3D, 
respectively) percolating networks, which are facilitated by their high aspect ratio and 
electrical conductivity, leading to the achievement of percolation threshold at 
concentrations two orders of magnitude lower (< 0.1 vol.%) than those of networks 
formed from other sp2 carbon forms. In solid composites or coatings, one of the main 
challenges is the random dispersion of CNTs to enable the formation of pathway 
between the electrodes in an electric circuit [7]. For example, MWCNT-SiO2 
nanocomposites up to 10 vol.% of MWCNTs processed by spark-plasma sintering 
(SPS) achieved maximal conductivity (σMAX) of only 0.65 S/cm [30]. According to 
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other reports [31,32], CNTs can also create such percolating networks and conduct 
electric current in a liquid medium. In this case, the connections between the 
suspended tubes are dynamic (Brownian motion and, eventually, liquid agitation).  
The main aspects that affect the final electrical conductivity of CNTNs are: 
metallic/semiconducting ratio [7,33,34], effective aspect ratio of CNTs [35], presence 
of impurities (like amorphous carbon, catalytic particle and surfactant) [36,37], 
defects in the graphitic structure of CNTs [36,38], charge transfer by “vicinity doping” 
of semiconducting CNTs [7,36,39,40,41], distribution of CNTs (random or aligned, for 
example) [42], state of dispersion of CNTs in the CNTN [43,44,45], contacts between 
CNTs or its bundles [43] and amount of CNTs [46-49]. 
The electrical conductivity of an electrical conductor network depends on the 
critical volume for the percolation threshold (Vc) (which depends on the aspect ratio 
of the “filler”), the volume of electrical conductive “fillers” (V) and the dimensionality of 
the network represented by a critical exponent τ: ( )τσ cVV −∝  [46-49]. 
According to Stauffer [46], the theoretical value of τ in 2D would be 1.3, while 
in 3D it would be in the order of 2.05, similar to the 1.94 value proposed in the early 
eighties by Balberg et al. [47]. However, the theoretical value of τ is still not a 
consensus in the CNT community, in particular for 3D systems of randomly 
distributed and randomly oriented CNTs with aspect ratio of the order of 102-103, the 
conductivity exponent ranges from 1.2 to 1.6, which is close to the conductivity 
exponent for 2D systems that range from 1.1 to 1.4 [48], up to 7.6 [49].  
For convenience, along this thesis, whenever the words 
resistance/conductance, resistivity/conductivity and insulator/conductor are used 
alone it is related to electrical properties. 
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1.1 JUSTIFICATIVE 
In this context, the interest of this study is to prepare CNTNs in 2D and 3D 
systems, including films, CNTs in suspension and composites containing CNTs, to 
investigate some of the main parameters that affect their electrical conductivity and to 
check the percolation thresholds (Vc) and the critical exponents (τ ). The study of the 
electrical properties of 2D and 3D CNTNs would facilitate to predict and select the 
parameters and materials required for the preparation of these networks for a specific 
application. Different types of CNTs and techniques of preparation were tested to 
produce 2D CNTNs. In the case of 3D composites, DWCNTs have been selected 
since functionalization can occur in the outer wall without damage to the inner tube 
[50], which keeps its intrinsically electronic properties, and its lower density than 
MWCNTs usually demands lower load of CNTs to achieve percolation. To study the 
electrical conductivity of the CNTs themselves in a 3D system, electrical insulator 
mediums were chosen (silica and chloroform). 
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2 OBJECTIVE 
2.1 GENERAL OBJECTIVE 
The objective in this thesis was to investigate the electrical conductivity of 2D 
(over quartz substrate) and 3D (in chloroform and in silica matrix) CNTNs prepared 
with CCVD-CNTs. This analysis has as objective to optimize the selection of CNTs 
and parameters of preparation of CNTNs in order to their further possible 
applications. 
 
 
2.2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
In order to achieve this general objective it was required the following specific 
objectives:  
• Production of DWCNTs by the CCVD route of Centre Interuniversitaire de 
Recherche et d’Ingénierie des Matériaux-CIRIMAT; 
• Characterization of commercial and produced CCVD-CNTs - aspect ratio, 
defects in the graphite structure and purity (carbon content); 
• Dispersion of CNTs in aqueous solution by using surfactant (for preparation of 
2D CNTNs) or mild covalent functionalization (for preparation of CNT-SiO2 
composites) both aided by probe sonication; 
• Preparation of the 2D and 3D CNTNs (films and suspension in chloroform 
respectively); 
• Preparation of 3D CNTNs in silica (in-situ synthesis of CNT-SiO2 composites 
and their densification by Spark Plasma Sintering, SPS) 
• Characterization of CNTNs and nanocomposites; 
• Comparison of 2D CNTNs prepared by different techniques using commercial 
CCVD-SWCNT; 
• Comparison of 2D CNTNs prepared with different commercial CCVD-CNTs; 
• Comparison of 3D CNTNs of CCVD-CNTs ideally dispersed in a liquid matrix 
at constant probe sonication (chloroform matrix case); 
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• Comparison of 3D CNTNs of “ideally dispersed” F-DWCNTs in a liquid 
(chloroform) at constant probe sonication) with 3D CNTNs of F-DWCNTs in a 
composite (silica matrix). 
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3 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH WORK 
This work is restricted to the studies of CNTs obtained by catalytical chemical 
vapor deposition (CCVD) since it is the most promising technique for the large scale 
production of CNTs.  
The amorphous carbon and metallic particles were not quantified in the CNTs 
and no specific treatment was done to eliminate them. The commercial purified 
materials were not extra purified and, in the case of the home-made produced CNTs, 
the purification step was restricted to an acid treatment with HCl to dissolve the 
magnesia (MgO) support and part of the catalytic metal nanoparticles.  
It is also important to outline that the evaluation of CNTs aspect ratio might be 
in fact CNTs bundles aspect ratio. 
In the case of 2D CNTNs, the CNTNs were prepared with non-functionalized 
commercial CNTs and dispersed with the aid of surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulfate, 
SDS). The 2D systems were evaluated by the surface resistance (also called sheet 
resistance or resistivity), which is the standard procedure in literature, since the 
thickness evaluation of these 2D CNTNs is generally associated with relatively high 
uncertainty bars. Therefore, as generally reported in literature, surface resistance 
was then correlated with the measured transparency of the CNTNs at the visible light 
(550 nm wavelength), an important relation for applications. From its transparency 
the concentration of CNTs per area was calculated. 
The electrical conductivities of 3D CNTNs non-functionalized (commercial and 
home-made produced) and functionalized (home-made produced) CNTs were 
compared only in the case of an ideal state of dispersion (i.e. for the liquid 
composites). The ideal case of dispersion was considered as that obtained in 
insulator liquid (using chloroform as insulator medium since it is the less toxic and 
highly apolar liquid medium, with dielectric constant of 4.8069) with constant probe 
sonication (to avoid agglomeration) after stabilization of the electric current. These 
3D CNTNs were limited to a concentration of CNTs of about 0.3 vol.% mainly due to 
evaporation of solvent (low evaporation point of chloroform and great increase of 
thermal conductivity at high concentrations) and increase of viscosity of solution. 
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Therefore, this study is concentrated in CNTNs with low volume content of CNTs and 
always using an ice bath to avoid evaporation of the chloroform. 
For the non ideal state of dispersion of 3D CNTNs (composites: silica matrix), 
only functionalized CNTs (F-CNTs) were evaluated. In this case, since the classical 
route of sol-gel requires to work in the presence of alcohol or extreme pH [25], it is 
difficult to obtain a relatively good dispersion with surfactants and non-oxidized 
CNTs. Moreover, surfactants would cause a decrease of the conductivity through 
physical barrier in the intertube contacts [37] and, consequently, to the formation of 
pathway. Archimedes method was used to evaluate the density of the 
nanocomposites. 
The dispersion of F-DWCNTs in the silica matrix was evaluated only by field-
emission-gun scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) of surfaces of fractured 
materials. There was no access to X-ray tomography (resolution of about 200 
microns), to focused ion beam (mesoscopic scale) or to 4D electron tomography (use 
small volume, but with excellent resolution; would enable the visualization of the 
three-dimensional structural complexity of CNT nanocomposite at the nanoscale 
though high-contrast tomographic reconstructions enabled by differences in the 
energy-loss spectrum of plasmon-loss electrons [51]). 
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4 BIBLIOGRAPHIC REVISION 
4.1 CNT - structure, type, synthesis and characterization 
4.1.1 Structure and types of carbon nanotubes 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered as nearly one-dimensional 
structures according to their aspect ratio: high length (usually micrometers) over their 
diameter (0.7 - 100 nanometers). CNTs can be visualized as graphene sheets 
(Figure 4.1) that have been rolled into a tube with two hemispheres of fullerene as 
end caps [39]. The simplest CNT is composed by one tube and is called singlewalled 
carbon nanotube (SWCNT). The structure of each tube depends on its diameter and 
on the symmetry of the hexagonal plane of the tube (twist of the graphene to form a 
tube). These features are defined by the angle of the hexagon helix around the tube 
axis, the so called chiral angle (represented as θ ( →1a ,
→
2a )). Therefore, SWCNTs are 
completely described by the vectors 
→
hC  (called chiral vector) and 
→
T  (called 
translational symmetry vector) in a planar graphene sheet (Figure 4.1A) [52]. The 
chiral vector, represented by a pair of integers (n,m), would be the circumference of 
the SWCNT and is a function of the modulus of the vectors 
→
1a  and 
→
2a . The 
translational symmetry vector is the vector parallel to SWCNT axis and is a function 
of the pair of integers (n,m) and of the vectors →1a  and 
→
2a . Where 
→
1a  and 
→
2a are the 
unit vectors of the graphene plane. 
According to the chiral angle, SWCNTs can be classified as chiral or achiral. 
CNTs with θ between 0 and 30° are chiral and present chiral ve ctor (n,m). Achiral 
CNTs present a specular plane and correspond to the chiral angles θ = 0 and 30°, 
known as zigzag (n,0) and armchair (n,n) configurations, respectively. These 
configurations can be visualized in Figure 4.1B. 
The helicity has a significant implication on the electronic properties of the 
CNTs. According to the indices n and m, SWCNTs with similar diameters or 
interatomic bonds can be metallic or semiconducting. A simple rule based on the 
structure of the SWCNT is obtained for classifying SWCNTs regarding their electronic 
properties: if n = m the SWCNT is metallic; if n - m is multiple of 3, the nanotube is 
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semiconducting with a very small band gap, otherwise it is a moderate 
semiconductor [7,39]. In general, a batch of CNTs is composed by CNTs with 
different helicities and, besides the company NanoIntegris already uses an efficient 
method to separate them [53], it is still expensive for general composite applications, 
for example. 
SWCNTs have diameters typically in the range of 0.4–2 nm [33]. If all chiral 
vectors were equally probable, 1/3 of the total SWCNTs would be metallic while the 
remaining 2/3, semiconducting, which was also confirmed experimentally [33]. During 
its growth process, SWCNTs form hexagonal-packed bundles and the distance 
between the walls of two nanotubes is nearby the interlayer distance in graphite 
(3.35-3.41 Ǻ) [33,54]. 
CNTs can also be composed by two or a series of graphene sheets coaxially 
wrapped into cylinders, known as doublewalled (DWCNTs) and multiwalled 
(MWCNTs) CNTs, respectively. A good control of the number of walls is already 
possible in the synthesis process [7].  
Each cylinder would be a SWCNT of different helicities that is still well defined 
by its n,m chiral indices. However, in DWCNTs and MWCNTs the metallicity is 
affected by the inter-walls interactions [55] and in both cases the majority of CNTs is 
metallic CNTs [56-58]. In the case of bundles, the interaction surface of adjacent 
nanotubes is small; while in DWCNTs the interaction surface between the two shells 
is 100%.  
It is expected charge transfer and/or orbital mixing to occur between the two 
walls of a DWCNT caused by inter-walls coupling interactions [55,56]. The interaction 
between the inner and outerwalls of DWCNTs was indirectly confirmed by nuclear-
magnetic-resonance measurements that showed that DWCNTs have a highly 
uniform metallic character [57]. Furthermore, theoretical study showed that a small 
charge transfer from the outer wall to the inner wall occurs in every DWCNT [55]. 
This was experimentally confirmed by photoemission spectroscopy [59]. The orbital 
mixing between the walls also can explain the measured redshift of the resonance in 
the Raman measurements of DWCNTs [60]. Zolyomi et al. concluded that the 
observed charge transfer and orbital mixing together can cause a semiconductor-to-
metal transition of DWCNTs, but not obligatory near-universal metallicity [55b].  
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Figure 4.1 (A) Vectors 
→
hC
 and 
→
T
 defined by the indices (n,m) [52]; (B) the three different structures 
of CNTs: armchair, zigzag and chiral. 
 
The typical inter-walls spacing in DWCNTs and MWCNTs is ∼0.34 nm [7,39]. 
This distance closely corresponds to the interlayer distance in graphite [39] and it 
increases with the decrease of number of the concentric tubes. MWCNTs have 
diameters that vary in the range of ∼20 nm (grown by the arc-discharge method) to 
100 nm (obtained by CCVD) [7], but also some CCVD MWCNTs are composed of 5-
10 walls and are only of 10-20 nm in diameter [40]. Large diameter tubes are found 
to have a greater density of defects (i.e., vacancies or interstitials) than small CNTs 
[7]. 
 
4.1.2 Synthesis of carbon nanotubes 
The synthesis methods of CNTs can be divided into: (i) methods at high 
temperatures, which include arc discharge and laser ablation; and (ii) methods at 
moderated temperatures, which correspond mainly to catalytic chemical vapor 
deposition (CCVD). 
High temperature growth processes (like arc-growth or laser ablation) 
synthesize CNTs with low contents of defects (less than methods at moderated 
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temperatures), thus good crystallization states [7,34,39]. As a consequence, these 
CNTs exhibit metallic temperature dependence (resistance linearly decreases with 
increase temperature of synthesis due to less defects acting as scattering centers for 
conduction of electrons). A great amount of disordered carbon is produced by  
arc-growth (especially sp3 like carbon: only 1-2 wt% of CNTs are obtained after 
purification by thermal treatment), whereas laser ablation produces the most pure 
SWCNTs with good crystallization state as well [7,34,39]. In the other hand, CNTs 
prepared by CCVD methods (moderated temperatures) are usually much longer (few 
tens to hundreds of micrometers) than those obtained by arc-discharge (few 
nanometers to micrometers) [61]. 
The arc discharge method consists to vaporize carbon atoms by plasma of 
inert gas (helium or argon) ignited by high currents that pass through opposing 
carbon anode and cathode. The temperature in the plasma region is extremely high 
(3000 °C to 4000 °C). The first observed MWCNTs (wi th diameters between 2 and 30 
nm) were grown in an arc-discharge process using electrodes of pure graphite [6]. A 
breakthrough in MWCNT growth by arc discharge was first made by Ebbesen and 
Ajayan [62] who reported the growth and purification of high quality MWCNTs at the 
gram level. In order to produce SWCNTs however, graphite-metal electrodes are 
needed [6,63]. 
Guo et al. [64] have shown that SWCNTs can be produced by direct laser 
vaporization using laser ablation method. In this method a transition metal-graphite 
composite target is ablated by means of intense laser pulses. The target is mounted 
in a high-temperature furnace, with a maximum temperature of 1200 °C. During laser 
ablation, a flow of Ar gas passes through the growth chamber to carry the grown 
CNTs downstream and to collect them on a cold finger. In contrast to the arc-
discharge method, laser vaporization produces a better quality final product (little 
amorphous carbon deposit).  
The CCVD method is based on the catalytic decomposition of a carbonaceous 
gas on metal nanoparticles (NPs) [7,34,39,61]. The formation of CNTs typically 
occurs between 600 °C and 1000 °C (depending on the  carbon source). This method 
is cheaper compared to the two previous ones and allows producing large scale 
amounts of CNTs. In contrast to the arc-discharge method and laser ablation that 
produce low yields through intermittent syntheses, the CCVD method can produce 
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grams-scale batches of CNTs [61,65] and can be used in a continuous production 
using technologies such as fluidized bed reactors [66]. Since all CNTs used in this 
work were produced by CCVD a more detailed description is in the following 
sequence. 
 
The CCVD process 
The CCVD method is based on: (i) gas-phase catalysts (High Pressure of CO 
process or vertical EtOH vapor systems), when the metallic catalyst cluster is formed 
by the introduction of a gas-phase precursor; or (ii) solid-phase catalysts, when the 
metallic catalyst is supported over a substrate (silicon wafers or oxide powder 
support, for example). Initially, carbon containing molecules are decomposed (role of 
the catalyst in the decomposition: catalytic decomposition). Then, carbon is dissolved 
inside the metallic cluster. When the carbon concentration is high enough, the strong 
C-C interactions outside the metal dominate, leading to the precipitation in a curved 
graphene sheet and the formation of the CNTs (nucleation and growth) [67]. 
The HiPco process was developed by P. Nikolaev et al. [68] and it stands for 
high pressure carbon monoxide (30–50 atm). In this CCVD method SWCNT are 
made by high-temperature (900–1100 °C) decompositio n of flowing CO on catalytic 
clusters of iron. The clusters are formed in situ: Fe is added to the gas flow in the 
form of Fe(CO)5, which decomposes and Fe atoms condense into clusters. The 
nanotubes grow in suspension in the vapor phase and are collected out onto cold 
surfaces. 
Planar catalyst supports are usually wafers (generally silicon) with an oxidized 
surface layer on which a thin metallic layer of transition metal is deposited (by dip-
coating the wafer in a solution containing the metals precursors followed by thermal 
decomposition to form metallic NP or by sputtering, for example) to act as catalyst 
[7]. This approach is mainly used to produce vertically aligned CNTs, characterized 
by a root growth type with an equal rate of growth, in which lateral interactions keep 
them growing vertically. It is also an interesting technique to produce electronic 
devices or connections since it is possible to synthesize horizontally aligned CNTs 
(by applying an electric field or by flux control or by using the crystalline orientation of 
the substrate) [7]. 
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CCVD using a powder catalytic material is one of the most promising 
techniques for the mass production of CNTs. The catalytic material is composed of a 
precursor of the corresponding metal (usually transition metals, such as Fe, Co or Ni 
sometimes with addition of other elements such as Mo and W) dispersed on the grain 
surface of an oxide powder which acts as support material (generally Al2O3, SiO2, 
zeolites or MgO), which forms the catalytic material [7,39]. In this case, CNTs grow 
by either surface or bulk carbon diffusion and it can be either base or tip growth 
(depending on the catalyst type, the hydrocarbon source, and the growth 
temperature). The oxide powder must have a high surface area to avoid the metallic 
NPs coalescence, which is harmful for CNT synthesis. The carbonaceous gas can be 
either hydrocarbons (CH4, C2H4, C2H2,…) or CO, generally mixed with H2, N2 or Ar, 
which act as carrier gas (N2 or Ar) or reducing agent (H2). The diameter of the CNTs 
is mainly controlled by the diameter of metallic catalytic particles (kept at a 
nanometric size) [7,39]. There are two main methods to prepare the catalytic 
materials: (a) the impregnation of a substrate with a solution of transition metal salt; 
and (b) the preparation of a solid solution between an oxide of a catalytic metallic 
element and a chemically inert and thermally stable host oxide.  
a) In the impregnation method, the catalytic material is prepared by simply 
drying a stirred mixture of an oxide powder and a metal salt solution, followed by a 
thermal treatment that decomposes the salt to form the catalytic metal oxide. At the 
end, a subsequent reduction treatment is required in order to form the catalytic metal 
NP. 
b) The metal NP can be prepared in situ in an oxide powder (via wet chemical 
reaction followed by a thermal treatment, or solution combustion synthesis) by 
selective reduction of an oxide solid solution. Their coalescence is normally avoided 
by using inert and thermally stable host oxides such as Al2O3, MgO, MgAl2O4, and a 
sufficiently low content of transition element. This method, developed by the Centre 
Interuniversitaire de Recherche et d’Ingénierie des Matériaux (CIRIMAT) at 
Université Paul Sabatier in Toulouse (France) [61,65], used in the present work for 
the synthesis of the DWCNTs will be briefly discussed in the next chapter. 
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4.1.3 Characterization of carbon nanotubes and its networks 
4.1.3.1 Raman spectroscopy 
It is the major technique used to characterize the CNTs since it can provide 
like a “fingerprint” of CNTs and it is also sensible to the direct environment of the 
CNTs (if they are in bundles, surrounded by surfactant, etc) [69]. All allotropic forms 
of carbon are active in Raman spectroscopy, but according to the carbon form, the 
position, width and relative intensity of the bands are modified. CNTs present three 
characteristic modes in Raman spectroscopy (Figure 4.2): the radial breathing mode 
(RBM), the disordered-induced mode (D band) and the tangential or high-energy 
modes (G band). The RBM is visible only for SWCNTs and DWCNTs, and 
corresponds to the atomic vibration of the C atoms in the radial direction (appearing 
between 120 cm−1 < ωRBM < 250 cm−1 for SWCNTs with diameters within  
1 nm < d < 2 nm). The D band (generally around 1340 cm-1) is related to the 
presence of disordered carbon or structural defects in CNTs and usually the ratio of 
intensities of D and G bands is used to have an idea of the “quality” of the graphitic 
structure. Thus, a high D/G ratio, here called ID/G, indicates the presence of a lot of 
disordered carbon or defects in the graphitic structure of the CNTs. The main 
differences between D bands from CNTs and graphite are that in CNTs it presents 
small linewidths (40 cm−1 down to 7 cm−1) and it appears at lower frequencies than 
sp2-based carbons (this last feature is even more pronounced in low diameter CNTs) 
[69]. This ID/G ratio is also used to verify the degree of deleterious effects of a 
chemical functionalization into the graphitic structure of carbon nanofibers (CNFs) 
[70] and nanotubes [71]. For example, concentrated nitric and sulfuric acids in 
contact to CNFs by sonication for 24h can increase ID/G by 328% in comparison to 
pristine material [70]. The G band gives information about the metallic character of 
the CNTs in resonance with a given laser line and it is typically around 1580 cm−1. 
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Figure 4.2 Typical Raman spectrum from SWCNT bundles. 
 
Some limitations of this technique are that: (i) it is not possible to quantify the 
amount of CNTs in a mixture with other carbonaceous structures; (ii) only the carbon 
forms in resonance with the specific energy line that is being used will be detected by 
Raman spectroscopy. 
 
4.1.3.2 Microstructural characterization 
Even though other techniques like atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) started to be more diffused among other 
microstructural techniques to visualize CNTs, transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) and field-emission-gun scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) are still the 
main used techniques to study their microstructure. The structure of CNTs was first 
visualized and described in 1991 with the aid of a high resolution TEM (HRTEM) [6] 
and it is still the technique that allows the direct observation of details of their 
morphology (diameter of the CNTs, number of walls, filling and presence of defects). 
FESEM also has been greatly used to observe the “quality” (morphology, presence of 
impurities) of the sample and to have an idea of length of CNTs. However, one of its 
limitations is the small scale of the sample (especially in non-homogeneous 
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samples), which is typically 10-12–10-13 g for (FE)SEM observations [72] and for TEM 
this amount can be several orders less.  
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can also be used to visualize CNTs, but at 
lower magnifications than HRTEM. It is possible to get informations about the 
diameter of CNTs/bundles, length of CNTs/bundles and roughness of 2D CNTNs. It 
has the same limitation of small scale of sample. In the case of STM it is usually used 
to visualize the structure of individual CNTs in the resolution of atoms, so that even 
the chirality of the CNT can be visualized. 
FESEM observations can be used to characterize the dispersion of the 2D 
(films) and 3D CNTNs (composites), the observation of the fractured surfaces giving 
satisfactory idea in the latter case. Another quite recent technique in the case of 3D 
CNTNs is the 3D spectral tomography, which can provide more qualitative 
information than FESEM images [51,73] since it allows the visualization of the 3D 
structure, but few research centers have access to it. It enables the visualization of 
the three-dimensional structural complexity of CNT nanocomposite at the nanoscale 
though high-contrast tomographic reconstructions enabled by differences in the 
energy-loss spectrum of plasmon-loss electrons [51].  
 
4.1.3.3 Carbon content 
Thermogravimetric analysis and elementary analysis by the flash combustion 
method are some of the most commonly used methods to determine the amount of 
carbon present in a sample containing CNTs [61]. Even though amorphous carbon 
present lower temperature of oxidation than CNTs, the evaluation of its relative 
quantity is quite difficult since the oxidation temperature also depends in other factors 
like density, flow of the oxidant gas, heating rate, morphology of the powder, quantity 
and nature of metal nanoparticles, etc. The residual mass at the end of the final 
combustion of the carbonaceous material is constituted by oxide of residues of the 
metal catalyst that were not removed during the purification process. 
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4.1.3.4 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) provides specific information 
about chemical bonding and molecular structures, making it useful for analyzing 
organic materials and certain inorganic materials. During FTIR analysis, the 
specimen is subjected to a modulated IR beam. The specimen's transmittance and 
reflectance of the infrared rays at different frequencies is translated into an IR 
absorption plot consisting of reverse peaks. Chemical bonds vibrate at characteristic 
frequencies, and when exposed to infrared radiation, they absorb the radiation at 
frequencies that match their vibration modes (characteristic to that molecule, as a 
“fingerprint”). By interpreting the infrared absorption spectrum, the chemical bonds in 
a molecule can be determined. FTIR spectra of pure compounds are generally so 
unique that they are like a molecular "fingerprint". For most common materials, the 
spectrum of an unknown compound can be identified by comparison to a library of 
known compounds. For the case of CNTs, infrared is most commonly used to verify 
the presence of groups attached to CNTs during the synthesis and mainly post-
synthesis of CNTs. For example, to detect the carboxylation (characterized by C=O, 
C-O and O-H groups) of CNFs/CNTs after chemical functionalization by their contact 
with nitric (and sulphuric and chloridric) acid(s) [70,71,74,75]. According to the 
strength of the functionalization treatment, the correspondent bands of carboxylation 
can be more [70,71,74] or less [75] intense. 
 
4.1.3.5 Zeta potential 
Zeta potential is based on the electrokinetic of (un)charged particles in a liquid 
medium. It corresponds to the electric potential in the junction between the Stern 
layer and the diffusive layer that surround each particle in the liquid medium. If the 
charge of the particles is high enough, they will remain discrete, disperse and in 
suspension, while reducing or eliminating the charge has the opposite effect 
(agglomeration). In practice, modulated values of 30 mV or higher means stable 
dispersions. Particle charge can be controlled by modifying the suspending liquid (by 
pH or change of ionic species in the solution) or by modifying the surface of the 
particle (by chemical functionalization, for example) [76]. For CNTs suspensions, this 
method can be used to study the most efficient ways to get a stable dispersion in 
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order to prepare a composite, for example. As demonstrated by Hu et al. [76], 
functionalized CNTs containing carboxylic groups can generate high modulated value 
of Zeta potential, leading to stable dispersions of CNTs. 
 
4.1.3.6 UV-Vis spectroscopy 
It allows the determination of light absorption in a sample (spectrophotometry) 
and it uses light from the visible UVA (315 to 400 nm) up to near infrared (750 to 
1400 nm) ranges [77]. In the study of CNTs, it can be useful to determine the stability 
of a suspension and in the study of transparent electrical conductive CNTNs. In order 
to determine the light absorption (or transparency) in the region of ultraviolet 
(generally wavelength of 550 nm is used for this evaluation) for 2D CNTNs quartz 
substrates can be a good alternative because they do not absorb in this range of 
spectrum (see Figure 0.2 in the attachment section). 
 
4.1.3.7 Electrical conductivity 
One method to estimate the conductivity of CNTs is to produce self-standing 
papers (so called buckypapers) by filtering a CNT solution, which leads to a 
compaction of the CNTs. However, the preparation of such buckypapers are time 
consuming and require relatively high amounts of CNTs (> 50 mg) and the packing of 
CNTs can vary even using the same sample, varying the amount of internal porosity 
of the material. Their apparent density is very dependent on the morphology of the 
carbon material. This variation causes significant changes in the thickness of the free 
standing paper but does not reflect the real cross-section area of the CNTs (area of 
solid material with its interconnections). Because of that we preferred to normalize 
the conductivity by the density of the buckypaper.  
In the case of evaluation of 2D CNTNs, since the evaluation of thickness of 
these 2D CNTNs is generally associated with relatively high uncertainties the 
standard procedure in literature is to measure the surface resistance, its unity being 
the Ohm but it is generally notated in Ohm per square (Ohm/sq.) to avoid the 
confusion with volume resistance [58,78]. These results are then correlated with the 
measured transparency of the CNTNs at the visible light (usually 550 nm wavelength 
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is used), an important relation for applications and from this measurement the 
concentration of CNTs per area can be determined [58,78]. 
Electrical conductivity of an unique CNT or a bundle of it is also possible 
through the deposition (usually dip-coating or spray-coating is chosen) of thin 2D 
CNTN over a substrate with markers followed by localization of the CNT by AFM to 
allow the deposition of electrodes over it through lithographic techniques. By last, the 
substrate is transferred to a chip carrier and wires are connected between the chip 
carrier and the electrodes over the CNTs, allowing the measurement [58]. 
 
 
4.2 Production of 2D and 3D CNTNs 
4.2.1 2D CNTNs 
There have been several reports on ultra-thin electrical conductive CNTNs that 
are optically transparent since 2002 [79] due to their wide range of applications, as 
already described in the introduction section. Strategic areas like production of 
energy by environmentally friendly way [17] has been one of the most interesting 
topics for 2D CNTNs. Inexpensive organic solar cells that can be painted or printed 
on flexible plastic sheets were developed by the New Jersey Institute of Technology 
[80] and used a mixture of CNTs and fullerenes to form snake-like structures. 
According to their purpose, they might be produced with different 
morphologies (random or aligned), transmittance/absorbance in the UV region 
(typically 550 nm is the wavelength of evaluation), surface electrical resistance and 
average roughness. The techniques for the production of these CNTNs can be 
classified into post-growth or direct growth methods [81].  
In the first case, most of the techniques require suspensions of CNTs to 
deposit CNTs on a substrate. Generally, they might be summarized by the following 
steps: (i) synthesis of CNTs, (ii) purification of the CNTs, (iii) dispersion with 
probe/bath sonication of the CNTs in a suspension (with the aid of surfactants or 
chemical functionalization), and (iv) deposition over the desired substrate. Examples 
of post-growth techniques are spray-coating (or air-brushing) [78], vacuum filtration 
method [82,83], spin-coating [84] and dip-coating [85]. There is also a solid-state 
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post-growth technique that allows the production of aligned CNTNs from spinnable 
CNT forests, but still few groups have this technology [86]. The main advantages of 
these methods are the possibility of use of purified CNTs and the deposition of 
CNTNs on several substrates and, in some cases, even with different shapes of 
substrates. However, when CNTs are deposited over a substrate, depending on the 
techniques used, they can be in bundles of diameter of order 50 nm containing a 
large number of more or less parallel CNTs (due to van der Walls interactions 
between the CNTs). These bundles join and intersect with other bundles to form the 
complete CNTNs. A brief description is given in the sequence about some post-
growth techniques used in this work (spray-coating, vacuum filtration and dip-
coating). 
Spray-coating [78] consists of applying a network over a substrate with the aid 
of an air-brush pistol and typically gives CNTNs in the form of “linked islands” of 
CNTs due to the droplets generated at the nozzle of the pistol. In this method, the 
flocculation of the CNTs in the solvent prior to exiting the nozzle remains a problem, 
as well the loss of material in the over spray at the edges of the work piece and in the 
aerosol generated. 
Filtration method [82,83] usually gives more dispersed deposits of CNTNs. In 
this case, a suspension is filtrated with a cellulose nitrate membrane and then the 
deposited network over the membrane is transferred for the desired substrate by 
dissolving the membrane in organic solvent, like acetone. 
Dip-coating method [85] leads to the production of relatively aligned CNTNs, 
by the liquid flow. The alignment of the CNTs is dependent on the speed of dipping 
(the lower the speed, the more aligned are the CNTs, but more bundles are also 
formed). To achieve a good alignment the attraction force between the dry surface 
and the nanotube should be higher than the forces acted on the nanotube by the 
liquid front [87]. Besides this deposition method can generate quite smooth films, it is 
quite time consuming to obtain comparably thick films and others coupling agents to 
silanize the surface might be required to speed up the process. 
The direct growth techniques can provide CNTNs composed of several 
millimeters long CNTs and aligned (by the gases flow or substrate structure) CNTNs, 
so that they already reach a percolation threshold at lower concentration of CNTs 
than post-growth techniques [88]. However, as there is no purification step, the  
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by-products from the synthesis (e.g. amorphous carbon and other allotropic forms of 
carbon with low aspect ratio) are deleterious for the optical transmittance of these 
networks and do not contribute to the electrical conductivity. 
 
4.2.2 3D CNTNs in insulator matrices 
4.2.2.1 Solid medium - ceramic matrix composites 
The addition of CNTs in ceramic composites is a promising field for several 
applications and several reports were focused on them [89,90], but there are 
relatively few if compared to polymer composites. Particularly, the huge aspect ratio 
and outstanding electrical properties of CNTs give rise to percolation in insulator 
matrix at a much lower content than any other additives [91].  
In order to prepare 3D CNTNs embedded in a matrix one can achieve this by 
mechanical mixing [92], sol-gel [93] or in-situ growth [94], for example.  
One of the challenges on preparing such CNTNs is the dispersion step and it 
will depend on the method chosen. Generally mechanical mixing does not provide an 
homogeneous dispersion at a molecular level, but this might be better achieved by 
sol-gel (in-situ synthesis of ceramic matrix) [93] or much better by in-situ growth of 
CNTs (by CCVD) [94]. In the sol-gel case, the CNTs can be dispersed in aqueous 
[95] or alcohol [96] medium either with the aid of surfactants [95,96] or by chemical 
functionalization with strong acids [95], both using either probe or bath sonication. In 
the case of in-situ synthesis of CNTs, to achieve a good dispersion of CNTs in the 
matrix (support) it is important to have a good dispersion of the catalyst metal NPs. 
This approach can lead to quite dispersed CNTs in the matrix, providing high 
electrical conductivity: 2.8 to 4 S/cm for 5.7 wt.% of carbon in a CNT-Fe-Al2O3 
composite densified by uniaxial hot-pressing at 43 MPa in graphite dies, in a primary 
vacuum, at 1500°C [94]. A drawback from this techni que is that the matrix should be 
in the form of a high surface area powder and should not react with the metal NP at 
the temperature of CNTs synthesis. 
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4.3 CNTs-SiO2 nanocomposites 
Due to the good chemical interaction between CNTs and silica without altering 
their original properties [97], CNTs-silica composites can have many applications (as 
previously reported in the introduction section) [26,29]. Moreover, the relatively low 
thermal expansion coefficient of silica (0.4x10-6 °C -1) [98] might help to avoid some 
sintering problems since CNTs also present quite low value of this coefficient. CNTs-
SiO2 nanocomposites have already been reported since 2001 [93], but few works 
were devoted to electrical conductivity of these composites [29,30,99,100b]. Silica 
glass presents an electrical conductivity about 10-20 S/cm [98]. The main challenges 
to obtain such dense nanocomposites are the dispersion of CNTs in the matrix and 
the densification of the final product [29,30,99,100].  
The lowest loading that has been reported to present percolation was 1 vol.% 
for MWCNT-SiO2 composites [100b], with an electrical conductivity of about  
10-10 S/cm. Higher CNTs contents resulted in much higher conductivities. For 
example, 0.08 and 0.65 S/cm were measured for 5 and 10 vol.% MWCNTs-SiO2 
composite, respectively [30]. 
 
4.3.1 Dispersion 
The high surface area and aspect ratio of CNTs associated with their high 
hydrophobicity make it really difficult to disperse them properly in any medium at 
concentrations required for their application in composites. Generally, CNTs are 
found to be in bundles or aggregates due to their strong van der Waals interactions. 
For example, the energy of attraction in a region of 10 nm in contact of two SWCNTs 
is about 250 kJ (or 0.5 eV/nm for SWCNT-SWCNT contact) [7,101]. To overcome the 
first difficulty, CNTs can either be synthesized in-situ in the ceramic powder [94] or 
the ceramic precursor can be synthesized around CNTs dispersed in a solvent [93] 
(with aid of chemical functionalization or use of surfactants, followed by sonication). 
Therefore, to improve the dispersion of CNTs into SiO2, various approaches 
have already been tested as modification of the interface (by use of surfactants 
[29,99,100b], chemical functionalization [102]) and also methods of composite 
preparation (attrition mill with colloidal SiO2 [30] or in-situ production of silica by 
organic [29,100b,102] or inorganic [99] sol-gel routes). 
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4.3.2 Densification 
In the case of 3D CNTNs, the morphology of the CNTNs will depend not only 
on the characteristics of the CNTNs themselves, but also on the densification of the 
final composite, as shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of a CNTN immersed into a matrix: (A) with good compatibility with the 
matrix and fully densified; (B) with good compatibility with the matrix, but with remaining porosity; (C) 
with bad interface interaction with the matrix and non-ideally dispersed. 
 
The incorporation of CNTs into silica glass is detrimental to densification, 
particularly due to an increase of softening point that fibres generally cause in 
glass matrices [103]. Indeed, Ning et al. [100d] reported a decrease of relative 
density accompanied by a increase of porosity with the increase of MWCNTs 
content into silica matrix for composites obtained by hot-pressing (HP). 
Consequently, several techniques have also been tested to densify these 
composites, including heat-treatment in inert atmosphere [99], hot-pressing (HP) 
[29,100b], high-pressure cold quasi-isostatic pressing (HIP) [102] and spark-
plasma sintering (SPS) [30]. 
According to literature, the more efficient densification methods seem to be 
HIP [102], HP [29,100d] and SPS [30]. 
In the HIP technique the powder is usually placed in a lead container, which 
acts as a pressure-transmitting medium and the compaction (at pressures in the 
order of 8 GPa, for example) is accomplished in a toroidal-type high-pressure 
chamber at room temperature that provides the required quasi-hydrostatic pressure 
around the sample [102].  
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The HP technique is a well-known method to densify materials that consists of 
filling a cylindrical matrix (mostly graphite) with the powder bed and then applying via 
punches (mostly graphite) an uniaxial pressure and through resistance heating 
elements surrounding the matrix it is exposed simultaneously to a high temperature.  
SPS, also known as pulse electric current or field assisted sintering technique 
was proposed in 1989 to be the next generation of sintering methods [104]. SPS is a 
sintering method for rapid consolidation of materials in short time frames (seconds to 
minutes) and at temperatures lower than that needed by other techniques. 
Furthermore, it has an advantage of almost suppressing grain growth over 
conventional sintering methods. Since this sintering method was used in the present 
work, a more detailed description is given. 
 
4.3.3 SPS method 
Figure 4.4 displays a schematic diagram for this technique. It is a method that 
applies an uniaxial pressure with a fast heating, which is applied by a high intensity 
dc pulsed electric current passing directly though the mold of graphite containing the 
powder.  
Thus, the graphite mold and punches act as heating elements. The electric 
field not only generates Joule heat, providing conditions for hot compaction, but can 
also influences diffusion mass transport (mostly through electric field induced 
diffusion, electromigration and electroplasticity mechanisms) [105]. It is believed that 
micro-sparks are generated when this pulsed current reaches particle contact points 
and this would increase the diffusion kinetics in surface grain boundary [106]. 
However, high heating rates with short dwell times can cause inhomogeneous 
sintered parts due to temperature gradients [107]. These temperature gradients 
within the sample are also influenced by the electrical properties of the materials, as 
well as the thermal and electric contact resistances. Vanmeensel et al. [108] proved 
theoretically and experimentally that thermal distribution in the sample is mainly 
dependent on contact resistance of contacting parts and on the electrical properties 
of the sample. The temperature field, the current and the power needed during SPS 
are greatly influenced by the thermal and electrical resistances in the contacts 
between the sample and the tool components. Therefore, the reproducibility of the 
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results depends on the repeatability of contact properties. In insulator materials the 
current flows only through the tool components (punch and dies) [109], while in 
samples that are more conductive than graphite, it flows mainly by the sample itself. 
If the current passes through tool components, heat losses may be compensated by 
the radiation from exposed tool surfaces, but if it is not compensated, temperature is 
largely non homogeneous [108]. Even though this technique has been investigated 
already for 18 years, the mechanism of sintering is still unknown due to the 
complexity of the thermal, electrical and mechanical processes that may be involved 
in the SPS [110,111]. It is assumed that, depending on the material treated, 
mechanisms like vaporization–condensation, plastic deformation, surface-, grain 
boundary-, and volume-diffusions might occur during the sintering and densification 
by SPS, but this has not yet been proved [112]. It is not clear also if plasma is 
generated by pulse electric current. 
 
e
 
Figure 4.4 Schematic diagram of SPS device. 
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4.4 Electrical properties of carbon nanotubes and its networks 
As mentioned before, CNTs can have metallic or semiconducting behavior, 
generating electrical conductivities that can reach 105 S/cm or only 0.1-100 S/cm, 
respectively [7,34]. In a DWCNT with one tube metallic and the other 
semiconducting, low energy properties characteristic of metallic tubes predominate, 
while if both the constituent tubes are metallic, a much more complicated situation in 
the case of band crossings can arise [55-57]. Therefore, in the case of DWCNTs and 
MWCNTs it is quite difficult to predict their behaviors. 
Electrical resistance was first measured for bundles of MWCNTs yielding 
electrical conductivity of 1.5 x 102 S/cm at 300 K [113]. Later, Ando et al. [114] 
managed to evaluate the resistance of isolated MWCNTs and reported a conductivity 
of 1.8 x 103 S/cm, while Langer et al. [115] found 104 S/cm for a single MWCNT.  
In the case of ropes of metallic SWNTs, Thess et al. calculated the 
conductivity to be around 104 S/cm at 300 K [116] by measuring the resistance 
directly with a four-point technique (one of their measured values was  
0.34 x 104 S/cm). That means a differerence of one order of magnitude between a 
rope of metallic SWCNTs and a metallic SWCNT [7,34].  
Aligned three-dimensional CNTNs such as fibers and yarns made from 
ultralong (mm to cm) uniquely MWCNTs can achieve an electrical conductivity in the 
order of 102 S/cm [117]. This is the same order of magnitude of that reported for 
MWCNTs bundles [113] and about one [114] to two [115] orders of magnitude lower 
than that calculated for a single MWCNT. For comparison, unaligned 3D CNTN 
composed only by DWCNTs in the form of densified pellets prepared by SPS 
achieved an electrical conductivity as high as 1.65 x 103 S/cm [118].  
When CNTs are dispersed over a substrate or in a matrix, CNTs can form 2- 
or 3-dimensional (2D or 3D, respectively) percolating networks that permit to conduct 
electrical current through them with small amount of material (< 0.1 vol.%). Table 4.1 
presents a summary of carbon structures with different aspect ratios in comparison to 
their typical electrical conductivities and prices, as well as their percolating properties 
in 3D CNTNs embedded in a matrix. In spite that carbon black is still the most 
economical option, the higher electrical conductivity of CNTs in comparison to other 
carbon forms and the continuous effort of producers to decrease their costs are great 
attractives for future applications. Moreover, CNTs require much lower contents (1-2 
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orders of magnitude) than other carbon forms to percolate due to their high aspect 
ratios, which could be quite interesting to avoid any deleterious consequences of 
other properties that can be important for specific applications (like transparency in 
solar cells applications, or mechanical properties in ceramic matrix composites for 
example). According to the state of dispersion, anisotropy, purity of sample, effective 
aspect ratio, compatibility with the matrix and densification, the percolation threshold 
can greatly vary. 
Several studies on the electrical conductivity of SWCNTs networks were 
reported and the values range from 400 to 6600 S/cm [43].  
The resistance of CNTNs depends on the resistance due to intertube junctions 
(major role at CNTs concentrations below the percolation threshold) and on the 
resistance along the CNT itself (predominates at CNTs concentrations above the 
percolation threshold). Therefore, these two distinct sources of resistance depend on 
the properties of individual CNTs (defects [36,38], doping level of semiconducting 
CNTs [7,36,39-41], effective aspect ratio [35], purity [36,37] and metallic to 
semiconducting volume fraction [7,33,34]) and of the CNTN itself (volume fraction of 
CNTs in the CNTN [46-49], state of dispersion of CNTs into the CNTN [43-45], 
anisotropy [42] and contacts between CNTs or its bundles [43]). 
For example, long CNTs will lead to a low number of interbundle/intertube 
junctions in a given path (when straight longer CNTs are used the electric current will 
be able to percolate through the CNTs passing through less contact points and the 
final electrical conductivity will be higher than a CNTN with shorter CNTs), while the 
smaller is the diameter of bundles; the higher are the number of conductive paths 
[43]. According to Buldum et al. [119], the resistance associated with the intertube 
contacts can be a function of the geometry and chirality of the CNTs.  
The presence of impurities (such as carbon nanofibres, amorphous carbon 
and surfactants) or of structural defects in CNTs cause electron scattering relative to 
an ideal structure [36], which is deleterious to the electrical conductivity. And 
impurities not only have lower ability to conduct than CNTs, but also can also 
decrease the transparency of the final product [36-38].  
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Table 4.1 Examples of carbon structures with different aspect ratio and their percolation as 3D network in insulator matrices. 
 Filler particle 3D network 
 σDC along axis 
(S/cm) 
Specific 
gravity 
(g/cm3) 
Price per gram  
(€, 1 USD = 0.7667 €)  
Matrix Percolation 
threshold 
σMAX 
(S/cm) 
Aspect 
ratio 
τ 
PU 0.7 vol.% [120] ~10-2 (at 2 vol.%) 200 - Graphite 
particles 
(single crystal 
graphite flakes) 
(1.25-2.5) x104 (in the basal 
plane) or 2 to 3 orders lower 
(normal to basal plane) [35] 
2.25 [12] 0.0038335* 
PC 10.5 vol.% [121] 1.7 x 10-2 (at 26.1 vol.%) ~1.65 - 
PC 2.5 vol.% [121] 2 x 10-1 (at 6.9 vol.%) - - Carbon black - 1.9 [98] 0.0075** 
PU 4.6 vol.%[122] 6.8 x 10-5 (at 6.02 vol.%) L = -  
d ~ 30 nm 
2.165 
PI 0.24 vol.% [123] 2 x 10-1 (at 7 vol.%) 100 - 200 3.1 Carbon fiber 5.5x102-9x103 [7] 1.7 - 2.2 [7] - 
PC 9.0 vol.% [121] 9.5 x10-2 (at 27.1 vol.%) 8 - 11 - 
Epoxy 0.0052 vol.% [124] 10-4 (at 0.1 vol.%) 153-668 2.7 
(+0.4/-0.8) 
Epoxy 0.0085 vol.% [124] 1 x 10-7 (at 0.04 wt.%) 55-321 3.1 
(+1.2/-1.7) 
SWCNT Metallic – 105 [34] 
Semiconducting – 0.1-100 
[34] 
(1/3 metallic CNTs [33]) 
1.2-1.4 [7,12] 150-230 
PI 0.05 vol.% [125] 4 x 10-2 (at 5.7 vol.%) 2500-3333 2.77  
(± 0.24) 
Epoxy 0.3 wt.% [127] 10-4 (at 2.5 wt.%) L = -  
d ≤ 3nm 
1.4-1.8 DWCNT Majority metallic 
characteristic CNTs [56,57] 
1.5 [7] - 1.8 
[12,126] 
120 
PVDF 0.23 vol.% [128] 3 x 10-3 (at 0.4 vol.%) 133-2667 1.91 
Epoxy 0.0025 wt.% [129] 2 x 10-2 (at 1 wt.%) ~500 1.2 MWCNT 1.8 x 103 [114]- 104 [115] 
(majority metallic CNTs [58]) 
1.3 – 2.0 [7,12] 120 
PET 0.9 wt.% [130] 3 x 10-4 (at 9 wt.%) 1000 2.2 
* Seab Gems Ltd. (Tanzania); ** Cabot Corporation (United States of America); *** Nanocyl S.A. (Belgium); PU= polyurethane; PC= polycarbonate; PI= polyimide; PET= 
poly(ethylene terephthalate); PVDF= poly(vinylidene fluoride) 
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4.4.1 Intrinsic properties of CNTs affecting their electrical conductivity 
4.4.1.1 One-dimensional Transport 
Due to its nanoscale, the transport of electrons in a CNT is governed by 
quantic effects and will occur only in the direction of its length [7], which is the same 
behavior observed in “quantum wires” [131]. Because of this, CNTs are generally 
considered as one-dimensional structures. However, this is valid only when their 
diameter is smaller than the electron mean free path, while, if the length is larger than 
it, the current flow could be described as diffusive/two-dimensional transport [40]. 
Moreover, the absence of defects and phonons also are requirements to allow a 
ballistic conductor. 
 
4.4.1.2 Structure 
According to the structure of CNTs, they can have either metallic or 
semiconducting behavior. Theoretically, the metallic ones (CNTs for which 
3
2nm +
 is 
an integer) would be able to achieve a density of electric current 1000 times higher 
than metals like copper or silver [132]. Unfortunately, it is not possible up to now to 
control the synthesis of CNTs in order to produce only metallic or semiconducting 
CNTs. Besides many researchers [133,134] reported strategies for the separation of 
the desired CNTs, it was only in 2006 that Arnold et al. [135] solved the problems in 
the scalability through density gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU). This technique 
enabled a technical and commercial solution to the sorting of carbon nanotubes 
(yields of DGU process can exceed 10% in most cases, depending on the original 
raw material used) and in 2007 the north-american company NanoIntegris [53] has 
scaled up the separation of metallic and semiconducting CNTs. NanoIntegris has 
achieved over a 10,000x increase in production capacity since 2007, achieving the 
kilogram/year level (further scale-up is possible and will be continued once the 
market for SWNTs increases). 
 
4.4.1.3 Aspect ratio and waviness 
The percolation threshold is the critical value at which the long-range 
connectivity (percolation) first occurs. Therefore, the higher is the aspect ratio of the 
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electrical conductive component; the lower is its critical concentration to achieve 
percolation. For a 2D CNTN, for example, the critical content of CNTs, PCCNT 
[CNTs/µm2], has been correlated to the length of the CNTs, LCNT [µm], according the 
following relation [136]: 
pi
2)/236.4( CNTC
CNT
LP =    Equation 4.1 
 
Nonstraightness (or waviness) has already found to influence the fraction of 
CNTs at which the percolation process begins (critical concentration of CNTs per 
area, CCNTP , or critical volume fraction, ФCVF) [35], which means that aspect ratio and 
nonstraightness affect the percolation threshold of CNTNs, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
However, in practice, it is still quite difficult and time consuming to evaluate the length 
of CNTs (LCNT) or their effective length (Lce). 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Pathway of CNTs connected, where Lce is the equivalent straight length of each CNT, Lp is 
the length of the connected CNTs path and Lpe is the equivalent length of the CNTs path [35]. 
 
4.4.1.4 Defects, functionalization and doping 
Like in any other material, the presence of structural defects strongly affects 
the electrical conductivity of CNTs. Defects act as points of dispersion (scattering 
centers) for the conduction of electrons, so increasing their number lowers the 
conductivity. For example, the presence of a structural defect in an armchair CNT 
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(with metallic behavior) might lead to a semiconductive behavior around these 
defects [38]. One example of structural defect is the so called Stone-Wales defects, 
which consist of groups of one pentagon and one pair of heptagons created by the 
rearrangement of the covalent bonds [137]. If these defects propagate along its 
structure, it might lead to a decrease of diameter and maybe to its rupture. Others 
examples of defects are: “kinks”, variations in diameter, change of number of walls, 
bamboo features, etc. Generally, MWCNTs present higher probability of presence of 
defects than SWCNTs. However, if defects are in the outer wall of MWCNTs, the 
electrons can still migrate from their outer to their inner wall and extend their 
electrically conductive pathway [50]. 
Structural defects can be originated from the synthesis method or from the 
processing of composites, for example. Generally high temperature methods 
generate more defect free CNTs. One of the steps that can introduce defects in the 
structure during the preparation of composites is in the dispersion of CNTs. In order 
to disperse them in aqueous solution, for example, the most efficient way is the use 
of surfactants or oxidizing agents both followed by sonication. According to the 
parameters of the sonication (intensity and sonication time) and the oxidizing agents 
(concentration, temperature and time in contact), one might create defects in the 
graphitic structure of CNTs. Indeed, in a systematic study on aqueous suspensions 
of SWCNTs, Hennrich et al. [138] confirmed by atomic force microscopy that the 
distribution of lengths of CNTs depends on the time of sonication and this distribution 
decrease with time. Attrition milling is also found to create defects in the structure of 
CNTs, as well as shortening. Chemical oxidation also can shorts the CNTs and this 
might be controlled by the concentration and/or time in contact with acids [139]. 
The reactions of chemical functionalization can be divided into two main 
groups: physical or chemical adsorption. The most used physical adsorption methods 
(or non-covalent functionalization) are based on the use of surfactants. This process 
has the advantage of preserving the electronic structure of the aromatic surface of 
CNTs since the sp2 structure and the bounds between the carbon atoms are 
maintained. However, the use of surfactant is generally avoided in nanocomposites 
since it remains in the nanocomposite and could decrease transport properties [36] 
by increasing the intertube resistance (wrapping of the CNTs). The functionalization 
by chemical adsorption or covalent interaction is an alternative to disperse CNTs in 
many solvents through the modification of the walls and tips of the CNTs. The 
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process of functionalization of CNTs consists of linking external elements to 
superficial atoms of the material, adsorbing functional groups that will modify their 
superficial properties. This procedure changes the wettability and adsorption 
properties of CNTs. Generally CNTs are not structurally perfect, presenting defects in 
their walls. Moreover, the extremities of CNTs are sites of high reactivity when 
compared with atoms along the cylinder(s) but they represent a very small part of the 
long CNTs. The unique structure of CNTs does not hinder the existence of 
unsaturated valences of carbon atoms located in external defects and their 
extremities where the carbon atoms present some sp3 character and, still, between 
the layers, in the case of MWCNTs. Different methods exist to allow this grafting of 
functional groups onto the surface of the material and they can be chemically or 
thermally introduced. Treatments with acids or plasma are the most used. 
The most commonly used oxidizing agents used to disperse CNTs in aqueous 
solutions are based on nitric acid or nitric acid associated with sulfuric acid (1:3 by 
volume of nitric acid per sulphuric acid). These oxidizing treatments can lead to 
shortening of the CNTs, holes in the sidewalls and a high density of oxygen 
containing groups (mainly carboxyl groups, but also carbonyl and/or hydroxyl 
groups), as represented in Figure 4.6. All these features will depend on how strong 
was the oxidation process (according to the temperature used, the acids 
concentrations, the use of sonication and the time in contact with the CNTs). When a 
strong process is used (with reflux, for example), the nitronium ion (NO2+) [140], also 
present in HNO3/H2SO4 solutions, might even dissolve small-diameter (0.9-1.1 nm) 
metallic CNTs (charge transfer from m-SWCNTs to NO2+: NO2+ can easily attack ð 
electrons in aromatic rings, leading to nitration). An extra addition of HCl at the end of 
the treatment with HNO3/H2SO4 solution would not attack the CNTs, but would help 
to form carboxyl functional groups at the CNTs ends [95]. 
As it can be expected, a decrease of the electrical conductivity in composites 
after a strong functionalization of CNTs has already been reported [141]. However, it 
was also reported that it is even possible to increase the conductivity with 
functionalization when it is made in a mild way [142]. Barros et al. [143] suggested 
that SWCNTs behave as donors after the acidic treatment, with a charge transfer 
occurring from the nanotubes to the –COOH groups. 
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Figure 4.6 Schematic representation of the CNT structure after an oxidation process. 
 
For a realistic graphene based nanotube a finite doping (extrinsic 
semiconduction) is inevitable due to the presence of adsorbates from the ambient 
medium, which would cause charge transfer [40]. Basically, two types of doping have 
been reported: (i) by adsorption of atoms and molecules in the CNTs; (ii) 
substitutional doping. Examples of doping by adsorption have been reported by 
Skákalová et al. [41] demonstrating that the electrical conductivity of SWCNT 
buckypaper can increase with ionic-acceptor dopings (like SOCl2, iodine, H2SO3, 
etc.). The most reported examples of substitutional doping are the substitutions of an 
atom of carbon in a semiconducting CNT by boron (less electrons than carbon) or 
nitrogen (more electrons than carbon) atom to obtain a p-type or n-type 
semiconductor, respectively [39]. 
Raman spectroscopy (vibrational mode shift) and electrical conductivity at low 
temperatures (typically from 10K to 300K) are the most common techniques used to 
determine the charge transfer characteristics (which can be a doping or interaction of 
CNTs when they are embedded in a matrix) of CNTs [41].  
 
4.4.2 Properties of CNTNs affecting the electrical conductivity 
4.4.2.1 Phenomenon of Percolation 
The percolation theory was firstly introduced by Broadbent and Hammersley 
[144] to understand the permeation of a gas in a porous medium. It is about statistic 
properties of randomly distributed objects disposed in a regular network. The 
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transport properties of these systems depend on their geometrical and morphological 
characteristics. 
The critical volume fraction of filler at which a percolating network is initially 
formed depends strongly on the aspect ratio of the filler species and is referred as 
the percolation threshold. When the concentration of the filler is lower than the critical 
volume fraction, the property of the matrix is dominating, while when it is higher, the 
property of the filler is dominating. Since ФCVF denotes the volume fraction at which 
the percolation process begins and due to the random distribution nature of CNTs, 
the percolation of CNTs occur for a range of volume fractions above ФCVF. This is 
explained by the probability at which CNTs percolate (ξ), which increases from 0 to 1 
as ФF increase from ФCVF to 1. For the sake of developing a simple model, Deng et 
al. proposed the following equation (Equation 4.2), which is valid for the whole 
realistic range of ФF [35]: 
3
33
1 CVF
CVFF
φ
φφ
ξ
−
−
= , (ФCVF ≤ ФF <1)  Equation 4.2 
 
Assuming a random orientation of CNTs in an insulator matrix, the classical 
percolation theory predicts that, above the percolation threshold, the conductivity of 
2D and 3D CNTNs should be: 
( )τσα CAFF AA − , for 2D CNTNs  Equation 4.3 
or 
( )τφφσα CVFF − , for 3D CNTNs   Equation 4.4 
Where σ is the electrical conductivity of the composite, ФF (AF) is the volume 
(area) fraction of the conducting filler phase, ФCVF (ACAF) is the critical volume (area) 
fraction for the percolation threshold and τ is a critical exponent that indicates the 
dimensionality of the network [46].  
 
In the case of 3D CNTNs, the value of the critical volume fraction can be 
calculated by [120]: 
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Where V is the volume of the filler (in this case, CNTs); Ve is the excluded 
volume of each filler; and Vex (Vex = NcVe with Nc as critical number density of objects 
in the system) is the total excluded volume (between 1.4, for randomly oriented 
infinitely thin cylinders, and 2.8, for spheres [120]). For the calculation of the critical 
volume of real cylindrical particles, these values should be considered as the lowest 
and highest limits. 
 
Taking into account that the volume of a hemisphere is 1/2 (4/3 π r3) and that 
of a cylinder is π r2L, where r is the radius (d/2) and L is the length, the volume of 
CNTs, considering as end capped cylinders would be: 
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The excluded volume Ve (excluded area in two dimensions) of an object is 
defined as the volume (area) around an object into which the center of another 
similar object is not allowed to enter if overlapping of the two objects is to be avoided. 
It depends on the aspect ratio of the “filler” and for CNTs in random distribution can 
be calculated by [120,145]: 
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Where d is the diameter and L is the length of the “filler” (CNTs, in this case). 
 
If the diameter of the CNTs is known, based on Equations 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 it is 
possible to calculate their theoretical length: 
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Celzard et al. [120] forecasted that for fillers with an aspect ratio higher than 
one hundred, like CNTs, the percolation threshold would be in the range of  
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0.24-1.35 vol.%. Experimentally, values as low as 0.0025 wt.% were already reported 
for MWCNTs [129]. As demonstrated in Table 4.1, the critical concentrations 
observed experimentally for unaligned CNTNs can be much lower than that predicted 
by the classical percolation theory, proving that the molecular interactions and 
alignment of the filler might influence the formation of a percolation network and 
showing the limitations of the percolation theory in the case of CNTs [146]. 
 
4.4.2.2 Thickness of CNTNs (2D systems) 
The thinnest CNTNs with SWCNTs, like the individual semiconducting 
SWCNTs, present semiconducting behaviors (hopping conduction), while thick 
CNTNs with SWCNTs (free standing film) show more metallic behavior [58].  
The electrical properties of CNTNs in 2D systems are generally given in the 
literature as the surface resistance (in Ohm/sq or Ω/€) compared to the transparency 
(at λ = 550 nm) of the network [78,83-85,136]. Surface resistance (or conductance) is 
applicable to two-dimensional systems where the thin film is considered to be a two-
dimensional entity. It is analogous to resistivity as used in three-dimensional systems. 
When the term surface resistance (or conductance) is used, the current must be 
flowing along the plane of the sheet, not perpendicular to it.  
This is the most relevant information for practical applications and also due to 
the high error bars (caused by heterogeneity on the nanometer scale) and difficulty 
on the thickness measurement of such thin CNTNs. Combining both the modified 
Beer's law and percolation theory Kaempgen et al. found a quantitative relationship 
between the density of the CNT network and its transparency, as follows [136]: 
CNT
CNT
TP
α−
=
ln
   Equation 4.9 
Where T is the optical transmittance of the network at 550 nm, αCNT is the 
absorbance coefficient (whose value is 1.15 x 10-5 µm2 for a light wavelength of  
550 nm [136]), and PCNT corresponds to the CNT density per area (CNT/µm2). 
Furthermore, the surface resistivity of thin networks also strongly depends on its 
density. Combining both the modified Beer's law and the percolation theory yields a 
new equation which fits a transparency versus resistivity plot very accurately, and 
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which validity has been demonstrated for the entire range of transmittance (0-100%) 
[136]: 
( ) τ−−= CCNTCNT PPRR 0  or, alternatively, ( )τσσ CCNTCNT PP −= 0    Equation 4.10 
Where CCNTP  is the critical concentration of CNTs per area (CNT/µm2) and can 
be calculated as indicated in Equation 4.1. 
 
4.4.2.3 Type of contact 
According to some studies [147], the intertube interactions in a bundle of 
SWCNTs can either open a gap in metallic CNTs or reduce the gap of 
semiconducting CNTs. The contact resistance between CNTs is strongly dependent 
on the atomic structures in the contact region, the contact length (Figure 4.7), the 
nanotube diameter and the nanotubes structural relaxation. Measurements indicated 
that the junction resistance between SWCNTs can range from 100-400 kΩ for 
metal/metal or semiconducting/semiconducting junctions to two orders of magnitude 
higher for a metal/semiconducting junction [148]. However, theoretical calculations 
[119] reported that metal/semiconducting junction can even reach contact resistance 
two orders of magnitude higher than that reported by measurements [148]. Imperfect 
contacts and the presence of impurities lead to larger resistance values. However, in 
the case of DWCNTs or MWCNTs these interactions lead to more complex behaviors 
that make it difficult to predict [149]. Besides it is believed that great part of the 
current pass through the outer tube of a MWCNT, each CNT is comprised of 
concentrically tubes that can be of different metallicity behavior and migh interact 
between each other [50]. 
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Figure 4.7 Schematic diagram of interacting CNTs bundles in a γ angle (top) and in parallel (bottom), 
where LB and dB are the length and width of the bundles [150]. 
 
4.4.2.4 Morphology of network 
The strong intertube van der Waals’ force often leads to a highly aggregated state, 
which significantly inhibits the state of dispersion of CNT. Therefore, the morphology 
of the CNTNs will influence the number of contacts between CNTs, and consequently 
in the final electrical conductivity. The conductivity σdc of CNTNs is expected to be 
inversely proportional to the average diameter of bundles (Dav) [43,44], but it is quite 
difficult to estimate the average diameter of bundles of CNTs, especially in a 
composite. Measurements of Hecht et al. [43] also indicated that the conductivity of 
CNTNs is proportional to the average bundle length of bundles (Lav) for bundles of 
similar diameters. 
The morphology of CNTNs is affected by the processing and dispersion 
methods. The better dispersed are the CNTs, the lower is the concentration of CNTs 
needed to achieve the percolation threshold. The non-ideal state normally consists of 
bundles or clusters interconnected, where the later case will be expected to require 
higher amounts of CNTs to achieve the percolation threshold. In the other hand, it 
was reported that longer mixing time or higher screw speed during melt-mixing of the 
composites has a direct impact on the L/d (leading to attrition of MWCNTs and 
followed by their shortening), resulting in lower electrical conductivity [141]. 
Moreover, the density and the alignment of CNTNs strongly influence the 
electrical conductivity of the network. These parameters can be adjusted according to 
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the method of preparation selected. For example, by applying an electric field it is 
possible to achieve a high alignment of CNTs, so that the electrical conductivity 
measured perpendicularly to the alignment will be quite low, while in the direction of 
alignment it will be higher than an anisotropic CNTN with same density of CNTs. In 
the case of CNTNs density, two things are enclosed: the concentration of CNTs and 
the CNTN density itself. For 2D networks obtained by a filtration method [82], for 
example, more dense and homogeneous CNTNs are obtained than with spray-
coating CNTNs [78].  
Behnam et al. [42] theoretically predicted that a minimum resistivity of thick 
nanotube films occurs for a partially aligned nanotube film rather than for a perfectly 
aligned one. Moreover, they also found that values of the minimum resistivity and of 
the power law critical exponents strongly depend on the CNTs length, nanotube 
density per layer and distance between electrodes, as well as on the direction of 
measurement (case of strongly aligned films).  
In the case of 3D CNTNs, more especifically ceramic composites, it was 
reported that spark-plasma sintering (SPS) can generate high densification [151] and 
is preferable to other sintering techniques. MWCNT-SiO2 composites densified by 
SPS led to huge increases of the electrical conductivity when compared the 
composites and the matrix (silica σDC is about 10-20 S/cm [98]): 10-10 S/cm was 
achieved with 1 vol.% of MWCNTs [100b], while 0.08 and 0.65 S/cm were measured 
for 5 and  10 vol.% MWCNTs-SiO2 [30], respectively.  
The effect of the dispersion of the CNTs in the CNTN has also been 
demonstrated by Li et al. [45] with entangled bundles and well dispersed individual 
CNTs in epoxy matrix. 
Numerous models have been developed to predict properties of two phase 
composites. A simple mathematical model to estimate the electrical conductivity of 
composite materials with discontinuous fillers is the modified “rule of mixtures” [152]: 
MMFFC φσφαβσσ +=      Equation 4.11 
Where σ  is the electrical conductivity, φ  is the volume fraction and the 
subscripts C, M and F refer to the composite, matrix and filler (in this case, CNTs), 
respectively. The parameter β  depends on the orientation of the filler and it is 0.2 if it 
is a random orientation in a tridimensional volume and considered as 0.35 if its 
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orientation is randomic in the two dimensional plane. The parameter α  depends on 
the dimensions of the filler and can be calculated through the following equations 
[152]: 
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Where L and d are the length and diameter of the filler, respectively.  
 
The exact values of some of the parameters used in Equations 4.11-4.12 are 
unknown, but considering the order of magnitude of the values encountered in the 
literature, the values used along this work were: σM  ~ 10-20 S/cm for silica [98] and 
2.67 x 10-10 S/cm for pure chloroform (also known as trichloromethane) [153]. For 
CNTs, σDC (σF in Equation 4.11) along their axis was taken as 105 S/cm and 10 S/cm 
for metallic and semiconducting CNTs, respectively. Thus, in fact, two types of fillers 
with very different electrical conductivities are present. The proportion of 
semiconducting CNTs is 2/3 in the SWCNTs [33], while in DWCNTs and MWCNTs 
samples are mainly metallic. We propose a modification of the Equation 4.11 to take 
into account the three constituents: the two types of fillers, metallic and 
semiconducting CNTs (F1, α1 and F2, α2 respectively) and the matrix. In this case, it 
was considered 2/3 semiconducting in SWCNTs, while 2/3 metallic in DWCNTs. It is 
important to note that this equation does neither consider the intertube resistances 
nor the porosity of the system. Thus, this equation is neither appropriate for too 
porous materials nor for CNT contents below the CNT percolation threshold value 
(since intertube junction resistance predominates). 
MMFFFFC φσφβσαφβσασ ++= 222111    Equation 4.13 
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5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
5.1 Carbon Nanotubes 
All CCVD-CNTs (home-made produced and commercial ones) were 
characterized by electrical conductivity measurements, Raman spectroscopy and 
TEM. Their carbon content was measured by flash combustion method. All studies 
with commercial CNTs (their characterization and preparation of 2D CNTNs or 3D 
CNTNs in chloroform) were carried out during the studies at Max-Planck Institute für 
Festkörperforschung (Stuttgart, Germany), while the studies with home-made 
DWCNTs (their characterization and study in 3D systems: chloroform and silica) were 
carried out at Institut Carnot CIRIMAT at the Université Paul Sabatier (Toulouse, 
France). 
 
5.1.1 Commercial CNTs 
In the case of 2D CNTNs deposited over glass substrate and 3D CNTNs in 
chloroform medium, the commercial SWCNTs from Carbon Nanotechnologies Inc. 
(CNI Technology, USA) were studied and compared to other commercial CNTs: 
MWCNT-I (Nanocyl, Belgium), MWCNT-I-short (Nanocyl, Belgium) and MWCNT-II 
(Baytubes, Germany). Further details about these products obtained with the 
producers are described in Table 5.1. For this entire study, the CNTs were used as 
received. 
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Table 5.1 Main characteristics of the commercial CNTs given by the producers: aspect ratio measured 
by producers (TEM and SEM), carbon content wt.% (measured by thermal gravimetric analysis, TGA 
under air, or elementary analysis, EA) and other impurities (not mentioned or by ICP, inductively 
coupled plasma) 
Material Average Aspect ratio Carbon 
content 
(wt.%) 
Other impurities 
SWCNT 550 
(d ~ 1.2 nm, L ~ 0.66 µm) 
~ 85 (TGA) ~5.9 wt.% (by ICP) of Fe (metal catalyst) 
MWCNT-I 750 
(d ~ 10 nm, L ~ 7.5 µm) 
90 (TGA) Fe and Co (metal catalyst)  
MWCNT-I-short 370 
(d ~ 10 nm, L ~ 3.7 µm) 
~ 90 (TGA) Fe and Co (metal catalyst)  
MWCNT-II 379 
(d ~ 14.5 nm, L ~ 5.5 µm) 
> 95 (EA) < 1 wt.% (by ICP) of Co (metal catalyst) 
 
5.1.2 Synthesis and extraction of DWCNT 
In the case of 3D CNTNs embedded in silica matrix, non-commercial CCVD-
DWCNTs (thereafter called DWCNTs) were used. They were prepared at Institut 
Carnot CIRIMAT at the Université Paul Sabatier (France). These CNTs were also 
submitted to electrical measurements of 3D CNTNs in chloroform medium. 
These DWCNTs were produced by CCVD using the route developed by 
Flahaut et al. [154]. Briefly, the catalytic material Mg0.99Co0.075Mo0.025O was prepared 
by solution combustion synthesis and then reduced in a H2-CH4 mixture (18 mol% 
CH4, heating and cooling rates of 5°C.min -1, temperature 1000 °C, no dwell). This 
procedure allowed obtaining a DWCNT-CoMo-MgO composite powder that was then 
characterized by flash-combustion method to evaluate the carbon content.  
In order to extract the DWCNTs, magnesia had to be dissolved. Thus, the 
DWCNT-CoMo-MgO composite powder was submitted to an acid attack by HCl at 
room temperature [154], which does not attach CNTs. The acid solution containing 
the DWCNTs was then filtered using an ultrafine membrane (0.45 µm) and rinsed 
with abundant deionized water. Initially, the extracted CNTs were dried in 
vacuum/stove, but later a non-dry route was developed to avoid agglomeration of 
CNTs. According to Flahaut et al. [154], this method of production of CNTs leads to 
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samples in which 77% of CNTs are DWCNTs with median inner and outer diameters 
of 1.35 nm (from 0.53 to 2.53 nm) and 2.05 nm (from 1.23 to 3.23 nm), respectively. 
 
 
5.2 Production of CNTNs in 2D and 3D systems 
Once CNTs were characterized, 2D and 3D CNTNs systems were produced 
and characterized as presented in the general schematic diagram in Figure 5.3. Two 
dimensional CNTNs with various concentrations of CNTs were prepared using HiPco 
SWCNTs. For the sake of comparison, different techniques were tested to produce 
2D CNTNs (Figure 5.1): filtration method (FM), spray-coating (SC), dip-coating (DC) 
and electrophoretic deposition (ED). Furthermore, to have an idea of the effect of 
using different types of CNTs, 2D CNTNs of HiPco SWCNTs by FM were compared 
to 2D CNTNs of the commercial CCVD-CNTs MWCNT-I prepared by the same 
method. To prepare 3D CNTNs embedded in silica matrix (Figure 5.2), DWCNTs 
were used at different concentrations during the sol-gel process. To ensure a good 
dispersion of the nanotubes in the silica matrix they were functionalized (hereafter 
called F-DWCNT) prior to their dispersion. To densify these nanocomposites, spark 
plasma sintering (SPS) was used. 
 
5.2.1 Two dimensional systems 
CNTNs in a 2D system were prepared at Max-Planck Institut für 
Festkörperforschung (Stuttgart, Germany). These CNTNs were deposited on pre-
silanized (3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane, Fluka) vitreous silica substrates (Heraeus 
Quarzglas, SUPRASIL: more specifications in attachment) using four different 
methods [81]: dip-coating (DC), filtration method (FM), spray-coating (SC) and 
electrophoretic deposition (ED). The surface of these substrates had been previously 
cleaned with acetone and isopropanol with aid of bath sonication. To ensure a good 
adhesion of CNTs to the substrates, the later were left few minutes in contact with 3-
aminopropyl-triethoxysilane water solution, except in the case of electrophoretic 
deposition. To compare these different preparation techniques between them, 
aqueous suspensions of HiPco SWCNTs (with ≤ 1 mg/mL) were used. To prepare 
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these suspensions, an aqueous solution of 1 wt.% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS; 
M.W. 288.38 g) was used in which SWCNTs were dispersed with aid of a probe 
sonicator UP200s Dr. Hielscher at 50% of the power output (titanium rod of a 
diameter of 14 mm). In order to avoid heating during sonication, the suspension was 
maintained into an ice/water bath. To avoid great damage to the SWCNTs, the 
sonication was maintained not longer than 35 min based on literature [138,155]. 
From these suspensions, CNTNs were deposited on silica substrates using the four 
different methods (Figure 5.1). 
In order to evaluate the suitability of different CNTs materials for use in the 
preparation of CNTNs, other CNTNs were also prepared by filtration method, using 
MWCNT-I.  
In order to remove the surfactant present in the suspension, all CNTNs 
deposited over the substrates were washed with deionized water by immersion. 
Spray-coated CNTNs were prepared according to the work developed by 
Kaempgen et al. [78]. Briefly, it was performed using a commercial air brush pistol by 
adjusting the air flow (~1 bar) and spraying the CNTs suspension over the glass 
substrates over a hot plate (~140°C) to immediately  dry the droplets. During this 
process, the substrate was being turned from time to time to obtain a homogeneous 
covering.  
Dip-coating was performed using pre-selected conditions with the aid of a 
home-made apparatus. Briefly, a speed around 33.8 µm per second was used: 
higher speeds of dipping resulted in lower conductivities, probably due to turbulence 
increase and the shear force might have detached the nanotubes from the substrate. 
Between each dip, a pause (~1 min) was done to aid the evaporation of part of the 
solvent. The humidity of the atmosphere was monitored (HT-200 Voltcraft) and 
controlled (with aid of gas flow and vapors) to be about 80%.  
For the filtration method, suspensions with different concentrations were 
filtrated trough a cellulose nitrate membrane (0.45 µm). The surface of the membrane 
containing CNTN was then carefully placed in contact with the glass substrate (taking 
care to not leave bubbles). After that, they were submitted to an acetone bath that 
dissolved slowly the membrane (acetone was changed 2-3 times until the complete 
dissolution of the membrane). 
Electrophoretic deposited 2D transparent CNTNs were prepared according to 
the method developed during the period at Max-Planck Institut für 
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Festkörperforschung [156]. Briefly, an electrical conductive thin layer (10 nm) of 
aluminium was deposited (using thermal evaporation at the technical service from 
Max-Planck Institute für Festkörperforschung) on the glass substrate. This thin layer 
acted as the anode (positive electrode), while a copper electrode was used as 
cathode. For the deposition of CNTs, these two electrodes were immersed in a CNTs 
suspension and a voltage was then applied between them (electric field of ~25 V/cm) 
leading to the migration of the CNTs to the anode. During this process, the reduction 
of oxygen anions (electrolysis of water) at the anode generates the oxidation of the 
aluminium layer, and it becomes transparent. The electrophoretic deposition of CNT 
transparent films takes only few seconds. More details of the developed technique 
are reported on [156]. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the post-growth techniques used in this work to prepare 2D CNTNs: 
spray-coating, dip-coating, filtration method and electrophoretic deposition. 
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5.2.2 Three dimensional systems 
5.2.2.1 CNTNs suspensions – chloroform medium 
Considering that CNTs can also create such percolating networks and conduct 
electric current in a liquid insulating medium, CNTs suspended in chloroform was 
considered as the ideal case of dispersion since it was under constant sonication. In 
this case, the contacts between the suspended CNTs are dynamic (Brownian motion 
and, eventually, liquid agitation). 
The electrical conductivity measurements in chloroform (dielectric constant: 
~4.81) were performed under constant sonication. The value of the current intensity 
was taken after its stabilization and before its decrease due to cutting of the CNTs. 
During these measurements, two processes occur: breakage of agglomerates and 
cutting of the CNTs. Only CNTs which have been dried (80-100°C in stove or at room 
temperature in dessicator) before their dispersion in chloroform were used. 
 
5.2.2.2 Silica matrix nanocomposites 
In order to prepare these composites, the sol-gel method was selected since it 
can allow a good dispersion of the CNTs at the nanometric or molecular level in the 
silica matrix. Another interesting property of the sol-gel matrix is that it contains many 
pores capable of encapsulating the guest molecules [25], metal NPs [25], and more 
recently, CNTs [93]. 
In this context, the classical organic route of the sol-gel method was chosen 
for convenience and nitric acid (HNO3, 67%) was used as the acid catalyst since it 
can be most easily eliminated through calcination at 400°C for 2h before the 
densification by SPS. Furthermore, CNTs wrapped with surfactant would increase 
the intertube/interbundle resistance [36]. Therefore, a preliminary study of different 
functionalization routes was required. The stability and ability of dispersion of 
different kind of functionalizationed CNTs solutions in the presence of nitric acid (or 
its counterpart for basic pH) was evaluated by zeta potential in different pH media 
and by observing its tendency of agglomeration with time.  
Once the functionalization route was selected, the preparation of F-DWCNTs-
SiO2 composites was performed. It can be divided into the following steps (Figure 
5.2): (i) functionalization of DWCNTs; (ii) dispersion of F-DWCNTs in acid aqueous 
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solution; (iii) in-situ sol-gel preparation with the F-DWCNTs dispersion; (iv) calcination 
of the xerogel powder; (v) densification of the CNT-SiO2 composite by SPS. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of the steps for the preparation of 3D CNTNs using F-DWCNTs 
embedded in silica matrix SiO2: (i) functionalization of DWCNTs; (ii) dispersion of the F-DWCNTs into 
acid aqueous solution with the aid of probe sonication; (iii) in-situ production of silica (precursor: 
tetraethylorthosilicate, TEOS) over F-DWCNTs through organic sol-gel route; (iv) calcination of the 
nanocomposite xerogel; (v) densification of the calcinated powder through spark-plasma sintering 
(SPS). 
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Pre-tests with the most used functionalizations (carboxylic) were carried out 
and a “soft” route that avoids reflux and use of a sonication bath instead was 
adopted. Thus, DWCNTs produced by CCVD were acid-functionalized using nitric, 
sulphuric and chloridric acids based on the work of Chen et al. [95]. Briefly, CNTs are 
submitted to a mixture of nitric and sulfuric acids (1:3) for 24h (with the first 10 
minutes in a sonication bath with an ice/water bath and then left with magnetic 
stirring). After that, HCl is added for 10 minutes in contact during magnetic stirring. 
Finally, the mixture is diluted and neutralized, followed by filtration through a 0.45 µm 
pore size membrane and abundant rinsing with deionized water. Then, a nitric acid 
aqueous solution containing undried F-DWCNTs was prepared with the aid of 
sonication probe (Bioblock Scientific Vibracell 75042). Initially, pH around 2 was 
used, but later pH around 4 was selected since the suspensions would be more 
stable according to tests of zeta potential (further details are shown in the next 
chapter). To avoid great damage to the CNTs, the sonication was not longer than 35 
min based on literature [138,155]. 
These suspensions were incorporated while magnetic stirring into an alcoholic 
solution containing tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 98-99%) as silica precursor, 
followed by one minute of sonication and then let to gelify while stirring. For the sake 
of comparison, a product without CNTs (pure SiO2) was prepared by the same route. 
Initially, the molar ratio r of water to TEOS was varied (4.5, 16.4, 20), but then in 
order to decrease the concentration of CNTs in aqueous suspension, it was fixed to 
20 (based on Brinker et al. [25]). Finally, the molar ratio of ethanol (EtOH, 99.9%) to 
TEOS was used at 0.3 (based on Brinker et al. [25]). The xerogels were grinded and 
calcinated in air at 400°C. After that, the carbon contents in the so-obtained 
composites powders were evaluated by flash combustion method. These powders 
were densified by SPS (Dr. Sinter 2080, SPS Syntex Inc. at the Plateforme Nationale 
CNRS de Frittage-Flash - PNF2, Toulouse) using a 20 mm (initially) or 8 mm (last set 
of samples) inner diameter graphite die. The SPS parameters were chosen 
according to some preliminary tests (described in the next chapter) which allowed 
achieving quite high densifications. The used temperature (950°C) was quite lower 
than the temperatures at which the carboreduction of silica occurs (1500-1700°C) 
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[157], while the vaccum and short time of sintering warranted by SPS would help to 
minimize damage to F-DWCNTs. 
The densified composites were then characterized by field-emission-gun 
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) of fractured surfaces, specific gravity 
measurements, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and electrical conductivity 
measurements. These techniques are briefly described in the following section, while 
the results of the characterizations of the samples are presented and discussed in 
chapter 6. 
 
 
5.3 Characterization Methods 
To evaluate the electrical conductivity of the CNTNs and to obtain an 
evaluation of the CNTs aspect ratio, experiments with 3D CNTNs in the chloroform 
medium with various concentrations of CNTs (DWCNT, F-DWCNT and commercial 
ones) in a dynamic mode were performed through the technique developed during 
the period of research work at Max-Planck Institut für Festkörperforschung [158]. 
Other techniques of evaluation include, in the case of 2D CNTNs: electrical 
conductivity measurement by 4 points (as surface resistance/conductance), UV-Vis 
transparency at 550 nm by UV-Vis spectroscopy and roughness by atomic force 
microscopy. In the case of 3D CNTNs embedded in silica matrix, the other 
characterizations include: electrical conductivity by 2 points, density, field-emission-
gun scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction. Further details about the 
characterizations indicated in Figure 5.3 are described, as follows. 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of the overall experimental procedure to produce CNTNs in 2D (spray-
coating, dip-coating, filtration method and electrophoretic deposition) and 3D - in liquid with chloroform 
or in silica prepared by sol-gel and densified by spark-plasma sintering (SPS). 
 
5.3.1 Spectroscopic and optical characterizations 
5.3.1.1 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy measurements of the (F-)CNTs and F-DWCNTs-SiO2 
nanocomposites were done with a 20x objective lenses with a 632.82 nm laser line 
(1.96 eV energy line) and a laser power of about 4 mW (Jobin Yvon-LabRam 
spectrometer). These measurements were carried at Max-Planck Institut für 
Festkörperforschung and at the “service commun de spectroscopie Raman” of 
Université Paul Sabatier. 
 
5.3.1.2 UV-Vis spectroscopy 
A Perkin Elmer Lambda 2 spectrometer was used to evaluate the 
transmittance of the 2D CNTNs. A commercial ITO with 100 nm of thickness over 
glass was used as comparison. These measurements were carried out at Max-
Planck Institut für Festkörperforschung. 
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5.3.1.3 Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy 
Functionalized DWCNTs were characterized by infrared (IR) spectroscopy 
(Bruker FT-IR spectrometer) in order to check the presence of carboxylic groups after 
functionalization of DWCNTs. For comparison, DWCNTs before functionalization 
step were also analyzed. These measurements were carried out at CIRIMAT at 
Université Paul Sabatier. 
 
5.3.2 Zeta potential 
Pre-tests of zeta potential measurements (Malvern Instruments DTS5300) of 
functionalized and non-functionalized DWCNT were carried out at various pH (with 
additions of nitric acid or ammonia hydroxide). The results obtained by zeta potential 
are discussed in the next chapter. These tests were carried out at CIRIMAT at 
Université Paul Sabatier. 
 
5.3.3 Electron and Atomic Force Microscopies 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Philips CM 200 from Max-Planck 
Institut für Festkörperforschung, and JEOL JEM 1011 from “service commun 
TEMSCAN” at Université Paul Sabatier) were used to characterize the (F-)CNTs 
themselves, while observations of the 3D CNTs embedded in silica matrix (fracture 
surface of the F-DWCNTs-SiO2 nanocomposites) were carried out with a field-
emission-gun scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, JEOL 6700F from “service 
commun TEMSCAN” at Université Paul Sabatier) mainly to evaluate the state of 
dispersion of the F-DWCNTs in the matrix. All characterizations involving DWCNTs 
were carried out in CIRIMAT at Université Paul Sabatier (Toulouse, France), while 
others (commercial CNTs) were carried out at Max-Planck Institut für 
Festkörperforschung. 
AFM (Veeco Digital Instruments model Nanoscale IIIA) was used to evaluate 
the roughness (important for some applications) and state of dispersion of the 2D 
CNTNs. A commercial ITO with 100 nm of thickness over glass was used as 
comparison. All these characterizations involving 2D CNTNs were carried out at Max-
Planck Institut für Festkörperforschung. 
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5.3.4 Electrical conductivity and properties of percolation 
The electrical conductivity of CNTs and CNTNs was evaluated according to 
schematic diagram demonstrated in Figure 5.4 which is briefly summarized as 
follows.  
The electrical conductivity in 3 dimensional systems was calculated by the 
relation: 
AV
HI
DC
*
*
=σ      Equation 5.1 
Where σ is the electrical conductivity, I is the electric current measured 
between the electrodes, V is the voltage applied between the electrodes, H is the 
distance between the electrodes and A is the area of the electrodes. 
 
 
As previously explained, in the case of 2 dimensional systems the surface 
resistance was calculated by the relation: 
H
WRRS
*
=      Equation 5.2 
Where RS is the surface resistance, R is the resistance of the 2D CNTNs, H is 
the distance between the electrodes and W is the length of the electrodes. 
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Figure 5.4 Schematic diagram of apparatus used for electrical measurements of (a) 3D CNTNs in a 
liquid electric insulator matrix; (b) 2D CNTNs; (c) 3D CNTNs embedded in silica matrix. 
 
A new alternative method was proposed [158] during the period at Max-Planck 
Institut für Festkörperforschung to measure electrical conductivity of dispersions of 
CNTs (with the aid of probe sonication) in an electric insulator liquid (chloroform, 
CHCl3), where the CNTs would behave similarly as in solid electric insulating 
matrices. For these measurements, chloroform stabilized with about 0.6% of ethanol 
was obtained from VWRTM International with purity of 99.8% (water content about 
0.05%). More details about this method were described in [158]. To maintain a 
dispersed state of CNTs in the liquid and avoid the nanotubes to be aligned by the 
electric field, a probe sonicator (UP100H Dr.Hielscher, with a titanium probe of  
2.5 mm diameter, and using a power output of 20%) and a low voltage are used for 
these experiments. Briefly, an electric field of 0.104 V/cm is applied between two 
copper electrodes (typical distance of ~3 mm) and the electric current flows in the 
suspension of CNTs through the network of CNTs that is formed (Figure 5.4a). 
Higher electric fields without ultrasound sonication make CNTs to form a percolation 
pathway quite rapidly due to alignment and make them move toward the electrodes 
due to eletrophoretic forces [158]. The concentration of CNTs in the suspension can 
be adjusted and volumes of 2-3 mL use to be quite enough for such measurements, 
while the quantity of CNTs necessary to these experiments is relatively small (few 
milligrams). The values for each concentration were considered as the maximum 
achieved along time, typically at 10-15 min (see attachment). The measurement of 
the electrical conductivity of CNT suspension in liquid allows the determination of the 
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value of the percolation threshold concentration, by way of systematically tuning the 
amount of CNTs in the liquid. As it can be expected, the conductivity is also highly 
sensitive to the purity of the material, the kind of material (SWCNTs, DWCNTs or 
MWCNTs in the present study) and its aspect ratio. This is a quite useful method to 
compare or select different kinds of materials to be used in a composite for electrical 
applications, for example. 
For comparison, buckypapers were also prepared (at Max-Planck Institut für 
Festkörperforschung) by dispersing CNTs in an aqueous solution containing 1% of 
sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) with the aid of a sonicator probe and then passing 
this solution through a filtration membrane (0.2 µm porosity). The final thickness of 
these buckypapers was about 50 µm. The conductivity of these self standing papers 
of CNTs was measured using 4 probes electrodes, a continuous current source and 
a nanovoltmeter (Keithley Instruments). 
Electrical conductivity of the CNTNs in 2D systems was also measured (at 
Max Planck Institute für Festkörperforschung) in a 4 probe configuration (Figure 5.4b) 
using Keithley Instruments. In order to that, 4 electrodes of Pd/Au (200/2000 Ǻ 
thickness) with 3 mm of length were deposited (by the technical service of Max 
Planck Institute für Festkörperforschung) over the transparent CNTNs with the aid of 
an evaporation mask (about 0.25 mm of distance between the two outer pairs of 
electrodes and about 0.5 mm between the inner pair), as shown in Figure 5.5a. After 
that, it was placed into a chip carrier and wires were also placed between the Pd/Au 
layers and the electrodes from the chip carrier. A special support was used to place 
the chip carrier and characterize the CNTNs (as displayed in Figure 5.5b). A 
commercial ITO with 100 nm of thickness over glass was used as comparison. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Configuration for the electrical conductivity measurements of CNTNs in 2D systems using 
Pd/Au (200/2000  Å) electrodes that were deposited by the technical service of Max Planck Institute 
for Solid State Research. 
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To measure the electrical conductivity of the F-DWCNT-SiO2 composites (at 
CIRIMAT at Université Paul Sabatier), the densified samples were cut (Buehler 
Isomet 4000) and polished (Buehler Phoenix 4000) into bars. The two square faces 
of the sample in contact with the electrodes were coated with silver paint in order to 
reduce discrepancies arising from microroughness. Then, the electrical conductivity 
of the F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposite was measured using a Philips PM2525 
apparatus (Figure 5.4c). 
 
5.3.5 Carbon content 
The carbon content (Cn, wt. %) in the CNT-nanocomposite powders was 
measured by the flash-combustion method. It consists of a preheating of the powder 
at 925°C followed by fast heating at 1800°C for abo ut 1 s and measuring the amount 
of produced CO2. The accuracy of the measurements is ± 2 % and each 
measurement uses few milligrams of sample. These evaluations were carried out at 
the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in Toulouse (France). 
 
5.3.6 Specific surface area 
The specific surface area (m2/g) of a CNT-nanocomposite and a pure silica 
powders were calculated according to the measurements carried out with Brunauer-
Emmet-Teller single-point method at Micromeritics AutoMate 23 FlowSorb II-2300 (at 
CIRIMAT at Université Paul Sabatier) using N2 adsorption at liquid-N2 temperature. 
The accuracy of the measurements is ± 3 % and each measurement uses tens of 
milligrams of sample.  
5.3.7 Density determination 
The relative densities of the SPS densified samples were calculated for 
nanocomposites whom the matrix is amorphous by taking into account the specific 
gravity of the sample and the theoretical density according to the carbon content of 
the sample, considering that the specific gravity of amorphous silica is 2.2 g/cm3 [98] 
and the specific gravity of DWCNTs is 1.8 g/cm3 [12,126]. The Archimed’s method 
was chosen to check all samples and few of them (the ones that seem more porous) 
were cross checked with geometrical measurements (dividing the weight of the 
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sample in air by its volume). Firstly, the sample is weighed in air and then in water. 
Specific gravity can then be calculated using the formula 
waterair
air
WW
WSG
−
= , where 
Wair is the weight of the sample in air (measured in some unit of force) Wwater is the 
weight of the sample in water (measured in the same units). 
Alternatively, for too porous materials, the relative density can be calculated 
directly by calculating the density of a sample (after weighting and measurements of 
its dimensions) and dividing it by the (known/calculated) theoretical density.  
For these measurements it was used a KERN ARJ 220-4M balance with an 
uncertainty of ± 0.00028 g. These measurements were carried out at CIRIMAT at 
Université Paul Sabatier. 
 
5.3.8 X-ray diffraction 
XRD patterns of the F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites were recorded in the 
range 10-100o (2θ) using a Bruker D4 Endeavor diffractometer (at CIRIMAT at 
Université Paul Sabatier) equipped with a Cu Kα radiation tube (λ = 1.5406 Å). 
Counts were registered every 0.02° (2 θ).  
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
6.1 Characterization of CNTs 
Figures 6.1-6.3 show TEM micrographs of the CNTs materials used in this 
work. The typical average diameters of commercial CNTs seem to be in good 
agreement with the characteristic data informed by the producers (Table 5.1). 
SWCNT’s diameters in TEM observations (Figure 6.1) varied from 0.6 to 1.4 nm and 
generally gathered in bundles of tens of nanometers. All MWCNT samples (Figures 
6.2 and 6.3) look very similar, even though, as demonstrated later by the results 
obtained from our new method, they exhibit quite different electrical properties in 
percolating networks. The outer diameter distribution for MWCNT-I and MWCNT-I-
short is about 4–20 nm (Figure 6.2), while for MWCNT-II it varies between 5–21 nm 
(Figure 6.3), as measured by TEM. 
Regarding other carbon structures besides CNTs, disordered carbon, carbon 
fibers and graphitic shells were easily observed (black arrows in Figures 6.1-6.3) in 
MWCNT-II, but also visualized in MWCNT-I(-short) and SWCNT samples. Generally, 
MWCNTs use to have higher ID/G ratios (in Raman spectra) than SWCNTs due to 
their sp3 defects and this is in good agreement with the low ID/G ratio in the later ones 
(Table 6.1). While in the case of MWCNTs disordered carbon was observed as great 
deposits (MWCNT-II) or as graphite shells, in SWCNTs (mainly as bundles) it is 
observed a lot of disordered carbon around their outer walls (Figure 6.1A2). Defects 
(red arrows in Figures 6.2 and 6.3) were observed in all MWCNTs (MWCNT-I, 
MWCNT-I-short and MWCNT-II). It is possible to observe topological defects like 
variations in diameter, Lchange of number of walls, etc. No such defects were 
observed in SWCNTs. It was possible to observe encapsulated metal NPs in all 
CNTs (blue arrows in Figures 6.1-6.3). Micrographs show that in SWCNT samples all 
metal NPs (~5.9 wt.% Fe by Inductive Coupled Plasma analysis according to 
producer) are attached to the NTCs, while in MWCNT-I (Fe and Co according to 
producer) and MWCNT-II (< 1 wt.% Co by elementary analysis according to 
producer) the metal NPs can also be found surrounded by disordered carbon or 
graphitic shells (black arrows). 
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Figure 6.1 TEM micrographs of SWCNT (mainly gathered in bundles). Black arrows as other carbon 
impurities (disordered carbon) and blue arrows as metal NPs. 
 
200 nm 20 nm
C 1 C2
 
Figure 6.2 TEM micrographs of (A) MWCNT-I and (B) MWCNT-I-short: Red arrows as defects, black 
arrows as other carbon impurities and blue arrows as metal NPs. 
 
E 1 E 2
500 nm 50 nm
 
Figure 6.3 TEM micrographs of MWCNT-II: Red arrows/circle as defects, black arrows as other 
carbon impurities and blue arrows as metal NPs. 
 
A1 A  
A2 A1 
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Figure 6.4 shows Raman spectra of all commercial CNTs and of a commercial 
graphite for comparison. All the spectra are normalized to the D* mode at about 2600 
cm-1, which does not depend on defect concentration [159].  
Raman spectra of the SWCNT sample is shown in Figure 6.4A. As could be 
expected, the radial breathing modes (RBM) at low frequencies (196-296 cm-1) are 
only visualized for HiPco SWCNTs, which have a diameter distribution centered on 
1.2 nm [78,158]. As indicated in Table 6.1, besides SWCNT product has the lowest 
carbon content (81.3-85 wt.%) in comparison to other CNTs, it presents the lowest 
ID/G (0.05) and ID/D* (0.43). The lower intensity of the ratio between the Diamond (or 
“defect”) mode (D) at about 1302 cm-1, induced by sp3 electronic states (considered 
as defects in the planar sp2 graphitic structure), and the tangential mode (G) at about 
1580 cm-1 of SWCNT sample indicates that HiPco SWCNT product contains less 
structural defects or sp3 carbon like material than any MWCNT material. In the case 
of SWCNTs, the strong signal of the graphene tangential mode is strongly affected 
by the resonance effect, which impairs the reliability of the ID/G (D/G ratio); some 
reports, therefore, use ID/D* (D/D* ratio) instead [159], which is listed in Table 6.1.  
Raman spectra of graphite and MWCNTs (Figure 6.4B) differ from the spectra 
of the SWCNT sample mainly by the absence of the RBM feature. Since the 
resonance effect in MWCNTs is small, a structural disorder is well characterized by 
the ratio of the D to G modes intensities. The values of this ratio are summarized in 
Table 6.1 and demonstrate that the graphite studied in the work has far less sp3 
defects than MWCNTs. As could be expected, a slightly higher number of defects is 
present in MWCNT-I-short (ID/G=1.69) than in MWCNT-I (longer tubes: ID/G=1.67). 
However, besides MWCNT-II exhibits the highest carbon content (95-95.6 wt.%) in 
comparison to other CNTs, the highest ID/G (1.75) is indicative of disorderly structure. 
This coincides with the observations from TEM images (Figures 6.2 and 6.3). Indeed, 
TEM observations of MWCNT-II (Figure 6.3) showed a great amount of disordered 
carbon and topological defects, which could be considered as reflecting defects in its 
structure. 
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Figure 6.4 Raman spectra of CNTs at λ = 632.8 nm (normalized to D*): (A) SWCNT (inset: RBM); (B) 
MWCNT-I, MWCNT-I-short, MWCNT-II and graphite. 
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Table 6.1 Main characteristics of the CNTs studied in this work: carbon content wt.% (measured by 
flash-combustion method or informed by producer that measured by thermal gravimetric analysis or 
elementary analysis), aspect ratio measured by producers (TEM and SEM) and calculated D/G ratios 
measured by Raman spectroscopy ( λ = 632 nm) for the carbon materials in comparison with a 
graphite. 
 Carbon content 
wt.% 
Average Aspect ratio 
provided by producers 
(average) 
D/D* ratio, 
ID/D* 
(Raman) 
D/G ratio, 
ID/G 
(Raman) 
SWCNT 81.3(± 1.6)* 
85** 
550 
(d ~ 1.2 nm, L ~ 0.66 µm) 
0.43 0.05 
MWCNT-I 90.4(± 1.8)* 
90** 
750 
(d ~ 10 nm, L ~ 7.5 µm) 
- 1.67 
MWCNT-I-short 87.7(± 1.8)* 370 
(d ~ 10 nm, L ~ 3.7 µm) 
- 1.69 
MWCNT-II 95.6(± 1.9)* 
>95*** 
379 
(d ~ 14.5 nm, L ~ 5.5 µm) 
- 1.75 
Graphite - - - 0.4 
* Flash combustion method; ** thermal gravimetric analysis; *** elementary analysis. 
 
The electrical conductivities of CNTs at different concentrations in chloroform 
measured under sonication are shown in Figures 6.5 (nanomaterial in mg/mL) and 
6.6 (nanomaterial in vol.%). At the lowest concentration (below the percolation point) 
the conductivity measured for most of these CNTs and for graphite fluctuates in the 
range of 10-9 -10-8 S/cm. This is probably due to small contamination (in the carbon 
materials or in the chloroform itself) that act as ions (ionic conduction) increasing the 
conductivity of the medium. However, after the percolation is reached, the 
conductivity through the CNT networks surpasses the conductivity of the liquid matrix 
by several orders of magnitude. 
At high concentrations of CNTs (above the percolation threshold), the 
conductivities of the suspensions are approximately the same whatever the CNTs, 
but at lower concentrations (just below the percolation threshold), they differ. This 
means that the difference of aspect ratio is more significant than the intrinsic 
conductivity of the CNTs.  
It is possible to observe that MWCNT-I, MWCNT-I-short and HiPco SWCNT 
have lower percolation thresholds values (one order of magnitude) than MWCNT-II 
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(0.009 vol.%, 0.016 vol.% and 0.01 vol.% against 0.07 vol.%, respectively) 
presumably due to their higher general aspect ratio than MWCNT-II. Besides the 
aspect ratio of MWCNT-II is supposed to be similar to MWCNT-I-short, this difference 
could be related to: (i) the high ID/G ratio of MWCNTs-II, which would be an indicative 
of a larger presence of disordered carbon (decreasing effective amount of CNTs 
implying that the aspect ratio of whole carbon material is lower than MWCNT-I-short 
contributing for percolation at lower contents); (ii) the diameter of MWCNT-II on TEM 
images can be larger than 14.5 nm (limitation of average value instead of 
distribution), thus the aspect ratio might have been slightly superestimated. After 
percolation, it is interesting to note that at low concentrations of CNTs (just after 
percolation), MWCNT-I presents higher conductivities than others CNTs, while at 
maximum concentration HiPco SWCNT has a slightly higher conductivity than 
MWCNT-I. This might be due to the fact that at lower concentrations, the conductivity 
is dominated by the electrical resistance of the intertube contacts (aspect ratio), while 
at higher concentrations the intrinsic resistance of the CNTs starts to play the 
dominant role. 
As can be observed in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, the suspension of graphite 
particles with the highest used concentration does not exhibit any measurable value 
of electrical conductivity. This reflects the fact that the aspect ratio of graphite 
particles is many orders of magnitude lower than that of CNTs. 
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Figure 6.5 Electrical conductivity of the carbon suspensions in chloroform at 1.5 V DC (0.104 V/cm) 
during sonication: carbon content (mg/mL) versus electrical conductivity. Both in logarithmic scale. 
 
According the diagram of densities recently reported by Laurent et al. [12], the 
theoretical density of graphite is 2.25 g/cm3 and that of SWCNTs with diameter of  
1.2 nm is around 2.2-2.3 g/cm3. In the case of MWCNTs, the number of walls also 
affects the density. Thus, for MWCNTs-I(-short) if the average diameter is 10 nm with 
around 4-5 walls maximum the density would be 1.3 g/cm3 and for MWCNTs-II, with 
an average diameter of 14.5 nm and around 8-10 walls, the theoretical density is  
1.7 g/cm3. Taking these values into account, it is possible to plot the electrical 
conductivity versus the carbon content (here considered all carbon content is CNT in 
the case of nanotubes), as volume percents (Figure 6.6), which is later compared 
with the plots for 2D CNTNs and 3D CNTNs embedded in silica matrix.  
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Figure 6.6 Electrical conductivity of the carbon suspensions in chloroform at 1.5 V DC (0.104 V/cm) 
during sonication: vol.% of nanomaterial (log scale) versus electrical conductivity (log scale). Inset: 
vol.% of nanomaterial (linear scale) versus electrical conductivity (log scale).  
 
Under sonication, the configuration of CNTs in suspension is similar to that in 
solid composites: the CNTs are mixed randomly and no “alignment effect” takes 
place. The percolation thresholds found for the dynamic networks should therefore 
reflect that which could be obtained in solid composites with the same concentration 
of randomly dispersed CNTs [47]. However, it is important to note that the low 
percolation thresholds in the dynamic networks have also a contribution from dipole 
momentum and ionic conductivity of the particles in movement. 
From Figure 6.6 it is possible to estimate the percolation threshold of some 
carbon materials and it allows the calculation from Equation 4.8 
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these materials. Table 6.2 presents the estimated critical percolation thresholds for 
HiPco SWCNT, MWCNT-I and MWCNT-I-short products, as well as the aspect ratios 
calculated from Equation 4.8. However, the dynamic movement of the particles 
should yield to a lower percolation threshold (dipolar momentum plus ionic 
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conductivity); this effect, therefore, would need to be more deeply studied. The 
percolation thresholds measured by our novel method are one order of magnitude 
lower than the typical percolation threshold values obtained for CNTs in insulator 
matrix composites, usually around 0.1-0.4 wt.% [160]. However, using special 
techniques, such as in-situ polymerization, McLachlan et. al achieved a very low 
percolation threshold of 0.05 wt.% [125], for HiPco SWCNTs. This value is slightly 
higher than that found here for the HiPco material under sonication (~0.015 wt%, 
considering density of chloroform of 1.483 g/cm3). The advantages of the proposed 
method are most clearly demonstrated by the results of electrical conductivity 
measurements for various MWCNT suspensions. For example, to achieve a 
conductivity of 1x10-5 S/cm, the amount of MWCNT-II material required is six times 
higher than that for MWCNT-I material for a given volume of suspension, which, as 
explained before, might be to either a superestimation of the CNT aspect ratio by the 
producer or due to a higher presence of disordered carbon than in MWCNT-I (most 
probably, as evidenced by the high ID/G: 1.75 against 1.69). 
From Equation 4.8 it is possible to demonstrate that the percolation threshold 
volume fraction is inversely proportional to the aspect ratio (exception: sample 
MWCNT-II that, according to TEM images and ID/G in Raman spectroscopy, probably 
has a lot of disordered carbon lowering the whole aspect ratio of the material in 
contrast to aspect ratio of the CNTs contained in this material). Longer CNTs will 
present a percolation threshold lower than shorter CNTs, for straight CNTs with same 
diameter. In this way, it is possible to estimate the aspect ratio of the filler material. 
The random orientation of the CNTs in the suspension assured by probe sonication 
could be compared to that of solid (static) composites with random orientation of 
CNTs, with a defined percolation threshold.  
When the values of Vex predicted by the percolation theory for randomly 
oriented thin cylinders (1.4) are used [120], the calculated aspect ratios obtained are 
higher by a factor of 10-12 than those observed by microscopy (by producers) for a 
great part of the materials, with exception of MWCNT-II (less than factor of 3). To 
obtain the aspect ratio given by the producers it was calculated that the value of Vex 
would be about 0.12 for SWCNT and MWCNT-I-short, while 0.14 for MWCNT-I and 
0.54 for MWCNT-II. These differences between the aspect ratios might be related to 
the way used to estimate the aspect ratio of the CNTs, since it is a difficult task to 
have a good idea of a material by microscopy (few amount of material and the most 
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dispersed CNTs are the shortest CNTs) [72]. It should be also taken into account that 
the observed CNTs by the producers are most probably the shorter ones since they 
are more easily dispersed. Another explanation would be that a much reduced total 
exclude volume might be used instead of 1.4 due to a very high local anisotropy in 
the filler orientation [161], caused by the probe sonication.  
 
Table 6.2 Observed aspect ratios for various commercial carbon materials, in comparison to the 
calculated aspect ratios through the observed critical volume.  
Material Aspect ratio 
provided by 
producers 
(average) 
Observed 
critical volume, 
CVFφ  (%) 
Calculated 
aspect ratio 
for Vex = 1.4 
SWCNT 550 0.01 7000 
MWCNT-I 750 0.009 7770 
MWCNT-I-short 370 0.016 4370 
MWCNT-II 379 0.07 996 
 
For concentrations lower than approximately 1 mg/mL, the behaviour of HiPco 
SWCNTs suspensions (similar for other CNTs, as demonstrated in attachment the 
fittings for MWCNT-I and MWCNT-I-short in Figures 0.6 and 0.7, respectivelly) follow 
Equation 4.4 ( ( )τφφσα CVFF − ), as shown in Figure 6.7. There is a good power law 
correlation between the reduced volume fraction of CNTs and the electrical 
conductivity. The calculated τ for a critical volume of ~0.01% was estimated to be 
1.855, which is quite close to the theoretical value for a 3D network (1.94 [47] - 2.05 
[46]). At concentrations above 1 mg/mL the CNTNs surpassed the percolation 
threshold and the conductivity is dominated by the intrinsic conductivity of 
CNTs/bundles. 
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Figure 6.7 Conductivity versus reduced volume for HiPco SWCNTs (both in logarithmic scale). Below 
1 mg/mL of CNTs (reduced volume = 3.7) the conductivity follows a linear correlation. The CNT 
concentration (mg/mL) is indicated for each point.  
 
However, when the measured results of HiPco SWCNT are compared with the 
calculated electrical conductivity through the modified rule of mixtures (by Equation 
6.1b: MMFFFFC φσφβσαφβσασ ++= 222111 ) using an aspect ratio of 7000 and β of 0.2 
(Figure 6.8), it appears that the measured values are much lower (difference of about 
103 S/cm above percolation threshold) than the linear relation suggested by the 
modified rule of mixtures even after the formation of the percolating network 
(difference of about five orders of magnitude). One important factor that plays a 
major role in the effective resistance and is not taken into account in the calculus is 
the interfacial resistance (intertube junction and in the interface of matrix and CNTs).  
Moreover, there are the characteristics of CNT material (defects/inhomogeneities, 
purity, waviness, metallic/semiconducting ratio modified by oxidative attacks during 
sonication) that affect the final conductivities, thus conductivity values of SWCNTs 
would have been superestimated. It should be also considered that all values 
estimated are very approximative.  
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Figure 6.8 Measured conductivities of HiPco SWCNT dynamic 3D CNTNs in chloroform in 
comparison to calculated conductivities by modified rule of mixtures considering an aspect ratio (L/d) 
of 7000 and β=0.2.  
 
Table 6.3 shows the electrical conductivity of free standing papers from CNTs 
materials, measured by the four-probe method, compared with the conductivities of 
the same carbon materials, measured in a liquid medium in the dynamic mode at  
1.5 V (0.104 V/cm) for a concentration around 5 mg/mL. This concentration was 
chosen since it is above the percolation threshold. Due to the differences in porosity 
between the free standing papers, the electrical conductivities of the papers were 
normalized by their density and the ones of dynamic mode were normalized by their 
concentration (g/cm3) to compare both in the same units. Free standing papers can 
be seen as extremely concentrated composites. In their case, the intrinsic electrical 
conductivity of the CNTs plays the dominant role. The normalized conductivities of 
the free standing paper of MWCNT-II materials is about 24 S*cm2/g, while MWCNT-I 
and MWCNT-I-short materials show normalized conductivities about 60-75 S*cm2/g. 
The results for the electrical conductivities of free standing papers are qualitatively in 
accordance (similar trend) to the values obtained for conductivity measurements in 
suspension at the highest concentration. The electrical conductivity measured for 
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HiPco SWCNT material is five times higher than that for MWCNT-I material, although 
in the suspensions with probe sonication, the HiPco SWCNT material exhibits 
conductivity only two times higher than that of the MWCNT-I material. This 
discrepancy could be explained by the fact that in composites (or CNTNs 
suspensions in liquid), the conductivity for smaller concentrations of CNTs is 
dominated by the electrical resistance of the contacts between the CNTs. On the 
other hand, for higher concentrations of CNTs, the intrinsic resistance of the CNTs 
starts to play the dominant role. Indeed, Skákalová et al. [58] reported that the 
thinnest SWNT 2D networks present a different electronic transport behavior than 
thick SWCNT 2D networks (free standing papers). They observed nonlinear I-V 
characteristics for thin SWCNT 2D networks at low temperatures, while thick free 
standing SWNT networks show linear I-V characteristics (much more metallic, 
retaining a large fraction of its conductance to very low temperatures). In 
contradiction to the fact that 1/3 of SWCNTs are metallic [33], while most of the 
DWCNTs or MWCNTs are metallic [56-58], SWCNTs have a higher specific 
conductivity than MWCNTs. This can be explained by: (i) the fact that SWCNTs are 
generally gathered in bundles, predominating a metallic character; (ii) the low ID/G of 
0.05 (or, alternatively, ID/D* of 0.43) in comparison to MWCNTs used in this work (ID/G 
of 1.67-1.75), which is indicative of a less defective graphene structure.  
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Table 6.3 Electrical conductivity of free standing papers produced from different carbon materials, 
compared with the same materials’ conductivities in liquid medium in the dynamic mode, at the highest 
concentration measured (around 5 mg/mL). 
Material Normalized σDC of  
self-standing paper of 
CNTs 
(S*cm2/g) 
Normalized 
σDC in 
chloroform 
(S*cm2/g) 
HiPco-SWCNT 390.3 3.079 
MWCNT-I 73.2 1.661 
MWCNT-I-short 64.6 0.916 
MWCNT-II 24.5 0.453 
Graphite - 2.6 x 10-7 
 
 
6.1.1 Summary of characterization of the commercial CNTs 
Commercial single- (from HiPco) and multi- (from Nanocyl and Baytubes) 
walled carbon nanotubes, which were all obtained by CCVD method, were 
characterized by TEM, Raman Spectroscopy and carbon analysis. The electrical 
conductivity of their respective networks as self-standing papers was measured (four 
probes) and the normalization by their density was outlined (the conductivity depends 
on the intertube contact, thus the packing during filtration to prepare self-standing 
papers). A new approach was developed during this work to evaluate their ability to 
form a percolating network by measurements (two probes) of the electrical 
conductivity of CNTs dynamic suspensions in chloroform. In the case of electrical 
conductivity, the amount of defects, the purity of the CNTs and their aspect ratio play 
a significant role in the final property and can be used to select the appropriate 
material. 
The electrical conductivity of the suspensions in chloroform during 
ultrasonication follows a power law, as predicted by the classical percolation theory. 
It was observed smaller percolation threshold values (0.007-0.06 vol.%) than most 
reports about solid composites with randomly dispersed CNTs. A possible 
explanation for this is that, under dynamic conditions, the probability for the 
constantly moving CNTs in the suspension to form a percolation network is higher 
than under static conditions. A clear correlation was also found between the 
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conductivities measured for suspensions of CNTs in an insulator liquid, after reaching 
the percolation point, compared to those of free standing papers. 
According to the characterizations of SWCNT product, it was possible to verify 
that: (i) the carbon content is the lowest in comparison to other commercial CNTs and 
slightly below (81.3 (± 1.6) wt.%) the announced by the producer (85 wt.%);  
(ii) Raman spectroscopy showed relatively low ID/G (~0.05, alternatively ID/D* of 0.43), 
which is related to low graphitic defects; (iii) no structural defects was possible to see 
by TEM observations, but some (possibly) disordered carbon in the outer walls and 
encapsulated metal NPs (Fe as metal catalyst, according to producer) were 
visualized; (iv) TEM images also confirmed a diameter distribution in the range of  
1-2 nm; (v) observed critical volume to percolate was found to be equal to 0.01 vol.%; 
(vi) their networks present high conductivities at high loads in chloroform (1.67 x 10-4 
S/cm at 5 mg/mL, i.e., 0.24 vol.%, which corresponds to a normalized conductivity of 
3.08 S*cm2/g) in good agreement to the normalized conductivity of self-standing 
papers (390 S*cm2/g). 
As far as MWCNTs are concerned, the characterizations showed that even 
though the carbon content in MWCNT-II (95.6(± 1.9) wt.%) is higher than MWCNT-I  
(90.4(± 1.8) wt.%) or MWCNT-I-short (87.7(± 1.8) wt.%), Raman spectroscopy 
indicated that the first one has the highest ID/G intensity ratio (1.75 against 1.67 or 
1.68, respectively). As expected, MWCNT-I presented an observed critical volume to 
percolate at much lower content (0.009 vol.%) than MWCNT-I-short  
(0.016 vol.%), as well as higher normalized conductivities of self-standing paper 
(73.2 S*cm2/g against 64.6 S*cm2/g) and of suspension (1.661 S*cm2/g against  
0.916 S*cm2/g both at 5 mg/mL, i.e., 0.39 vol.%). However, MWCNT-I-short can 
percolates at lower loads than MWCNT-II (0.07 vol.%), thus the second one has the 
smallest aspect ratio among the CNTs studied. MWCNT-II also showed the lowest 
normalized dynamical conductivity of suspensions (0.453 S*cm2/g at 5 mg/mL, i.e., 
0.30 vol.%) and normalized conductivity of self-standing paper (24.5 S*cm2/g). These 
facts might be also related to the highest ID/G observed for MWCNT-II. One should 
take into account not only the carbon content, but also the amount of disordered 
carbon (or defects in CNTs structure), which is much less conductor than CNT along 
its axis.  
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Finally, it was shown that the electrical conductivity evaluation of dynamic 
networks in chloroform could be an interesting tool to select the most appropriate 
CNT to prepare conductive nanocomposites. For the preparation of 2D CNTNs, the 
higher maximal conductivities and the availability of material and literature data 
leaded to select SWCNTs to prepare 2D CNTNs.  
 
 
6.2 CNTNs in 2D system 
Figure 6.9 presents the performance of the various networks over glass, 
characterized by electrical surface resistance and by optical transmittance measured 
at 550 nm wavelength. Here the values reported by Kaempgen et al. [136] of spray-
coated HiPco SWCNTs networks and a commercial ITO glass were compared with 
the SWCNTs networks prepared in this work by the four deposition methods 
previously described. The results obtained for the networks deposited by filtration 
method (FM), spray-coating (SC) and electrophoretic deposition (ED) follow the same 
trend as the results obtained by Kaempgen et al. [136] by SC using similar materials. 
The exception is for the CNTNs prepared by dip-coating (DC): for example, the value 
of surface resistance at transmittance of 85-86 % is one order of magnitude lower (σ// 
of 0.18 kΩ/sq and 
 
σ⊥ of 0.28 kΩ/sq) than the values obtained for the other methods 
(3 kΩ/sq for FM, while 5 kΩ/sq for ED and SC). The better performance of CNTNs 
deposited by DC than others (after removal of surfactant in all cases) is attributed to 
the fact that this method produces smooth networks (Table 6.4), with partially aligned 
CNTs (Figure 6.10). The partial alignment of the CNTs can substantially improve the 
conductance in the direction along the CNTs [162]. For the dip-coating process, 
nanotubes are initially adsorbed during immersion and then aligned during the drying 
process by combined hydrodynamic and capillary forces. Several adsorbed layers 
are needed to percolate and probably each dipping decrease alignment (the first 
adsorbed layer is more aligned, but does not form percolating pathways as 
evidenced by Figure 0.9 in attachment) as can be observed (Figure 6.9) by the 
decrease of variation between σ⊥ and σ// with the number of dippings (at 
transmittance of 90% the difference factor is 1.7, while at 85-86% it is 1.5). This is 
probably because at each dipping the next CNTs adsorbed might realign parallel to 
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the previous CNTs adsorbed (strong Van der Waals interaction). Some nanotube 
loops can be sometimes visualized (red arrows in Figure 6.10) and they might be 
associated to the bending of the trapped carbon nanotube along the shrinking 
circumference of the drying liquid microdroplet [163]. 
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Figure 6.9 Surface resistance (log scale) versus transmittance of a commercial ITO and other data 
from literature [136] in comparison to several CNTNs prepared through different techniques using 
similar material of literature (HiPco SWCNTs): dip-coating (DC), filtration method (FM), spray-coating 
(SC) and electrophoretic deposition (ED). Eye-guide auxiliary line to visualize the tendency. 
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Figure 6.10 FESEM micrograph at 25 kx of magnification of a dip-coated CNTN (red arrow: CNT 
loop). 
 
By Equation 4.9 (
CNT
CNT
TP
α−
=
ln ) and assuming the absorbance coefficient 
αCNT is 1.15 x 10-5 µm2 for a light wavelength of 550 nm (measured by Kaempgen et 
al.) [136], it was calculated the concentration of CNTs per area (CNT/µm2) for the 
CNTNs prepared by SC, DC, FM and ED (Figure 6.11). As it was be expected, these 
results are in good agreement with the measurements of Kaempgen et al. [136] since 
the material used was the same and, therefore, the αCNT should be similar from their 
measurements. This validation of the αCNT for the prepared CNTNs, allowed plotting 
the surface conductance versus concentration of CNTs per area in Figure 6.12. It can 
be observed that at a concentration of about 19000 CNTs per squared micrometer, 
CNTs already form a percolation pathway in 2D CNTNs.  
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Figure 6.11 Transmittance (%) versus concentration per area of several CNTNs prepared through 
different techniques with HiPco SWCNTs in comparison with other data from literature using similar 
material [136].  
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Figure 6.12 Surface conductance (log scale) versus concentration per area of several CNTNs 
prepared through different techniques with HiPco SWCNTs in comparison with other data from 
literature using similar material [136].  
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By considering only the authentic randomly aligned CNTNs with HiPco 
SWCNTs, which exclude the CNTNs obtained by DC, Figure 6.13 allowed to 
estimate for 2D CNTNs the coefficient τ to be around 1.29, which is in agreement 
with the theoretical predictions (1.1-1.4) [48]. 
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Figure 6.13 Surface conductance (log scale) versus reduced concentration (log scale) of several 
CNTNs prepared through different techniques with HiPco SWCNTs in comparison with other data from 
literature using similar material [136]. Inset: Power law fitting of the surface conductance (log scale) of 
SWCNT random 2D networks versus reduced concentration to obtain the constant of dimensionality. 
 
Another result of this study is the effect of the presence of residual surfactant 
in the CNTNs, as shown in Figure 6.14. Without rinsing with deionized water, the 
surface resistance values for the DC network, for example, were more than four 
orders of magnitude higher than those when the network was thoroughly rinsed in 
deionized water after each cycle of dipping. The dried surfactant might not only 
decrease the transmittance, but, more importantly, wrapping CNTs with insulator 
molecules of surfactant can exclude the possibility of direct inter-tube contact and 
strongly hinders electron transport along the network. Therefore, rinsing the networks 
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eliminates a great part of the surfactant and improves the inter-tube contacts. Indeed, 
Bryning et al. [36] have already reported that the use of surfactant should be avoided 
since it remains in the nanocomposite and could decrease transport properties by 
increasing the intertube resistance. 
 
 
Figure 6.14 Schematic diagram (note: CNTs and surfactant are not in the real proportions) of the 
effect in the electrical conductivity of CNTNs with and without surfactant. 
 
For some applications, like opto-electronic devices in solar cells for example, 
the roughness of the CNTNs can play an important role because, in thin layered 
configurations, unpacked CNTs would cause a short circuit [164]. The average 
thickness of solar cells is in the order of 200 nm and CNTs are generally micrometer 
long, so unpacked CNTNs might cause a short circuit if a metallic CNT reach the 
other electrode. Furthermore, the roughness of the CNTNs is also an indicative of the 
homogeneity of the network on a desired substrate. In this sense, particularly good 
results were achieved using the technique of ED. The networks fabricated by the ED 
method show the lowest value of average roughness (Table 6.4), almost comparable 
to that of ITO glass. In spite of the excellent homogeneity of the ED network, the 
surface resistance versus transmittance relation does not reflect the expectation. The 
reason for the lower performance of ED networks might be due to the scattering of 
light by the aluminum oxide layer formed during the electrophoresis process, which 
consequently limits the transmittance [156]. 
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Table 6.4 Comparison of the average roughnesses of commercial ITO over glass with CNTNs using 
HiPco SWCNTs and prepared by different techniques (all with similar transparency, around 85 % at 
550 nm): dip-coating (DC), filtration method (FM), spray-coating (SC) and electrophoretic deposition 
(ED). Size of each analyzed area: 210.25 µm2. 
 Average roughness 
Ra (nm) 
Example of atomic force 
micrograph (zmax at 100 nm) 
SC 52.62 (± 24.14) 
5 mµ
 
FM 43.1 (± 5.23) 
5 mµ
 
ED 5.49 (± 3.37) 
5 mµ
 
DC 11.64 (± 4.68) 
5 mµ
 
ITO 1.58 (± 0,06) 
5 mµ
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Figure 6.15 compares the properties of the networks deposited by FM, using 
different CNTs: SWCNT and MWCNT-I. From these results it follows that the surface 
resistance of CNTNs with MWCNT-I product is around ~2.6 times lower than CNTNs 
with HiPco SWCNT. The possible explanations for the superiority of the MWCNT-I in 
comparison with SWCNT are: (i) the metallic/semiconducting CNTs ratio [22a,39,58] 
(lower metallicity that SWCNT typically present in comparison with MWCNTs); (ii) 
more bundling of SWCNTs; (iii) the lower aspect ratio of the SWCNT material used in 
this work in comparison with MWCNT-I.  
However, the CNTNs obtained in this work with filtration method present 
surface resistances higher than that reported by M.W. Rowell et al. [83] that achieved 
surface resistance of 200 Ohm/sq at 85% of transmittance (at 550nm). This is 
probably because the commercial AD-SWCNTs (Carbon Solutions, Inc.) used in that 
work might contain less impurites, fewer defects in the graphitic structure (due to the 
higher temperature of synthesis of CNTs) and doped semiconducting CNTs to some 
extent (by nitric acid treatment) [43] in comparison to those used to prepare the CVD-
CNTNs. 
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Figure 6.15 Surface resistance (log scale) versus transmittance of the pioneer work of M.W.Rowell et 
al. [83] reported using Arc-Discharge SWCNTs (AD-SWCNTs) in comparison to the CNTNs prepared 
by filtration method (FM) using different commercial CCVD CNTs: HiPco SWCNT, DWCNT-I and 
MWCNT-I.  
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By this study it was also possible to identify some possibilities of applications 
for 2D CNTNs (Figure 6.16). Among the possibilities of optically transparent and 
electrical conductive films the results obtained achieved the minimum requirements 
for the following applications: electrostatic dissipation, touch-screens panels, 
displays, solar cells and electromagnetic interference. 
 
 
Figure 6.16 Possible applications for ultrathin CNTNs produced in this work (based on [136]). 
 
 For further works it would be interesting to study the adhesion of CNTNs to 
different substrates. Moreover, it could be studied the superposition of dip-coating (or 
other technique that yields relatively aligned CNTs) with a technique that gives more 
random CNTNs in order to increase interconnectivity. There is no doubt that 
additional steps of purification through thermal treatment (400-450°C) to eliminate 
others carbon structures that decrease the transparency and are less conductive 
than CNTs followed by doping would also certainly improve the results obtained in 
this work. 
 
6.2.1 Summary of 2D CNTNs 
Several techniques were compared: dip-coating, filtration, spray-coating and 
electrophoretic deposition. Dip-coating and electrophoretic deposition provided the 
smoothest CNTNs and might be an interesting option for solar cell applications, 
among others. It was outlined the importance of the removal of the surfactant from 
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the networks, as it decreases the resistance value by more than four orders of 
magnitude. As it was expected, the relatively smooth and aligned SWCNTNs 
obtained by DC showed the lowest surface electrical resistance for a given 
transparency (~186 Ω/sq at ~86 %T). However, while this technique may be suitable 
for producing high performance networks, it is too time consuming at the laboratory 
scale in comparison with other techniques. 
It was also confirmed that the most promising technique seems to be the 
electrophoretic deposition because it allows the preparation of a homogeneous, 
smooth and rigid deposit of CNTs, it is reproducible and it is fast. Besides the need 
for further studies, to decrease the effect of the residual aluminum oxide layer and to 
study the adhesion of the CNTNs in the substrate, it presents a great potential for 
applications that require the deposition of CNTs over complex shapes. Moreover, it 
might be possible to obtain CNTs relatively well aligned if CNTNs are deposited over 
a polymeric substrate and afterwards stretching it out. 
Furthermore, it was showed that CNTNs prepared using MWCNT can improve 
the properties of the networks, and decrease costs at the same time. For future 
works, MWCNT should also be investigated, using DC and an optimized ED. 
Moreover, the presented results show that the performance of the SWCNT 
networks by DC method reaches the parameters which may already make them 
suitable for applications in flat panel displays and solar cells. 
 
 
6.3 CNTNs in 3D system: DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites 
6.3.1 DWCNTs synthesis and characterization 
The use of SWCNTs allows achieving percolation with a lower load than with 
MWCNTs, but their functionalization would induce damages to their only wall which 
will compromise their electronic properties. In this context, double-walled carbon 
nanotubes (DWCNTs) were selected instead of SWCNT, while MWCNT were 
avoided since they would require higher load content to raise the percolation 
threshold for electrical conductivity. DWCNTs were produced at CIRIMAT by CCVD 
using the route developed by Flahaut et al. [154]. Firstly, a DWCNT-CoMo-MgO 
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composite powder is obtained by CCVD (using Mg0.99(Co0.75Mo0.25)0.01O as catalytic 
material and methane as carbon source) and then MgO and part of Co and Mo are 
dissolved by HCl giving extracted DWCNTs. 
XRD patterns of the DWCNT-CoMo-MgO composite powder (typically  
9-11 wt.% of carbon content according to flash combustion analysis carried out at 
CNRS, in good agreement with Flahaut et al. results [154,165,166]) and of the 
extracted DWCNTs were carried out to confirm the dissolution of MgO. These results 
are reported in Figure 6.17. Before acidic treatment, only Periclase is detected, but 
its peaks completely disappear after this process and then only cobalt and carbon 
are detected by XRD. Therefore, by comparing both XRD patterns it is possible to 
confirm that the magnesia (Periclase) is well dissolved by HCl. The concentric 
cylinders of stacked graphene sheets from DWCNTs or from some MWCNTs (3, 4 
walls …) or graphite are evidenced through the (002) peak of graphitic-like material. 
A peak corresponding to metallic cobalt (cubic, Fn-3m) is also observed and it can be 
associated to metallic NPs of the catalytic phase formed (together with molybdenum) 
during the synthesis of DWCNTs. No peaks of any Mo species are detected probably 
due to the low quantity of Mo (near the sensibility of XRD analyses). However, the 
light blue/green colour of the filtrated solution after extraction with HCl (Figure 6.17C) 
can be related to Co ions [167] and thus indicates that part of the metal NPs have 
been dissolved. Previous works have shown that some Co (and Mo) NPs remain 
enclosed in carbon capsules (and thus protected from the HCl dissolution) [154]. 
Indeed, elemental analyses performed at Service Central d’Analyse from CNRS in 
Lyon confirmed that after the extraction of DWCNTs from MgO about 3.65 wt.% of Co 
and 1.27 wt.% of Mo remain in the material. In spite of this, the flash combustion 
analysis of carbon method carried out at CNRS (Table 6.5) revealed an average 
carbon content in the range of 89-89.7 wt.% measured for 2-3 samples of each 
different batch of synthesis of DWCNTs (in very good agreement with Flahaut et al. 
[154,166]). Therefore, the other compounds (around 6 wt.%) are probably adsorbed 
oxygen and water.  
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Figure 6.17 XRD patterns from DWCNTs: (A) before and (B) after extraction of magnesia (DWCNT), 
with an inset (C) of the filtrated solution after extraction with chloridric acid. 
 
Figure 6.18 presents a TEM image (performed at TEMSCAN from Université 
Paul Sabatier in Toulouse) of the home-made DWCNTs after extraction with HCl, 
demonstrating many bundles of this material. According to Flahaut et al. [154] who 
characterized similar DWCNTs (96 measurements) produced by this method by high 
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resolution TEM, the mean outer diameter is of the order of 2 nm. According to them, 
about 77% of the CNTs are really DWCNTs (the rest are few SWCNT and some 
triplewalled-CNTs). Indeed, in Figure 6.18 it is possible to observe CNTs with an 
outer diameter distribution in the range of 1-3 nm. The TEM resolution does not 
enable to well visualize other carbon species. However, another work of Flahaut et 
al. [165] on similar materials reported the visualization (by HRTEM) of other carbon 
species, namely small crushed graphene sheets and some graphitic shells with 
encapsulated metal NPs. Indeed, in Figure 6.18 is possible to observe (blue arrows) 
some metal NPs (Co and/or Mo), indicating that they still remain in the material. 
Regarding defects, the TEM resolution allows to see only some bent DWCNTs (red 
arrows) and this is an indicative that DWCNT can have structural defects such as 
“kinks”.  
 
 
Figure 6.18 TEM micrographs of home-made DWCNTs after extraction with HCl. Red arrows as 
defects (“kinks”) and blue arrows as metal NPs. 
 
Raman spectroscopy was also used to check the presence of disordered 
carbon in the extracted DWCNTs. The analysis was conducted on several synthesis 
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batches. Figure 6.19 shows three spectra obtained in different areas (coloured lines) 
of the sample DWCNT-C (i.e. the batch which gave the highest average: ID/G=17%) 
and also the average Raman spectrum (black line in the insets). As could be 
expected, the typical features visualized in SWCNT material can be observed in 
DWCNTs: RBM, D mode, G mode and D* mode. The several Raman features at low 
frequencies (100-400 cm-1) are outlined as left inset in Figure 6.19. These 
frequencies are inversely proportional to the tube diameters, but it is not 
representative of the CNTs population since only some of the CNTs are in resonance 
at 632.82 nm (1.96 eV). To estimate the diameter of the main tubes which are in 
resonance with this wavelength the following equation relates a diameter 
dependence on RBM frequency for DWCNTs [168]: ω=α/d, where ω is RBM 
frequency (cm-1), α is a constant (related to van der Waals tube-tube interactions 
between inner and outer tubes or bundles) and d is the diameter. By using  
α=224 cm-1 [168], it follows from the main RBM peaks outlined in the average Raman 
spectrum (black line) in the RBM region that peaks in the range of 148-336 cm-1 
correspond to diameters between 0.7 nm and 1.9 nm. This range is in good 
agreement with the inner (0.53-2.53 nm) and outer (1.2-3.23 nm) diameters ranges 
determined from HRTEM by Flahaut et al. [154]. The ratio between the intensities of 
the D and the G bands, here called ID/G, of other batches of synthesis of DWCNTs 
(Table 6.5) are in the range of 0.10-0.17, with exception of the batch corresponding 
to DWCNT-A with ID/G of 0.05. Therefore, the low ID/G variations (in the order of only 
±0.07) might be related to few differences of relative quantities of disordered carbon 
content (or defects) in the batches of DWCNTs. The observed ID/G ratios show that 
almost all batches (excepted DWCNT-A) contain more structural defects or 
disordered carbon than HiPco SWCNT material (ID/G = 0.05) and much less than any 
MWCNT sample (lowest ID/G = 1.67 for MWCNT-I). For the materials obtained in the 
same conditions in different batches, it was already reported ID/G of 0.089 [154], 
which is slightly below most of the batches obtained in this work. However, it was 
also reported ID/G of 0.25 for similar materials [168]. Variations among the spectra in 
different regions of samples DWCNT-B, DWCNT-C and DWCNT-D can be observed 
and almost no difference was observed in samples DWCNT-A and DWCNT-E. This 
indicates a higher homogeneity in the amounts of the materials separated for 
analysis (mixture of DWCNTs and disordered carbon, but also in the intensity of the 
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RBM peaks) in samples A and E than in the others. It is a proof that good 
homogenization is required before its use.  
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Figure 6.19 Raman spectra at different regions from DWCNT-C (DWCNT sample with the highest 
average ID/G: 17%). Inset left: RBM spectra at different regions (coloured lines) and average RBM 
(black line). Inset right: average Raman spectrum. 
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Table 6.5 Main characteristics of the DWCNTs studied in this work: average carbon content wt.% 
(measured by flash-combustion method: two measurements for each sample) and calculated D/G 
ratios measured by Raman spectroscopy ( λ = 632 nm) for the carbon materials in comparison with a 
graphite. 
 Average carbon 
content wt.% 
(± 1.8) 
Average 
ID/G 
(Raman) 
DWCNT-A 89.0 0.05 
DWCNT-B 89.5 0.10 
DWCNT-C 89.1 0.17 
DWCNT-D - 0.10 
DWCNT-E 89.7 0.16 
 
Suspensions of DWCNTs at different concentrations in chloroform were used 
to measure the electrical conductivities of dynamic (during probe sonication) 3D 
networks of DWCNTs, using two copper electrodes at 1.5V DC. More details about 
this technique are described in the experimental procedure section of this work and 
elsewhere [158]. These measurements enabled to evaluate the electrical conductivity 
of the dynamic 3D networks of DWCNT in chloroform as a function of the CNTs 
content (vol.%), which have been calculated taking into account the values of density 
of DWCNTs as 1.8 g/cm3 [12,126]. The results are reported in Figure 6.20. Besides 
all batches of DWCNTs samples presented similar maximum conductivities (around 
10-2 S/cm), the percolation threshold for DWCNT-A, DWCNT-B and DWCNT-C was 
observed at much higher concentrations (about 0.01-0.012 vol.%) than for DWCNT-D 
and DWCNT-E (about 0.0025 and 0.003 vol.%, respectively). This fact might be 
related to more bundling and/or presence of aggregates in DWCNT-A, DWCNT-B 
and DWCNT-C than in DWCNT-D and DWCNT-E. Difference in the conductivity at 
low concentration (below the percolation thresholds) were also observed (for 
example, ~7x10-7 S/cm in the case of DWCNT-D, while ~3 x 10-8 S/cm for DWCNT-
E) and it can be caused by any ionic contaminant (in the chloroform or in the material 
itself). 
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Figure 6.20 Electrical conductivity of the carbon suspensions (volume percent) in chloroform at 1.5 V 
DC (0.104 V/cm) during sonication (dynamic network) of different batches of DWCNTs. 
 
The percolation threshold for DWCNT-E (sample used further for the wet 
route) is 0.002-0.003 vol.% (Figure 6.22), value lower than that observed for SWCNT 
(Figure 6.7: 0.01 vol.%) and for MWCNT-I (Figure 6.6: 0.009 vol.%) samples. The 
maximum electrical conductivity achieved (normalized conductivity, i.e., measured 
conductivity [S/cm] divided by the concentration [g/cm3] of material: ~1.808 S*cm2/g) 
was similar to that obtained with MWCNT-I (Table 6.3: 1.661 S*cm2/g) but lower than 
that obtained with SWCNTs (Table 6.3: 3.079 S*cm2/g). It is difficult to calculate the 
aspect ratio of DWCNTs because of the difficulties to measure by microscopic 
techniques the length of very long individual filaments with diameter smaller than 5 
nm. Some DWCNTs bundles were followed on lengths up to 100 µm but it is not 
established that some individual DWCNTs are so long. If we retain length values of a 
few tens of micrometers, the aspect ratio can be estimated to be in the range 5000-
10000 which is almost ten times that of the SWCNTs and MWCNTs previously used 
in this study. That explains the low percolation threshold obtained in the better case 
(DWCNT-E). But the difference with other CNTs is not as high as that expected 
probably because of the higher bundling of DWCNTs (Figure 6.18) in comparison to 
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MWCNTs (Figure 6.3a) which descrease the effective aspect ratio. By using the 
Equation 4.8: 0)1ln(243)1ln(422
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considering the observed critical volume ( CVFφ ) of about 0.002-0.003 vol.% and 
considering Vex = 1.4 for randomly oriented infinitely thin cylinders [120], an aspect 
ratio of 35000-23330 was calculated, while if Vex = 0.3 for very high local anisotropy 
in the filler orientation [158,161], the aspect ratio is around 7500-5000 (in better 
correlation with the estimated aspect ratio value). As explained in section 6.1.1, a Vex 
of 0.3 in Equation 4.8 was also calculated for the case of a very high local anisotropy 
in the filler orientation [158], caused by the probe sonication. These results confirm 
that their high aspect ratio favours the use of less weight of DWCNT-E than MWCNT. 
Furthermore, even though HiPco SWCNTs present (by measurements performed 
with same electric field and similar maximum content of material) a higher maximum 
normalized (i.e. measured conductivity divided per quantity of material) conductivity 
(around 3.08 S*cm2/g) than DWCNTs (around 1.28 S*cm2/g for DWCNT-E, for 
example), their lower percolation threshold result of a higher conductivity at lower 
weight contents of carbon than the previous one. For example, around 0.018-0.019 
vol.%, the conductivities of HiPco SWCNT and DWCNT-E are 1.2 x 10-5 S/cm and 
5.9 x 10-4 S/cm, respectively. 
As it could be expected, the conductivity values measured for DWCNT-E 
above percolation threshold are lower (five orders of magnitude) than those 
calculated by the modified rule of mixtures (by Equation 6.2b: 
MMFFFFC φσφβσαφβσασ ++= 222111 ) using an aspect ratio of 23300 and β of 0.2 
(Figure 6.21). Below the percolation threshold, region that the aspect ratio of 
CNTs/bundles dominates, the values have not exactly the same trend and this can 
be because the modified rule of mixtures does not take into account the contact 
resistances. As previously mentioned, in a SWCNT metal-metal junctions can be in 
the order of 100-400 KΩ [148], while in metallic/semiconducting junction can be two 
orders of magnitude higher than this according to theoretical calculations [119]. 
Above percolation threshold, region that the intrinsic conductivity of CNTs/bundles 
dominates, the measured values and the calculated ones have both similar trend, but 
there is a shift of about 103 S/cm between them. This shift could be explained by the 
fact that: (i) it can be assumed that DWCNTs in chloroform are not all individually 
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suspended, so the effective content of filler contributing to conductivity is lower than 
its potentiality; (ii) the assumed conductivity of an unique DWCNT might have been 
superestimated; (iii) the modified rule of mixtures does not take into account the 
intertube resistance.  
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Figure 6.21 Measured conductivities of DWCNT-E dynamic 3D CNTNs (used for wet route) in 
chloroform in comparison to calculated conductivities (modified rule of mixtures) considering an aspect 
ratio (L/d) of 23300.  
 
In order to verify that these results are in good agreement with the percolation 
law, the logarithm of conductivity was plotted versus the logarithm of the normalised 
filler volume fraction (V-Vc)/Vc of DWCNT-E in Figure 6.22. For concentrations lower 
than approximately 1 mg/mL, the suspensions follow Equation 4.4 ( ( )τφφσα CVFF − ). 
There is a good power law correlation between the reduced volume fraction and the 
conductivity. In the case of DWCNT-E, with critical volume fraction of ~0.003%, the 
dimensional parameter is 1.823, value which is similar of that calculated (section 
6.1.1) for HiPco SWCNTs (1.82).  
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Figure 6.22 Conductivity versus reduced volume for DWCNT-E (both in logarithmic scale). The CNT 
concentration (mg/mL) is indicated for each point. 
 
On the basis of these results, it was concluded that:  
(i) the acidic treatment of raw CNT-CoMo-MgO composites powders with HCl 
well dissolved magnesia, but only a part of Co and Mo NPs and gave typical 
extracted materials containing 89-89.7 wt% of carbon, which is composed mainly by 
long DWCNTs with rare defects and heaps of DWCNTs; Raman spectra in different 
areas on each sample can sometimes present regions with various characteristics of 
RBM, which is a consequence of the distribution of DWCNT diameter (1-3 nm), and 
also different ID/G values never higher than 0.17 (similar differences are found 
between the several batches, with ID/G variations of ±0.07);  
(ii) the measured dynamic percolation threshold of DWCNTs in liquid was in 
the range of 0.0025 - 0.012 vol.%, indicating a lack of reproductibility probably related 
to CNT aggregation or unsufficient dispersion; however the best dispersed samples 
gave lower percolation thresholds (0.002-0.003 vol.%) than SWCNTs or MWCNTs; 
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(iii) the high aspect ratio of DWCNTs associated with their extra outer walls, in 
comparison to SWCNTs, make them suitable for applications in composites in which 
it is required electrical conductivity at low concentrations of material;  
(iv) the modified rule of mixtures did not allows us to predict the electrical 
conductivity of the studied 3D networks of CNTs which can be due to an unperfect 
mixing and desaggregation of CNTs bundles and heaps of CNTs;  
(v) the electrical conductivities of 3D CNTNs in liquid present a good 
correlation with the percolation theory (power law between the reduced volume and 
the conductivity). 
 
6.3.2 DWCNTs Functionalization 
Functionalization (covalent or non-covalent) of CNTs (followed by sonication) 
is required in order to prepare a stable aqueous suspension with CNTs (necessary to 
synthesize in-situ the ceramic matrix around the dispersed CNTs). As already 
explained in the bibliographic revision section, even though the use of surfactant 
(non-covalent functionalization) to disperse CNTs preserves their electronic structure, 
the disadvantage is that it remains in the nanocomposites. Besides surfactant is 
greatly used to prepare nanocomposites, probably due to its simplicity, it might be 
avoided for electrical conductivity purposes. Indeed, according to Bryning et al. [36] 
the wrapping of CNTs by surfactants might even raise the resistivity by increasing the 
intertube resistance. 
Therefore, initially some of the mostly used [74] nitro-sulphuric based covalent 
functionalizations were evaluated in the pH domain where sol-gel syntheses are 
conducted (acid medium) by Zeta potential measurements. Figure 6.23 presents 
Zeta potential curves of DWCNTs with different kinds of chemical oxidation that 
involved reflux of different acids or acid mixtures in comparison with non 
functionalized DWCNTs. The threshold in Zeta potential, so called isoeletric point, is 
the point at which the charge is neutralized and the dispersion is the less stable. In 
the case of CNTs it can vary according to the type of functionalization applied. The 
Zeta curve of non-functionalized DWCNTs in this study is similar to that presented by 
other authors [169,170], but quite different from that presented by Jiang et al. [171]. It 
is important to outline that the oxidation of C atoms in the defects of CNTs (or 
eventual presence of disordered carbon) in non-functionalized CNTs can also alter 
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the behaviour of Zeta potential as a function of pH. As it can be observed, at pH 
below 2, all the suspensions of CNTs (before or after covalent functionalization) 
present the lowest modulated values of Zeta potential compared to measurements at 
different pH, which can be correlated to low charge repulsion between CNTs. As 
expected [76], the presence of carboxylic functional groups in the F-DWCNTs 
generated negative Zeta potential in all range of pH. In spite of this, at pH 4 all the 
functionalized CNTs present a high negative potential (around -50 mV), which is 
generally correlated with a good stability of the suspension. Therefore, this study 
demonstrated that the repulsion forces caused by the three different covalent 
functionalizations are not significantly different within the tested oxidations. 
Furthermore, the Zeta potential curves also demonstrate that the best optimal pH to 
work, in the case of an acidic route for sol-gel, would be around pH=4 (or more, but 
then with consequence of longer time to gelify by acidic route of sol-gel for a given 
temperature). 
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Figure 6.23 Zeta potential curve of CNTs non-functionalized (DWCNTs) and functionalized (using a 
reflux step) with acid nitric (F-DWCNTs/HNO3), with acids nitric and sulphuric (F-
DWCNTs/HNO3/2SO4) and with acids nitric, sulphuric and chloridric (F-DWCNTs/HNO3/H2SO4/HCl). 
 
However, the reflux step generally used during the chemical oxidation leads to 
breakage in the graphitic structure (eventually followed by shortening of the CNTs) as 
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reported by Liu et al. [172] and Datsyuk et al. [173]. In order to decrease the 
deleterious effects, bath sonication has been adopted instead of reflux, as suggested 
by Chen et al. [95]. Little modifications were done in comparison to their work. Briefly, 
the extracted CNTs were kept in contact with a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids 
during bath sonication for about 1 h (in an ice bath) followed by 24 h of magnetic 
stirring. After that, chloridric acid was added for 10 min while stirring according to 
Chen et al. [95], then the medium was neutralized using ammonium hydroxide (in an 
ice bath) and finally abundantly rinsed with deionized water. Chen et al. [95] related 
that the addition of chloridric acid in nitro-sulphuric functionalization would cause an 
increase of the quantity of carboxylic (–COOH) groupments. Indeed, tests of stability 
of a suspension at pH near 4 for concentration of 1 mg/mL were carried out in our 
work for this adapted soft functionalization and are shown in Figure 6.24. As can be 
seen, the adapted soft chemical oxidation based on the work of Chen et al. [95] can 
allow a good stability of CNTs suspensions up to one week even at pH around 3.6. 
This good stability of suspension with time is also confirmed by Osorio [74] by the 
study of nitro-sulphuric based functionalizations (also using bath sonication, 2h 
followed by 15h of stirring, to prepare them). In their work they confirmed that an 
extra addition of chloridric acid at the last step of covalent functionalization can 
improve the stability at neutral pH: up to 20 days F-SWCNTs were still dispersed. 
This was evidenced by an increase of the intensity of the bands corresponding to 
carboxylic groupments observed by Infrared spectroscopy for the samples prepared 
with an extra addition of HCl than without this step and also by tests of stability of 
aqueous suspensions (containing 0.1 mg/mL of F-DWCNTs) at neutral pH up to 20 
days. 
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Figure 6.24 Qualitative stability test at pH 3.6 for functionalization with HNO3/H2SO4-HCl (aqueous 
suspension with ~1 mg/mL) at different times: T0 is just after preparation of suspension, T1 is after 24h, 
T2 is after 48h and T3 is after one week. 
 
Figure 6.25a presents the XRD pattern of the DWCNTs after treatment by the 
functionalization method selected during this work. XRD pattern shows still some 
remaining Co and the wide (002) peak of graphitic-like material. As it can be 
observed, neither the treatment with HCl (Figures 6.17 and 6.18) nor the treatment of 
functionalization has completely eliminated the cobalt metal NPs. Indeed, the 
elemental analysis of the functionalized material (carried out at Service Central 
d’Analyse from CNRS in Lyon) revealed that there is about 2.86 wt.% of remaining 
Co and 0.38 wt.% of Mo after functionalization (against 3.65 wt.% of Co and 1.27 
wt.% of Mo before), indicating that there is also a loss of metal particles during this 
treatment. Besides it was expected that cobalt metal NPs would be eliminated after 
the contact with nitric acid during chemical oxidation [174], the presence of metal 
NPs is confirmed by TEM observations (Figure 6.26). The acidic function (-COOH) 
can react with carbon preferentially in disordered carbon and at the defect of 
graphitic structure and thus can dissolve part of the metal NPs encapsulated. The 
remaining particles are probably protected against the acidic attack by graphitic 
shells (as extensively reported by Flahaut et al. [165] in previous works with similar 
materials) or CNTs (as shown in Figure 6.18) The inset in Figure 6.25 shows typical 
yellowish/brownish first filtrated solution. It can be related to the fragments of 
graphitic carbon (and maybe some CNTs) that pass through the membrane of 
filtration due to chemical oxidation.  
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Figure 6.25 F-DWCNT: (a) XRD pattern of the material after rinsing with deionized water and (b) first 
filtrated solution after the chemical oxidation step. 
 
TEM images (Figure 6.26) show that even thought the DWCNTs were 
submitted to a chemical oxidation, this treatment was not so severe. When it is too 
strong, most CNTs are cut and opened [173], but in in the present work with this 
adapted functionalization process, most CNTs are as long as originally (except for 
few of them: probably cut in the “defects” of the original graphitic structure of the 
CNTs since it was a soft functionalization). TEM images of F-DWCNTs show that 
graphitic heaps or shells (black arrows) can be visualized, as well as encapsulated 
metal NPs (blue arrows) and few structural defects (red arrows: only ”kinks“ were 
observed), which is also confirmed by Raman spectroscopy by analysis of D/G ratio 
of intensities, ID/G (Table 6.6). The non-homogeneous disordered carbon visualized in 
the outer walls of F-DWCNTs (Figure 6.26) is most probably remaining disordered 
carbon from the original sample (Figure 6.18). Disordered carbon is more reactive 
than CNTs, therefore would be the first to be functionalized. After functionalization, 
the material was submitted to bath sonication in order to prepare the grids. During 
the sonication probably some of the functionalized disordered carbon migrated to the 
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outerwalls of the F-DWCNT. It is also important to outline in TEM images that 
bundling is still observed after functionalization. 
 
Figure 6.26 TEM images of (a) F-DWCNT-B and (b) F-DWCNT-E (material used for wet route). Red 
arrows as defects (“kinks”), black arrows as other carbon impurities and blue arrows as metal NPs. 
 
Average Raman spectra from different batches of F-DWCNTs (normalized to 
D*) are presented in Figure 6.27. Radial Breathing Modes (RBM) peaks were 
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observed in all cases and the ID/G ratio increases slightly (Table 6.6) after the step of 
soft functionalization, but never reached values higher than 0.20. This increase in ID/G 
is a consequence of the opening of some C-C bonds [71]. Therefore, this breakage 
of bonds can contribute to an increase in the proportion of sp3-like carbon (generally 
attributed to presence of more structural defects). After functionalization, the ID/G of all 
batches remained quite low and with small differences (minimum 0.16 and maximum 
0.20) can be observed among the different batches of functionalizations. The 
differences in the carbon content (from 61.4 wt. % to 74.5 wt. %) associated to small 
variance in ID/G might be related to the fact of different relative amount of 
encapsulated (in graphitic shells or CNTs) metallic NPs or grafted functions. The 
carbon analysis evidenced a strong decrease of carbon content (from about 89.3 
wt.% to 60-70 wt. %) after the functionalization step. This might be a consequence 
not only of the O and H atoms from functionalization, but also of a loss of disordered 
carbon during the process (accompanied by the only partial removal of cobalt and 
molybdenum, thus increasing their relative content: Co/C weight ratio before 
functionalization is 0.041 and after is 0.044). An upshift (16-26 cm-1) of the D* band 
(originally ca. 2608 cm-1) was observed after almost all DWCNTs were functionalized 
(excepted DWCNT-C, insignificant upshift of 2cm-1 considering that the uncertainty in 
reading the position of peaks is ±1cm-1). This probably reflects a charge transfer 
(electrons from the CNT to the COOH groupments) caused by the chemical oxidation 
[175]. On the basis of the findings described above, the chemical oxidation adopted 
can be considered as not severe and the differences in ID/G and D* upshifts among 
different batches of functionalization might be related to limited reproduction of this 
step in the damage of graphitic structure, which might also depend on the relative 
quantity of sp3-like carbon in the original material. Alternatives to overcome this might 
be: (i) use of an unique batch of functionalized material; (ii) homogenization by milling 
together several batches of functionalization; (iii) thermal oxidation to eliminate 
disordered carbon previously to its use. 
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Figure 6.27 Average Raman spectra at λ = 632.8 nm (normalized to D*) of F-DWCNT samples from 
different batches in comparison to original material. Inset: upshift in D* after functionalization.  
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Figure 6.27 (Continued)  
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Table 6.6 Main characteristics of the DWCNTs after their functionalization: average carbon content 
wt.% (measured by flash-combustion method: two measurements for each sample) and average ID/G 
ratios measured by Raman spectroscopy ( λ = 632 nm) for the carbon materials in comparison to 
original material.  
 Average carbon content 
wt.% 
ID/G ratio 
(Raman) 
ID/G ratio of 
original material 
(Raman) 
F-DWCNT-B 63.5 ± 1.3 0.16 0.10 
F-DWCNT-C 61.4 ± 1.2 0.18 0.17 
F-DWCNT-D - 0.20 0.10 
F-DWCNT-E 74.5 ± 1.5 0.18 0.16 
 
Infrared spectra of DWCNTs and F-DWCNTs (Figure 6.28) revealed O-H 
(3200-3600 cm-1and 2900-3200 cm-1), C-H (2850-3000 cm-1), C=O (1720-1740 cm-1), 
C=C (1450-1670 cm-1), OH and C-O (1000-1300 cm-1) bands, as well as an unknown 
band (1385 cm-1). As can be seen, the spectra are in good agreement with Raman 
spectroscopy and TEM analyses since it shows just a slight increase of the ratio of 
the bands C=O to C=C after the chemical oxidation of the DWCNTs. The non-
negligible presence of C=O in DWCNTs is due to the presence of defects in the 
original product (red arrows in Figure 6.18) that are oxidized in contact with air/water 
(which can be related to the missing 6 wt.% in the chemical analysis together with 
some O or OH in different forms). Chemical oxidation of the CNTs generates oxygen-
containing groups, characterized by OH- bending and C-O-C stretching bonds 
(1000-1300 cm-1), that also stabilize the structure [176]. The C-H bands observed in 
the range of 2850-3000 cm-1 are typical from alkyl groupments and could be 
associated to the O-H stretching bands at 3200-3600 cm-1, which are probably 
alcohol from preparation of KBr pills. The C=C bands are typically in the region  
1450-1670 cm-1 and fundamental CNT mode is in the range 1550-1650 cm-1 [176]. 
The 1385 cm-1 band is an unknown functional group rather than a CNT mode [71], 
probably assigned to some impurity from the KBr used to prepare the pills (as 
evidenced in the blank spectra on KBr without CNT in attachment: Figure 0.10). The 
band at 1435 cm-1 can be related to alkyl groupments. The C=O stretching band 
(1720-1740 cm-1) [71] at low frequency (1723 cm-1) is due to a high density of C=O 
groups caused by the -COOH addition and it is accompanied by presence of O-H 
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stretching bands of the carboxylic groupments (2900-3200 cm-1). Treatments with 
concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids generate an electrochemical oxidation of 
CNTs that leads to a spontaneous charge transfer reaction accompanied by a mass 
increase of the CNTs sample [177], which explains the lower carbon content in 
samples after functionalization (Table 6.6). Peaks around 2300-2400 cm-1 are rather 
due to artefact from CO2/air. 
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Figure 6.28 Normalized (by the mass and then by C=C peak at ~1630cm-1) Infrared spectra of 
DWCNTs-II before (black line) and after (red line) chemical oxidation from (a) DWCNTs-E, (b) 
DWCNTs-B and (c) DWCNTs-C. 
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Measurements of conductivity in liquid (chloroform) of F-DWCNTs dynamic 
networks were carried out to check the effect of the covalent functionalization of the 
extracted DWCNTs on their electrical conductivity (Figure 6.29). In the case of 
functionalized materials dried in stove at about 80-100°C and with concentrations 
around 0.03-0.04 vol.%, the electrical conductivity reached 7.9 x 10-8 S/cm like for  
F-DWCNT-B, while 5.4 x 10-6 S/cm is achieved for F-DWCNT-C. On the other hand, 
when the used materials have been dried at room temperature in a vacuum 
dessicator, the conductivity is much higher and reached 5.06 x 10-4 S/cm  
(F-DWCNT-D sample) and up to 1.59 x 10-3 S/cm (F-DWCNT-E sample) for 
concentrations of 0.03-0.04 vol.%. Thus, the drying in stove, i.e. at a higher 
temperature than in dessicator probably results into harder 
aggregates/agglomerates. Due to the higher content needed to reach percolation and 
low values of conductivities in comparison to others, samples F-DWCNT-B and F-
DWCNT-C were not used in the further studies. Moreover, these data also evidenced 
the necessity of working with an unique batch of functionalization of CNTs. 
Alternatively, an homogenization of several batches would be required. 
Therefore, the drying of the CNTs in stove about 80-100°C, especially after 
functionalization, should be avoided, because hard agglomerates seem to be always 
formed during drying. It was observed that the agglomerates formed with dried 
functionalized CNTs are much harder to break by manual grinding (thus, by 
sonication as well) than the ones formed with non-functionalized CNTs. This is not 
surprising since dried functionalized CNTs, with more carboxylic groupments and 
more defects than non-functionalized ones, present outer walls with high reactivity 
that contribute to the formation of hard agglomerates after drying. As previously 
stated, a region of 10 nm in contact of two non-functionalized SWCNTs, for example, 
already present a bond energy of about 250 kJ (or 0.5 eV/nm for SWCNT-SWCNT 
contact) [7,101], so functionalized ones would interact between each other with a 
much more intense energy.  
Indeed, the chemically inert surface of CNTs is converted into a reactive 
surface after chemical oxidation by inserting more carbonyl (-CO) and carboxylic  
(-COOH) groupments. Therefore, even if the functionalization step could be 
reproduced, not necessarily the conductivity achieved with similar concentration of 
CNTs could be reproduced since the dispersion and size of aggregates would not be 
necessarily the same. However, a decrease of almost one order of magnitude of the 
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conductivity of functionalized DWCNTs (dried in dessicator) at concentrations above 
percolation was observed in comparison to its original material. For example, 
DWCNT-E before functionalization shows a conductivity of 9.1 x 10-3 S/cm at  
0.28 vol.%, while after functionalization it decreases to 1.92 x 10-3 S/cm at a similar 
content. This could be explained by the fact that: (i) defects act as scattering centres 
and, therefore, are detrimental to the electron transport of electrons; (ii) maybe also 
intertube contacts are injured by the presence of carboxylic groupments; (iii) short 
segments of intact outer walls would difficult two functionalized DWCNTs to contact 
electrically with the inner tubes [50]; and (iv) the possibility of an inner tube to be 
metallic is approximately 1/3 [50].  
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Figure 6.29 Electrical conductivity of the carbon suspensions in chloroform at 1.5 V DC (0.104 V/cm) 
during sonication of different batches of F-DWCNTs: dried in stove (F-DWCNT-B and F-DWCNT-C) 
and dried in dessicator (F-DWCNT-D and F-DWCNT-E).  
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From these results, it was concluded that: 
(i) The conductivity of functionalized CNTs can lack of reproducibility, 
which might depend on the amount of sp3-like carbon (before and 
after functionalization) as well as the drying of F-DWCNTs itself. 
During the manipulations it was observed that the drying step after 
chemical oxidation of the DWCNTs makes them difficult to disperse 
in the aqueous solution, requiring a manual grinding to break the 
hard aggregates before dispersing with probe sonication. Therefore, 
in spite of using the same functionalization treatment, different 
batches would lead to different dispersion states of CNTs in the silica 
matrix. This fact can be due to the drying step that decreased the 
efficiency of loading of F-DWCNTs (aggregation) associated to 
different chiralities attacked during functionalization. Samples dried 
at high temperature (80-100°C) lead to lower final conductivities (for 
example, at 0.03-0.04 vol.% conductivities are around 5x10-6 S/cm 
and 8x10-8 S/cm) than samples dried in dessicator at room 
temperature (conductivities at 0.03-0.04 vol.% around 5 x 10-4 S/cm 
and 1.6 x 10-3 S/cm) due to the formation of hard aggregates in the 
first ones. Thus, the step of drying of F-DWCNTs demonstrated to 
affect more than the batch of functionalization in the final 
conductivity. Alternatively, a batch of F-DWCNT was maintained wet 
for preparation of a set of composites in order to avoid these 
difficulties. 
(ii) The percolation threshold seems to be similar before (0.0025-0.012 
vol.%) and after (0.0026-0.04 vol.%) functionalization and only the 
electrical conductivity is decreased. This would confirm that 
functionalization treatment does not damage the tubes (similar 
aspect ratio), but creates more defects (which act as scattering 
centers for transport of electrons) or increase the contact resistance 
(-COOH groups might decrease the proportion of direct intertube 
contacts). 
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6.3.3 Nanocomposite powders  
 
Two routes were tested to prepare the nanocomposite powders: dry route and 
wet route. In the first case the DWCNTs were dried in vacuum dessicator (at room 
temperature) or stove (at 80-100°C) after acidic tr eatment, while in wet route it was 
tested not to dry the CNTs to avoid agglomeration of F-DWCNTs due to interaction 
between the carboxylic groupments on their surface. Samples with F-DWCNTs dried 
in stove were quite insulating even at carbon contents above the value of percolation 
threshold observed by conductivity in liquid. Thus, the stove dried route was 
abandoned. Samples dried in dessicator after functionalizations will be called D 
(dried) while for the wet route they will be called W (wet).  
In the case of the dry route, F-DWCNTs-SiO2 nanocomposites were prepared 
using different batches of functionalization (only samples D1-D3 were prepared using 
the same batch of functionalization), but difficulties in reproducibility were observed 
(see below). Moreover, dried F-DWCNTs form strong agglomerates that should be 
broken in a mortar previously to their dispersion in aqueous solution because probe 
sonication is not sufficient.  
In the case of the wet route, a set of F-DWCNTs-SiO2 nanocomposites was 
prepared using the same batch of functionalization (and of synthesis) to try to 
improve the reproducibility. Briefly, after F-DWCNTs from the same batch of 
functionalization were rinsed with deionized water, they were maintained humid until 
their dispersion in aqueous solution (wet route).  
To prepare F-DWCNTs-SiO2 nanocomposites, wet F-DWCNTs were firstly 
dispersed in acidic aqueous solution with the aid of probe sonication for not longer 
than 35 min and using an ice bath (heating is deleterious for the dispersion, which is 
confirmed by fluorescence tests of Heller et al. [178]). Finally, the prepared aqueous 
solution was incorporated, while magnetic stirring, into an alcoholic solution 
containing tetraethylorthosilicate and let it gelify.  
In order to select the working pH for the gelification of the sol, a compromise 
between the time needed for gelification and the stability of the suspension was 
investigated. Indeed, a more acidic pH would gelify faster, but a too acidic pH would 
be deleterious for the stability of the F-DWCNT suspension (as shown by Zeta 
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potential curves). Therefore a pH around 3.6 was used for the preparation of the 
composites. A high proportion of molar content of water per TEOS, the so called r 
ratio, of 20 was used in order to facilitate the incorporation of high loadings of F-
DWCNTs. Then, a molar ratio of ethanol to TEOS was fixed around 0.3 based on 
Brinker et al. results [25]. They reported this molar ratio of ethanol to TEOS for similar 
molar ratios of water to TEOS (r ratio of 20). The nanocomposite powders were let to 
gelify with constant stirring at room temperature. In order to remove the organic 
compounds, thermal treatments at 400°C for 2h were carried out (higher 
temperatures in oxidizing atmosphere were avoided to preserve CNTs), followed by 
XRD analyses of the nanocomposite powders. As can be expected, after these 
calcinations of the nanocomposite powders, the silica matrix is amorphous.  
It is quite difficult to visualize by FESEM the CNTs in nanocomposite powders 
(probably because they are surrounded by silica) and generally, CNTs are visualized 
only at high loadings. Some FESEM images (observations at TEMSCAN in 
Université Paul Sabatier) of the nanocomposite powders obtained by dry or wet route 
at the highest loadings of carbon - 2.97 vol.% and 6.43 vol.%, respectively - (after the 
calcination step) are reported in Figures 6.30a and 6.30b, respectively. In both cases, 
F-DWCNTs are presented in the form of thin bundles (dMAX around 20 nm for D and 
W routes), which seems rather well dispersed within silica grains. No aggregates 
were observed on the images of the powders. However, we will see later one that 
some were observed on SEM images of dense nanocomposites. 
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Figure 6.30 FESEM image of a nanocomposite powders D (a) and W (b) prepared using dry  
(2.97 vol.% of average carbon content) or wet (6.43 vol.% of average carbon content) DWCNTs, 
respectivelly. 
a 
b 
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Moreover, in order to check the presence of CNTs in the calcinated 
nanocomposite powders, Raman spectroscopy was also performed (at Service 
d’Analyse from CNRS-UPS). The Raman spectra of the nanocomposite powders 
prepared by dry or wet route at the highest loadings are reported in Figures 6.31A 
and 6.31B, respectively.  
The spectra of the D nanocomposite powder with the highest carbon content 
(2.97 vol.%) shows typical DWCNTs features: RBM (peaks around 161, 195, 204, 
224 and 256 cm-1), D (~1332 cm-1), G (~1595 cm-1) and D* (~2635 cm-1) band. The 
ID/G ratio (0.17) is similar to the value calculated for F-DWCNTs before incorporation 
into silica (ID/G of 0.16), which indicates that the dispersion step using probe 
sonication does not significantly increase the amount of defects on F-DWCNTs in 
spite of the fact that sonication is known to damage CNTs [179]. Besides the 
lineshapes were preserved, the frequencies of D (F-DWCNTs originally at  
~1327 cm-1) and G (F-DWCNTs originally at ~1586 cm-1) upshifted 5 cm-1 and 9 cm-1, 
respectively; while D* (F-DWCNTs originally at ~2617 cm-1) upshifted 18 cm-1 in 
comparison to the functionalized material. These upshifts can be related to a 
negative charge transfer from the DWCNT to the silica matrix, thus a high interaction 
between CNTs and the silica matrix is evidenced. Similar upshifts in D and G bands 
were already reported in the case of doping of graphene/CNTs [180] (probably there 
is a p-doping of F-DWCNTs since in silica there is a lot of available oxygen), while D* 
upshift was observed for other composites and attributed to a strong interaction of 
CNTs with the matrix [99,102]. 
The spectra of the W nanocomposite powder with the highest carbon content 
(6.43 vol.%) shows typical DWCNTs features: RBM (peaks around 119, 133, 153, 
166, 198, 220 and 256 cm-1), D (~1327 cm-1), G (~1588 cm-1) and D* (~2625 cm-1) 
band. The ID/G ratio is 0.22, which indicates that the dispersion step using probe 
sonication might have slightly increased the amount of defects on F-DWCNTs  
(F-DWCNT-E has ID/G of 0.18). It is also important to note that the frequencies of D 
(F-DWCNTs originally at ~1324 cm-1) and G (F-DWCNTs originally at ~1585 cm-1) 
both upshifted 3 cm-1 (the uncertainty on reading position of peaks is ±1cm-1), while 
D* (F-DWCNTs originally at ~2618 cm-1) upshifted 7 cm-1 in comparison to the 
functionalized material. The fact that the composite prepared by the wet route with 
the highest carbon content (5.32 wt.%) present a lower upshift in D* than the 
nanocomposite prepared by the dry route with the highest carbon content (2.44 wt.%) 
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might be related to the presence of aggregates. Indeed, the higher is the carbon 
content, the higher is the probability of presence of aggregates, which in turn 
decrease the amount of F-DWCNT interacting with the matrix and thus are 
constrained.  
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Figure 6.31 Raman spectra at λ = 632.8 nm (normalized to D*) of a nanocomposite powder obtained 
by (A) dry route and (B) wet route (containing 6.43 vol.% of carbon): coloured lines are spectra from 
different regions of the same sample and black line is the average spectra. 
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6.3.4 Dense F-DWCNT-SiO2 Nanocomposites 
- Study of the influence of SPS parameters on silica 
Since SPS is a relatively new technique of densification (and there is not a full 
consensus about the mechanisms involved during the process), this study with pure 
silica was necessary to pre-select the SPS parameters that would be used to further 
densify the nanocomposites. A preliminary study was conducted using pure silica 
(based on the work of Mayerhöfer et al. [181] who densified commercial fumed silica 
by SPS) to optimize the SPS parameters for the densification of sol-gel silica. During 
these tests of densification with pure silica, many challenges were surpassed, like 
delamination of the material (due to a not efficient pre-compactation of the powder), 
as well as heterogeneous crystallization of the material probably due to residual 
water (likely caused by a non efficient storage of the calcinated powders which 
leaded to the adsorption of humidity from atmosphere). 
Table 6.7 presents some results of this study. Initially, sample with fumed 
silica (sample S1) was densified based on the work of Mayerhöfer et al. [181] with 
few modifications. Briefly, the differences are that pressure was applied just when 
reaching the dwell temperature and the step of thermal treatment at 900°C in air for 
5h to remove graphite was replaced by a polishing of the samples to remove the 
graphite layer contaminating their surface. In our study a transparent compacted 
silica sample was obtained with a relative density (R.D.) of 98.3(±1.4)% (density of  
2.16(±0.03) g/cm3, calculated using a density of 2.20 g/cm3 for pure amorphous silica 
[98]). Besides Mayerhöfer et al. [181] achieved a transmittance of ~63% (within the 
whole range of 200 nm up to 1000 nm), the sample prepared in the present work 
using fumed silica under similar conditions seems to be more transparent (see Table 
6.7). This could be related to microstructural characteristics of the starting powder. 
For example, Mayerhöfer et al. [181] demonstrated (by Infrared and Raman 
spectroscopies) that the silica glass they prepared by SPS (using silicic acid as silica 
source) contains a great quantity of hydroxyls groups. That is not surprising since the 
inorganic route of sol-gel uses quite high amounts of water, even higher molar ratios 
H2O:SiO2 than the organic route of sol-gel [99] and it would be probably be more 
difficult to eliminate OH groups from in the first case (using silicic acid). Moreover, the 
fact that Mayerhöfer et al. [181] applied pressure of 50 MPa while heating might have 
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also contributed to keep more closed porosity inside the sample leading to higher 
opacity of their samples compared to ours. 
It was possible to prepare, using fumed silica, a quite dense (99.9(±0.4)% or 
2.20(±0.01) g/cm3) and transparent compact sample (sample S2) using a same 
applied pressure, but a much lower temperature (950°C) and an increased dwell time 
(15 min).  
For silica powders prepared by the sol-gel route, firstly a formulation using 
formamide (samples S3 and S4) was prepared according to the chemical route 
defined by Estournès et al. [182]. By this route it was demonstrated that at 950°C for 
5 min and a pressure of 50 MPa, transparent and fully dense samples are obtained 
for S3 and S4 (same values of densities, taking into account the uncertainties in 
Table 6.7). To achieve full densification with colloidal commercial silica, Guo et al. 
[183] used similar sintering parameters, excepted a higher temperature (1050°C). 
Later, the same group [184] reported the full densification using the same 
commercial colloidal silica and similar conditions than those used for S3 and S4. 
Therefore, the high relative densities achieved with S3 and S4 in these conditions are 
not surprising, since it would be expected that the sol-gel route would give silica with 
a decreased activation energy for sintering (particle’s surface energy is the driving 
force for densification), due to its high specific surface area (580(±17) m2/g after 
calcination at 400°C for 2h) in comparison to fumed  silica (measured 200(±6) m2/g). 
However, due to toxicity of formamide, another set of samples was prepared without 
formamide. 
Therefore, similar conditions of sintering were tested with a calcinated xerogel 
powder originally obtained by sol-gel without formamide (sample S5). The obtained 
relative density (R.D.) is 91.9(±3.6)% (2.02(±0.08) g/cm3) if we consider that silica is 
fully amorphous. However, this sample was opaque (non-transparent) which 
indicates porosity or some crystallization (a unique pure silica sample, which is not 
reported in Table 6.7, showed a slight beginning by an unique small peak of 
crystallization: see Figure 0.11 in the attachment section), and thus a super-
estimation of the relative density. The small decrease in relative density might be 
related to the presence of more hydroxyls than when formamide is used. However, it 
was observed that similar sintering conditions can lead to different transparencies of 
the compact samples (samples S6 and S7), which was later correlated with some 
humidity adsorbed after the calcination step. In spite of the fact that sample S6 has 
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distributed small white spots in the sample (related to heterogeneous crystallization), 
its R.D. (in comparison to amorphous silica) is 99.2(±0.9)% (2.18(±0.02) g/cm3). In 
the case of sample S7, which is totally transparent, its R.D. (in comparison to 
amorphous silica) is 99.5(±0.4)% (2.19(±0.01) g/cm3). If sample S8 considered fully 
amorphous, it has a R.D. of 99.0(±0.9)% (2.18(±0.02) g/cm3), but the crystallization 
concentrated in the borders indicates that it is super-estimated. The nucleation 
probably started at the interfaces of residual humidity in the powder, which tends to 
diffuse from the central part to the borders. Therefore, if the densification occurs 
previously to degassing, sintering occurs with concurrent crystallization. Other 
problems of sintering can also be correlated to inefficient pre-compaction (sample 
S9), leading to partition of the sample (by formation of thin flakes).  
From the results described above, we conclude that full densification can be 
achieved even at 950°C for 5 minutes at a pressure of 50 MPa for silica powders 
obtained by sol-gel (followed by calcination). However, in the case of fumed silica, 
longer dwell times and higher pressures than for powders prepared by sol-gel are 
required to obtain similar densifications. This can be explained by the higher specific 
surface areas of the xerogel powders, which decrease the activation energies for 
their sintering, in comparison to fumed silica.  
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     Table 6.7 Examples of studies of sintering parameters by SPS with pure silica: silica powder, SPS parameters, final density by Archimedes, relative density 
(considering amorphous silica) and general aspect. 
SPS parameters Sample Powder 
T (°C) P (MPa) t (min) 
ρ
ARCHIMEDES 
 
(g/cm3) 
Relative density  
(%) 
General aspect 
(diameter ~ 20 mm) 
600 - 3 S1 Fumed silica calcinated at 
400°C for 2h 
1100 100 5 
2.16 (±0.03) 98.3 (± 1.4) 
 
S2 Fumed silica calcinated at 
400°C for 2h 
950 100 15 2.20 (±0.01) 99.9 (± 0.4) NO PHOTO 
S3 Xerogel powder obtained 
with formamide calcinated at 
500°C for 2h 
950 50 5 2.20 (±0.04) ≅100 (± 1.8) 
 
S4 Xerogel powder obtained 
with formamide calcinated at 
500°C for 2h 
900 50 5 2.20 (±0.05) 99.8 (± 2.3) 
 
S5 Xerogel powder obtained 
without formamide 
calcinated at 500°C for 2h 
900 50 5 2.02 (±0.08) 91.9 (± 3.6) 
 
S6 Xerogel powder obtained 
without formamide 
calcinated at 400°C for 4h 
950 100 15 2.18 (±0.02) 99.2 (± 0.9) 
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SPS parameters Sample Powder 
T (°C) P (MPa) t (min) 
ρ
ARCHIMEDES 
 
(g/cm3) 
Relative density  
(%) 
General aspect 
(diameter ~ 20 mm) 
S7 Xerogel powder obtained 
without formamide 
calcinated at 400°C for 2h 
950 100 15 2.19 (±0.01) 99.5 (± 0.4) 
 
S8 Xerogel powder obtained 
without formamide 
calcinated at 400°C for 2h 
900 100 5 2.18 (±0.02) 99.0 (± 0.9) 
 
S9 Xerogel powder obtained 
without formamide 
calcinated at 400°C for 2h 
950 100 15 - - 
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- SPS densification of F-DWCNT-silica nanocomposites 
Table 6.8 shows the relative densities (R.D., considering all silica amorphous) 
of nanocomposites prepared by D (using F-DWCNTs dried in dessicator) and W 
(using wet F-DWCNTs) routes in relation with the SPS parameters and carbon 
contents (varied from 0.12(±0.01) wt.% to 5.32(±0.11) wt.%). Variations in 
temperature (950°C/1000°C), dwell time (5 min/15 mi n) and applied pressure (50 
MPa/100 MPa) were carried out.  
Preliminary sintering tests were performed on nanocomposites samples 
synthesised using the D route with the SPS parameters leading to dense and 
transparent compacts for calcinated (400°C for 2h) pure sol-gel silica (sample S7). 
As can be observed, nearly full densification for these nanocomposites (Table 6.8) 
can be reached at temperatures of 950-1000°C by a s light modification of the SPS 
parameters in comparison to pure silica (Table 6.7). Indeed, dense (R.D around 
94.9(±0.91)-96(±0.45)%) compacts of nanocomposites were obtained at 950°C for  
15 min at 100 MPa (samples D1 and D2). By decreasing the applied pressure to  
50 MPa and maintaining temperature (950°C) and dwel l time (15 min) to densify a 
nanocomposite powder with same carbon content (sample D3), the relative density 
decreased to 90.2(±4.09)%. Besides an increase of temperature accompanied by a 
lower dwell time generated a nanocomposite containing 0.29(±0.5) wt.% (sample D4) 
with a R.D. of 96.1(±2.73)%, it was evidenced that the increase of applied pressure is 
more efficient to densify these nanocomposites. For example, a nanocomposite 
containing 2.44(±0.5) wt.% (sample D5) presented a R.D. of 98.0(±0.91)% after 
sintering by SPS at 950°C for 5 min and 100 MPa of applied pressure. As it can be 
noted, even at just 50°C above the conditions of si ntering of a sample with pure 
silica, in the presence of CNTs it was possible to achieve densification near the 
theoretical one.  
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Table 6.8 Densities of F-DWCNT silica nanocomposites measured by Archimedes method with their 
statistic deviation between brackets in comparison to their SPS parameters, carbon content and 
relative density (by considering full silica amorphous).  
Average [C]  
(wt.%) (vol.%) 
 
SPS 
(T,t,P) 
ρ
ARCHIMEDES 
 
(g/cm
3
) 
Relative 
density 
 (%) 
D1 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 950°C/15’/100MPa 2.09 (±0.02) 94.9(±0.9) 
D2 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 950°C/15’/100MPa 2.11 (±0.01) 96.0(±0.5) 
D3 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 950°C/15’/50MPa 1.98 ( ± 0.09) 90.2(±4.1) 
D4 0.29(±0.006) 0.35(±0.007) 1000°C/5’/50MPa 2.12 ( ±0.06) 96.1(±2.7) DR
Y 
R
O
U
TE
 
D5 2.44(±0.049) 2.97(±0.059) 950°C/5’/100MPa 2.15 ( ±0.02) 98.0(±0.9) 
W1 0.12(±0.002) 0.15(±0.003) 950°C/5’/100MPa 2.09 ( ± 0.03) 95.0(±1.4) 
W2 0.15(±0.003) 0.19(±0.004) 950°C/5’/100MPa 2.26 (± 0.06) ≅100 
W3 0.47(±0.009) 0.58(±0.011) 950°C/5’/100MPa 2.15 ( ± 0.06) 97.7(±2.7) 
W4 0.48(±0.010) 0.59(±0.012) 950°C/5’/100MPa 2.07 ( ± 0.11) 94.1(±5.0) 
W5 1.27(±0.025) 1.55(±0.031) 950°C/5’/100MPa 2.09 (± 0.01) 95.0(±0.5) W
ET
 
R
O
U
TE
 
W6 5.32(±0.106) 6.43(±0.127) 950°C/5’/100MPa 2.19 ( ± 0.01) ≅100 
 
Based on these results, we finally chose the parameters reported in Figure 
6.32 as the most appropriate ones (among the tested conditions) for the densification 
of F-DWCNTs nanocomposites by SPS since it enables to achieve a high 
densification at a short dwell time (5 min: decreasing possibility of oxidation of F-
DWCNTs) and at relatively low temperature (950°C) a nd applied pressure (50 MPa). 
The temperature used is quite lower than the range of temperatures at which can 
occur the carboreduction of silica (1500-1700°C) [1 57]. As the incorporation of any 
fibber in glasses makes difficult their densification [185], differences in the relative 
densities were expected between pure silica and nanocomposites (from W or D 
route) even using similar SPS parameters. For example, 95.0(±1.4)% and 
95.0(±0.5)% of theoretical densifications were achieved for W1 and W5, respectively 
(Table 6.8), compared to 99.0(± 0.9)% for S8 (Table 6.7). Thus, besides the slight 
increase of specific surface area (measured 591(±18) m2/g) of the nanocomposite 
powders in comparison to the silica powder (582(±17) m2/g) the incorporation of 
CNTs into silica glass is detrimental to densification. This can be explained by the 
fact that it slows the sintering mechanisms (mainly viscous flow for the present 
material) as any fibber does in a glass matrix [185].  
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Figure 6.32 SPS parameters used to densify the W set of nanocomposites. Inset: electric current 
applied during SPS densification. 
 
Besides the smaller relative densities of nanocomposites in comparison to 
pure silica samples, all the obtained relative densities achieved for the 
nanocomposites are higher than 94% (excepted 90.2(±4.1)% for the sample D3), 
reflecting low porosities. Further work would be necessary to optimize the 
densification of the nanocomposites with special attention in avoiding the 
adsorption of humidity between the calcination and sintering steps (dessicator 
would be suggested). The residual water can cause a concurrent crystallization 
during sintering [25], which inhibits the densification. Moreover, a slight increase 
in the temperature of sintering would probably aid to increase the densification. 
These results also show that to achieve theoretical densities above 90% by 
SPS with the calcinated (at 400°C for 2h) xerogel n anocomposite powders 
prepared in this work, it urges to apply a pressure twice higher than that used by 
the group of Guo et al. [30,183,184] to fully densify MWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites 
by SPS at same temperature and dwell time to those used in this work (950°C). In 
those works [30,183,184], the authors used a colloidal commercial silica and the 
nanocomposite powders were previously calcinated at 600°C in N 2 and sieved at 
75 µm mesh. 
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- Microstructure of F-DWCNT-silica nanocomposites 
 
- X-ray diffraction 
X-ray diffraction analyses were carried out to check the crystallinity of the 
nanocomposites after their densification by SPS. The XRD patterns (in 
attachment: Figure 0.12) reveal peaks around 26.5-26.9 degrees for the most 
samples (exception sample W1) and an extra peak at 44.3 degrees only for W5 
sample. This means a possible presence of alpha-quartz, but we can not 
discriminate from possible peaks of graphite coming from residual papyex (the 
002 peak from CNTs would be very large, which is not the case here). 
Other works [30,100c,100d,183,184] already reported the crystallization of 
silica in the presence of CNTs, however the intensities of the main peak  
(26.5-26.9 degrees) are not in correlation with the CNTs content. Therefore, in our 
case it is likely that residual water [25] plays a higher role in the heterogeneous 
crystallization than the presence of CNTs as reported by Ning et al. [100d] and 
also believed by us previously [186] or it is the superposition with peaks of 
graphite. If it is only from alpha-quartz that might be a consequence of the non-
appropriate storage of the powder after its calcination until its sintering. Sol-gel 
materials typically present quite high surface areas, which tend to adsorb moisture 
at room temperature. Even after precompaction and preparation of sample in the 
graphitic mould, it probably would be recommended for future works to store them 
in a dessicator. 
 
- Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy of densified F-DWCNT-SiO2 was carried out in order 
to observe any possible interaction between the silica matrix and the F-DWCNT 
as well as the possible damage of the later. The images in Figures 6.33 and 6.34 
display average Raman spectra obtained for different regions for each 
nanocomposite sample (black line) and the original spectra (couloured lines as 
inset images) prepared by dry and wet route, respectivelly. As it can be noted, in 
general, a typical spectrum of CNT-SiO2 nanocomposite is composed by a broad 
peak due to fluorescence of silica (only in a few ones: Figures 6.33c and 6.33d) 
and the main features of CNTs spectrum are clearly observed at relative high load 
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contents.These observations are in good agreement with other reported works on 
CNT-SiO2 nanocomposites [99,102]. A G band upshift (1-13 cm-1) is observed in 
all spectra. At the same time, a D* upshift (2-13 cm-1) is observed in almost all 
nanocomposites of D and W route (excepted samples D1, D2, D3 and D5). Puech 
et al. [187] showed through in-situ Raman spectroscopy of DWCNTs in a diamond 
anvil cell that there is a linear dependence between the shift in the frequency of 
the G-band and the applied isostatic pressure up to 12 GPa. Thus, these results 
could suggest that the F-DWCNT remain constrained in the matrix, which could 
also reflect the good interaction between the SiO2 and CNTs mentioned in other 
studies [97,99,100d,102]. In a previous work with F-SWCNTs-SiO2 composites 
(using a non-commercial CCVD-SWCNT material [188]) prepared by sol-gel and 
densified by isostatic high pressure [102] we also observed a G band upshift and 
a correlation between the residual stress in the CNTs and good affinity with the 
matrix was also suggested. Moreover, D* band upshift also suggests a good 
interaction between F-DWCNT and silica matrix [102].  
Most of the densified F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites prepared by the dry 
route shows common RBM peaks at about 199 cm-1, 153 cm-1, 215 cm-1 and  
255 cm-1. The few exceptions are sample D4 with its unique RBM peak around 
215 cm-1, which corresponds to the most intense peak in other samples, and 
sample D5 with its extra peak around 245 cm-1. Probably the regions analyzed in 
sample D4 contained less CNTs, thus the fluorescence of silica masked some of 
the other peaks from RBM. 
It is difficult to evaluate the ratio ID/G due to the fluorescence of silica. Thus, 
a manual subtraction (using 10 points) of the broad fluorescence band from the 
spectra using the software Origin Pro 8 to calculate ID/G.  
Thus, it was calculated ID/G of ~0.04 in samples D1 and D2 (Figures 6.33a 
and 6.33b, respectively), while ID/G ~0.06 in samples D3 and D5 (Figures 6.33c 
and 6.33e, respectively) and ID/G ~0.10 for sample D4 (Figure 6.33d).  
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Figure 6.33 Raman spectra at λ = 632.8 nm normalized by G band done in different regions of the 
sample (coloured lines as inset) for each sample from dry route: (a) D1 (0.22 wt.%);  
(b) D2 (0.22 wt.%); (c) D3 (0.22 wt.%); (d) D4 (0.29 wt.%); (e) D5 (2.44 wt.%). Black line: Average 
Raman spectra of the respective densified F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites.  
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Figure 6.33 (Continued) 
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Figure 6.33 (Continued) 
 
 
In the case of the wet route, the most intense RBM peaks observed for  
F-DWCNTs are still detected in most parts of the nanocomposites (except for the 
sample W1 with 0.12 wt.% where the fluorescence of the silica masked any other 
information). For example, RBM peaks can be identified at about 128, 152, 218 
and 254 cm-1 for the sample containing 0.15 wt.% of filler (sample W2, Figure 
6.34b), while for sample W3 with concentration of 0.47 wt.% of filler (Figure 6.34c, 
except in one region of the sample) the peaks are at 133, 153, 198, 218 and  
255 cm-1. Similar observations (Figures 6.34d and 6.34e) can be done for samples 
W4 (carbon content of 0.48 wt.%) or W6 (carbon content of 5.32 wt.%): peaks at 
146, 197, 217 and 254 cm-1 are detected for the first, while peaks at 130, 148, 214 
and 254 cm-1 are observed in the later. As it can be noticed, for W6 as example, a 
downshift in RBM peaks occurred. In relation to the D band intensity, after the 
manual subtraction of the fluorescence, it was calculated a ID/G ratio of 0.09 for 
W2 sample, ID/G of 0.24 for W3 sample, ID/G of 0.35 for W4 sample and ID/G of 0.36 
for W6 sample. It is observed an increase of ID/G for higher loads of CNTs after the 
preparation and densification of the nanocomposites by SPS. This can indicate 
that some defects in CNT structure were introduced during sintering by SPS. The 
higher ID/G of W samples in comparison to D samples might be explained by the 
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fact that W samples have more surface areas of CNTs exposed to acids during 
functionalization than D samples (hard aggregates partially grinded would lead to 
lower exposed area of CNTs). 
For other samples, it is possible to confirm the quite good dispersions of 
CNTs in the matrix (similar pattern in all regions). An exception is observed in 
sample containing about 0.47 wt.% of F-DWCNTs since one spectrum 
demonstrates a higher fluorescence of silica than other regions, indicating a lower 
content of CNTs in that region. Raman spectroscopy shows that CNTs are found 
in all area of the samples, which traduces a rather good dispersion of CNTs in the 
matrix (with few exceptions). Moreover, as already mentioned, D* upshift also 
suggest a good interaction of F-DWCNTs with silica matrix.  
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Figure 6.34 Raman spectra at λ = 632.8 nm normalized by G band done in different regions of the 
sample (colored lines as inset) for each sample from wet route: (a) W2 (0.15 wt.%);  
(b) W3 (0.47 wt.%); (c) W4 (0.48 wt.%); (d) W6 (5.32 wt.%). Average Raman (black line) spectra of 
samples from respective densified F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites.  
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-FESEM characterization  
 
FESEM observations of fractured surfaces of F-DWCNTs-SiO2 nanocomposites 
(Figures 6.35 and 6.36 for D samples and Figure 6.37 for W samples) were 
carried out at TEMSCAN from Universite Paul Sabatier. The fracture surfaces of 
silica is rather flat and CNT bundles (9-20 nm in diameter) emerge from the matrix 
with variable lengths, probably after variable degrees of pulling-out, which is 
indicative of cohesion between CNT and matrix. This cohesion is also evidenced 
by the 2 CNT bundles which bridge a flaw in D5 (Figure 6.35g). The FESEM 
resolution allows the visualization of smaller diameter filaments (a few nm in 
diameter) but no ones were visualized, so it seems that most or all CNTs are not 
individual but gathered in bundles. The bundles are more or less well dispersed 
and some aggregates are evidenced in some of D samples  
(D4 – Figure 6.35f) and in most of W samples (W3-W6, Figure 6.37b-h).  
To improve the comparison between samples images as a function of the 
DWCNT content and of the preparation route (D or W, time of gelification), several 
qualitative and quantitative microstructural characteristics have been determined and 
reported in Table 6.5. In order to that bundles and aggregates from several FESEM 
images were measured with the aid of the imaging software ImageJ. Two parameters 
of dispersity named Bdl (related to size of bundles) and Agg (related to the size and 
frequency of aggregates) are defined and have been evaluated (integer, between 1 
and 5 from the thinner to the larger bundle diameter, and from the less/smaller 
aggregates to more/larger ones).  
 In D nanocomposites (D1-D5, 0.27-2.97 wt.% carbon), prepared using  
F-DWCNTs dried with a dessicator at room temperature, images (Figure 6.35) and 
microstructural characteristics (Table 6.6) reveal that F-DWCNTs bundles have 
average diameters in the range of 12-19 nm, which corresponds to around 30-65 
CNTS/bundle and that aggregates are only scarcely observed: small in D2  
(< 1 µm2, Figure 6.35c) and larger in D4 (> 10 µm2, Figure 6.35f). On the images 
shown in Figure 6.35, the distribution of the CNT bundles in the silica matrix 
seems quite good. However, some parts of area without CNTs bundles do exist 
(right down corner in Figure 6.35a) and we determined on smaller magnification 
images that their sizes can sometimes reach several tens of square micrometers. 
Both the existence of such area and the detection of aggregates prove that the 
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state of dispersion of CNT bundles is not ideal and thus could be improved. 
 Moreover, differences between samples with similar carbon contents can 
be evidenced (Figures 6.35a-d). For example, we determined that sample D3 
(Figure 6.35d), which contains 0.22 wt.% of carbon, shows smaller regions with no 
CNTs in the 2D planes (~36% of total area contain CNT bundles) than other 
nanocomposites with similar carbon contents (D1 and D2: Figures 6.35a,b and 
6.35c, respectively, for which ≈12 % and ≈6% of total area contain CNT bundles, 
respectively). These differences are also proved by the parameters of dispersity 
(Table 6.5 – Bd between 1 and 3, Agg between 1 and 3 for similar CNT contents) 
which suggests a lack of reproductibility for D samples, prepared using dried 
CNTs.  
 Surprisingly, no more quantity of CNTs is observed in D5 (Figures 6.35g 
and 6.35h) than in previous samples (in a same surface area) in spite of the much 
higher overall carbon content (2.44 instead of 0.22-0.29 wt.% carbon), which 
allows to suspect the presence of aggregates probably of large size (and 
consequently very rare) in D5 (like the one found in D4 sample).  
 The image of D4, already reported in Figure 6.35, has been enlarged in 
Figure 6.36a with an inserted detail Figure 6.36b taken at a much higher 
magnification which is representative of the interaction between CNT bundle and 
the matrix. This detail is evidenced though the contact angle that there is a good 
wettability of the F-DWCNT bundle by the silica matrix. Moreover, the length of the 
CNT bundles emerging from the fractured surface, similar to the lengths of all 
other bundles (Figure 6.36a) is short reflecting a binding not very strong (because 
the pulling out operate) but sufficient to possibly mechanically reinforce the matrix. 
This confirms the good interaction previously demonstrated by Raman 
spectroscopy (D* band and G band upshifts). 
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Figure 6.35 FESEM image of a fractured surface of F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposite obtained by 
dry route: (a,b) sample D1 (0.22 wt.%); (c) sample D2 (0.22 wt.%); (d) sample D3 (0.22 wt.%); 
(e,f) sample D4 (0.29 wt.%); (g,h) sample D5 (2.44 wt.%). 
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  A    B 
 
Figure 6.36 (A) FESEM image of a fractured surface of F-DWCNT-SiO2 (0.29 wt.% of carbon) 
nanocomposite obtained by dry route; (B) Evidence of wettability of the F-DWCNT by the silica matrix. 
 
  For W samples, FESEM images of fractured surfaces (Figure 6.37) and 
microstructural parameters (Table 6.5) reveal significant differences in comparison 
with D samples. Firstly, except W1 (0.12 wt.% - Figure 6.37a) or W2 (0.15 wt.% of 
carbon – not shown, similar to W1) which present almost no aggregates, flat 
aggregates are present in all area of all other W samples (Figure 6.37b-h). These 
flat aggregates ar mostly aligned in a unique direction which we think to be 
perpendicular to the axis of applied pressure. So, these aggregates have been 
flatened during the SPS treatment and had probably an isotropic shape in the 
starting powder. Most of the CNT bundles are found within these aggregates and 
only a few ones are dispersed between them. Secondly, except also for W1, CNT 
bundles have smaller diameters than in D samples (Table 6.5) which indicates a 
better separation of bundles or/and a lesser bundling.  
  From W3, as a function of the CNT contents, the aggregates are of similar 
sizes but more and more frequent, especially for W6 (5.32 wt.% carbon), and the 
mean diameters of CNTs bundles remain similar, excepted for W1. 
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Even though it was easier to disperse in aqueous solution wet F-DWCNTs (the 
formation of hard aggregates is avoided in W samples) than dried ones (D samples), 
in dense nanocomposites, most of the CNT bundles are found within well distributed 
flattened aggregates with rather similar sizes in W samples (Table 6.5: W3-W6). The 
flattened shape of aggregates results of the pressing during the SPS treatment, but 
we infer that the initially isotropic aggregates have been formed during the gelification 
process. Indeed, for W3-W6 samples, the observed periods of gelification were 
longer (3-6 days instead of 2 days for other samples) giving more time to a possible 
aggregation. During the sol-gel process, the duration of gelification step depends on 
many factors, including ambient conditions (area exposed to atmosphere, humidity, 
temperature and pH of solution) and solvent content. Before the sol does gelify,  
F-DWCNTs/bundles or small aggregates are able to migrate through the solution in 
order to decrease their surface area. According to the time given before their 
immobilization through the gelification, these bundles and small aggregates unbroken 
with sonication present in the sol can form big aggregates. In further works, the use 
of special procedures to shorten the gelification would be wished as that reported by 
Brinker et al. [25]: smaller amount of solvent (optimal ratio r and small quantity of 
EtOH), work with small volumes, use a base (with caution to maintain the spherical 
silica particles in suspension by using a non-covalent functionalization, for example) 
or other acids as catalysts in order to increase the speeds of hydrolysis and 
condensation occurring in such process (with attention not to work at too acid pH 
since the dispersion would be more unstable) increase temperature. Moreover, the 
silica alkoxyde can be pre-hydrolized prior to the CNT solution is incorporated in the 
mixture, and knowing the gelification time the CNT can be added at different steps of 
the sol-gel process in order to avoid their aggregation. 
From the FESEM analysis of several images of nanocomposites obtained by 
D (dry route) and W (wet route) presented in Table 6.9 it can be concluded that in 
general: (i) W series shows smaller mean diameter of bundles (12.8 nm against 15 
nm); (ii) at contents of 0.47 wt.%, bigger and flattened aggregates are visualized in 
samples from W route presented than in samples from D series. Therefore, it can be 
inferred that smaller diameter of bundles in W series might be indicative that the CNT 
were initially better separated than in D series. In the case of the D route with similar 
functionalization and sonication conditions, the manual grinding may have 
contributed to more finely divide the aggregates. The observation of more aggregates 
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in composites prepared by the W route shows that this procedure must be optimised. 
In this way, we propose some possible solutions: (i) a shortening of the gelification 
step; (ii) a more severe dispersion through strong or more complex functionalization 
of DWCNTs, adding a second step to insert amines (positively charged) at the 
extremities of CNTs; (iii) prolonged time of (bath or probe) sonication; (iv) use a base 
as catalyst in the sol-gel process to flocculate spherical silica particles (Stöber 
synthesis) [25] since it seems that it would not disturb the dispersion of F-DWCNTs 
(as evidenced by Zeta potential results), but the functionalisation of silica would be 
probably required to maintain the silica particles well dispersed in the medium (since 
the spherical particles would tend to precipitate at the bottom of the vessel).  
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Table 6.9 D and W samples microstructural analysis (selected only “clean” type of fracture for these analyses).  
Average [C] Critter of 
dispersion 
 
 
(wt.%) (vol.%) 
Time for 
gelification 
(days) 
Average 
diameter of 
bundles 
(nm) 
Number of 
CNT/bundle 
Presence of  
aggregates 
Biggest aggregate 
dimensions observed  
(µm x µm)  
Geometry of 
aggregates 
Bdl Agg 
D1 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 2 12 32 NOT OBSERVED - - 1 1 
D2 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 2 19 84 ONE OBSERVED 1 x 0,73 Rectangular 3 2 
D3 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 2 14 50 NOT OBSERVED - - 2 1 
D4 0.29(±0.006) 0.35(±0.007) 2 14 47 ONE OBSERVED - - 2 2 
D5 2.44(±0.049) 2.97(±0.059) 2 16 65 NOT OBSERVED - - 2 1 
W1 0.12(±0.002) 0.15(±0.003) 2 20 99 ONE OBSERVED  5 x (0,2-0,5) very flat 5 1 
W2 0.15(±0.003) 0.19(±0.004) 2 CNT NOT OBSERVED 
- NOT OBSERVED - - - - 
W3 0.47(±0.009) 0.58(±0.011) 3 11 27 YES 5,39 x (0,13-0,82) Flattened (ellipse/rectangle) 
1 2 
W4 0.48(±0.010) 0.59(±0.012) 6 9 18 YES 13,22 x 0,77 Flattened (ellipse/rectangle) 
1 2 
W5 1.27(±0.025) 1.55(±0.031) 5 11 29 YES 11,22 x (0,06-0,37) Flattened (ellipse/rectangle) 
1 2 
W6 5.32(±0.106) 6.43(±0.127) 4 13 38 YES 12,17 x (0,42-3,22) OR  
242,94 x (162,53-229,12) 
Flattened 
(ellipse/rectangle) 
1 5 
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Figure 6.37 FESEM images of the fracture surface of F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites obtained 
through the wet route: (a) sample W1 (0.12 wt.%); (b) sample W3 (0.47 wt.%);(c,d) sample W4 (0.48 
wt.%); (e,f) sample W5 (1.27 wt.%); (g,h) sample W6 (5.32 wt.%). 
 
 
500 nm 
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- Electrical Conductivity 
 
Electrical conductivities of sintered nanocomposites obtained by the dry route 
from different batches of synthesis and of functionalizations are shown in Table 6.10. 
As it can be observed, for same or similar carbon contents, quite different 
conductivities were measured: while samples D1 and D2 present an insulating 
behaviour (~10-7 S/cm), the percolation of CNTs seems to be observed for sample 
D3 (~10-5 S/cm) and D4 can be considered as a conductive sample (10-4 S/cm). 
However, the conductivity of the sample D5 (~10-5 S/cm) is smaller than that of D4 
(~10-4 S/cm) in spite of its much higher carbon content. 
These variations in conductivity are not in correlation with the dispersion 
parameters (Bd and Agg – Table 6.6) because D1 which has the better dispersity 
parameters (thinner bundles, no aggregates detected by SEM) is the less conductive 
whereas D4, which is the more conductive, has smaller dispersity parameters. 
Compared to D3, the increase in conductivity of D4 could be explained by the small 
increase of the carbon content if the values are near the percolation threshold. 
Moreover, the low relative density of D3 (90.2(±4.1)%) which indicates the presence 
of open porosity where CNTs could percolate with low interaction with the silica 
matrix could account for the high conductivity observed compared to the other D 
samples which exhibit higher relative densities (between 94.9(±0.9)% and 
98.0(±0.9)%). 
D5 is less conductive than D4 sample in spite of its highest CNT content and 
highest dispersity parameters. For D5 sample, besides its aggregates were not 
visualized by SEM, we note that the quantity of observed CNT bundles seemed low 
regards to the high carbon content (2.44 wt.%) which could be explained only by the 
presence of some large aggregates. Only long FESEM investigations on a lot of 
sample fractures could be able to verify that. 
The electrical conductivity of nanocomposites could also vary with the degree 
of functionalization of the DWCNTs used, i.e. the number of carboxylic groups on the 
DWCNT walls, because it is detrimental to the intrinsic electrical conductivity of CNTs 
[189]. So, the unexplained differences in conductivity between nanocomposites, 
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particularly for similar CNT contents, could be rather due to the lack of reproducibility 
of the functionalization step which has been previously reported in this work.  
Therefore, the differences in electrical conductivity among these samples can 
be due to variations: (i) of batches of F-DWCNTs used (which also depends on the 
original sample); (ii) the degree/states of dispersion of bundles and to the quantity of 
hard aggregates which are only partially crushed during the manual grinding 
previously to their dispersion and (iii) to the densification. No doubt that further work 
with X-ray tomography, focused ion beam and 4D electron tomography would be 
necessary to confirm these assumptions. 
 
Table 6.10 Electrical conductivity of F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites obtained by the dry (D samples) 
and wet (W samples) routes measured by two-probe method.  
Average [C] Critter of dispersity  
(wt.%) (vol.%) 
Electrical 
conductivity 
(S/cm) 
Relative 
density 
(%) Bundles Aggregates 
D1 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 2.97x 10-7 94.9(±0.9) 1 1 
D2 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 4.1 x 10-7 96.0(±0.5) 3 2 
D3 0.22(±0.004) 0.27(±0.005) 1.28 x 10-5 90.2(±4.1) 2 1 
D4 0.29(±0.006) 0.35(±0.007) 1 x 10-4 96.1(±2.7) 2 2 
D5 2.44(±0.049) 2.97(±0.059) 3.36 x 10-5 98.0(±0.9) 2 1 
W1 0.12(±0.002) 0.15(±0.003) 3 x 10-7 / 
7 x 10-7 
95.0(±1.4) 5 1 
W2 0.15(±0.003) 0.19(±0.004) 8.18 x 10-7 ≅100 - - 
W3 0.47(±0.009) 0.58(±0.011) 0 97.7(±2.7) 1 2 
W4 0.48(±0.010) 0.59(±0.012) 4.2 x 10-6 / 3.8 
x 10-7 
94.1(±5.0) 1 2 
W5 1.27(±0.025) 1.55(±0.031) 1.54 x 10-3 / 
1.58 x 10-3 
95.0(±0.5) 1 2 
W6 5.32(±0.106) 6.43(±0.127) 1.56 ≅100 1 5 
 
Figure 6.38 shows the electrical conductivities of the F-DWCNT-SiO2 
nanocomposites obtained through the wet route (W series) or by the dry route (D 
series). In comparison with electrical conductivities obtained in chloroform 
suspension using F-DWCNT dried in dessicator (Figure 6.29), for similar CNT 
contents (i.e. for values < 1 vol.%), the values are at least one order of magnitude 
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smaller (10-4 S/cm against around >10-3 S/cm). In F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites, 
the probable higher quantities of F-DWCNTs aggregates formed than in suspensions 
in chloroform could explain that fewer filaments contribute efficiently to the 
percolation network in the first, giving rise to a percolation threshold at higher 
concentrations (~0.30 vol.% by dry route and ~0.70 vol.% by wet route) and to lower 
electrical conductivities than in suspension. Moreover, in chloroform, the constant 
sonication should limit the (re-)aggregation of F-DWCNTs and contribute to dynamic 
percolation. Another hypothesis to explain the difference in conductivity can be due 
to the fact that bundles of F-DWCNTs are thinner in the suspensions (and maybe 
some filaments are individual F-DWCNTs, but this is not obvious) than those 
observed in silica nanocomposites. Therefore, many reasons can explain that there 
are more filaments effectively available to contribute to form a 3D network pathway 
for the electrical current with lower F-DWCNT contents (smaller percolation 
threshold) in the suspension with F-DWCNT dried in dessicator than in the 
nanocomposites. 
The comparison of electrical conductivities of D and W samples (Figure 6.38) 
shows that the percolation threshold seems to have been reached at lower loadings 
of F-DWCNT in the D samples than in the W samples (D3 and D4 compared to W3). 
This can be explained by the fact that in W3 (0.47 wt.% carbon), it is already possible 
to observe flattened aggregates and regions with few F-DWCNTs (Figure 6.37b), 
while in D4 (0.29 wt.% carbon), CNT bundles seem to be well distributed (Figure 
6.36) and aggregates are rarely visualized (Figure 6.35f - Table 6.5).  
On the other hand, the electrical conductivity of W5 is much higher than that of 
D5 in spite of the higher F-DWCNT loading of the second one (1.27 wt.% against  
2.44 wt.% respectively). Thus, for loadings above 1 wt.%, the wet route could be 
preferable to the dry route, in spite of the systematic aggregation for the first one 
(Figures 6.37e and 6.37f). We infer that in W5, flat aggregates form a percolating 
network with the aid of the part of DWCNTs bundles with small diameters (mean 
diameter is 9 nm – Table 6.5) which are better distributed. 
The sample W6 present a high electrical conductivity (1.56 S/cm) because of 
its high loading (5.32 wt.%), in spite of the presence of a lot of aggregates (Figures 
6.37g and 6.37h) which can be as large as 30 µm2. For this sample, the percolating 
network appears to be denser than for W5 because a lot of bundles with a small 
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diameter (mean diameter 13 nm, ~38 CNTs/bundle) are well dispersed between the 
large aggregates of F-DWCNTs (Figures 6.37g and 6.37h). 
Therefore, even though the good reproducibility is difficult to achieve, a 
tendency becomes apparent that at carbon contents between 0.3-0.5 wt.% the D 
route would lead to composites more electrically conductive than composites from 
using W route, while at higher loadings, an opposite behaviour is observed. Indeed, 
for example, by using D route at 2.44 wt.% of carbon content the conductivity 
achieved of the samples is about two hundred times lower than that of the samples 
prepared using W route at around half of this content. By comparing these 
conductivities (Figure 6.38) and critterious of dispersity (Table 6.9) of D5 (2.44 wt.% 
of carbon content) and W5 (1.27 wt.% of carbon content) we conclude that at high 
carbon contents (above 0.48 wt.%) with the W route the aggregates tend to be more 
dispersed than with the D route (might be more rare and bigger than if wet  
F-DWCNTs are used). On the other hand, by the W route at a carbon content of 0.48 
wt.%, the conductivity can be 10 to 100 times lower than that by D route with only 
0.29 wt.% of filler. This can be explained by the fact that W4 presents big flattened 
aggregates (Table 6.9: could reach 13.22 µm x 0.77 µm), thus decreasing the 
effective amount of fillers contributing to form percolating network. 
However, the highest electrical conductivity for 0.27 vol.% of F-DWCNT  
 (ca. 1.28 x 10-5 S/cm, achieved for D3, i.e., dried in dessicator) is lower than for  
F-DWCNT (also dried in dessicator) measured in chloroform suspension with 
constant sonication at same concentration of filler (around 2 x 10-3 S/cm). This 
discrepancy is due to the higher number of percolating pathways in the suspension 
than in the nanocomposite. However, when comparing the conductivities of these 
silica nanocomposites to F-DWCNTs dried in stove (c.a. 6x10-6 S/cm and  
7.9 x 10-8 S/cm, for F-DWCNT-B’ and F-DWCNT-B, respectively), an opposite 
behaviour is observed (i.e. probably bigger and rare aggregates are present in  
F-DWCNTs dried in stove and measured by conductivity in liquid). Moreover, the 
obtained F-DWCNTs-SiO2 prepared by this wet route presented a percolation 
threshold (around 0.70 vol.% of carbon) at a higher concentration (about two orders 
of magnitude) than those measured through conductivity in liquid (chloroform) for  
 (F-)DWCNT dynamic network (Figures 6.20 and 6.29). The fact that the electrical 
percolation in the nanocomposites of F-DWCNT embedded in silica matrix occurs at 
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higher concentrations (about one order of magnitude) than in liquid can be explained 
by the probable higher presence of aggregates (evidenced on FESEM images: 
Figures 6.35c, 6.35f, 6.37b and 6.37h) and bundling of F-DWCNTs (bundles of tens 
of F-DWCNTs). The presence of bundles containing tens of CNTs would represent a 
quantity of filaments contributing to conductivity ten times smaller than if the CNTs 
were individually dispersed. Even most important, the presence of aggregates not 
only decreases the quantity of CNTs available for conductivity, but also can act as 
defects (like pores), eventually increasing the fragility of silica matrix. For the same 
reason, a conductivity similar to that measured in the 3D CNTN in chloroform with 
0.028 vol.% of F-DWCNTs (10-3 S/cm) was only achieved in the 3D CNTN embedded 
in silica matrix at a concentration about 1.55 vol.% of CNTs (sample W5). In the other 
hand, the electrical conductivity achieved with the 3D CNTNs in silica 
nanocomposites (D1-D3 samples) at a carbon content (0.27 vol.%) similar to the 
maximum concentration in chloroform (0.28 vol.%) is between four and two orders of 
magnitude lower (2.97 x 10-7 S/cm to 1.28 x 10-5 S/cm, respectively) than that in 
dynamic tests in chloroform (~2x10-3 S/cm). 
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Figure 6.38 Electrical conductivity measured for the F-DWCNT-silica nanocomposites (D and W 
series) measured by two-probe method. 
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The electrical conductivities of the sintered nanocomposites prepared by the 
wet route are presented in Figure 6.39 in comparison to probability of percolation 
(Equation 4.2) and the expected from modified rule of mixtures (Equation 6.3b: 
MMFFFFC φσφβσαφβσασ ++= 222111 ). It shows the tendency that increasing CNT 
content to above the expected critical percolation, the probability to form pathways 
for the conduction of electrons leads to an increase of conductivity in several orders 
of magnitude (conductivity of pure silica sample was even not measurable, but 
according to literature it is around 10-20 S/cm [98]).  
Moreover, as it occurred in the case of dynamic network, the conductivity 
expected through the modified rule of mixtures (even considering an aspect ratio 
much below the real aspect ratio) is several orders higher than the measured 
conductivities of the prepared nanocomposites. This fact might be also related to: (i) 
intrinsic conductivity of the metallic F-DWCNT lower than the assumed; (ii) ratio of 
metallic/semiconducting is modified (note: conductivity values were calculated 
assuming 2/3 metallic) by oxidative attacks (preferential attack of metallic CNTs with 
functionalization [189]); (iii) interfacial resistances are not taken into account 
(intertube or rather at the interface of silica and DWCNT, while the last might also 
contribute to conduction by tunnel effect [49]) and, most probably, (iv) dispersion of 
F-DWCNT in the matrix is not optimal (thus, can not enable to confirm the prediction 
of modified rule of mixtures); (v) effect of the residual stress in the conductivity of the 
CNT might affect the conductivity in the same way of defects, as scattering centers. 
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Figure 6.39 Electrical conductivity measured for the F-DWCNT-silica nanocomposites measured by 
two-probe method (straight line below) in comparison to expected from modified rule of mixtures 
(dash-dot line above) using a L/d=23300 and β=0.2 (Equation 4.13b) and its probability of percolation 
(Equation 4.2), considering critical volume fraction (ФCVF) of F-DWCNT measured by dynamic 
percolation (0.003 vol.%).  
 
The Figure 6.40 shows a comparison between the F-DWCNT-SiO2 
nanocomposites prepared using the dry and wet routes and data from literature on 
CNT-SiO2 nanocomposites and others insulating ceramic matrices (borosilicate, 
alumina, magnesia and magnesium aluminate spinel). 
For a given amount of CNT, the electrical conductivity achieved with densified 
F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposite were higher than all others previously reported for 
CNT-SiO2 nanocomposites [29,30,99,100b,102]. For example, the nanocomposite 
prepared at the highest carbon content (sample W6: 6.43 vol.%) presents an 
electrical conductivity (1.56 S/cm) higher than the most conductive MWCNTs-SiO2 
nanocomposites fully densified by SPS (SPS parameters: 1100°C and 50 MPa for 5 
minutes) prepared by Guo et al.: twenty times higher than that containing 5 vol.% 
MWCNTs (8 x 10-2 S/cm) and twice higher than that containing 10 vol.% MWCNTs 
(6.5 x 10-1 S/cm) [30]. In the same way, for much lower carbon contents  
([CNT] <0.58 vol.%), samples D1-D4 and W1-W3 are also more conductive than the 
1 vol.% MWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposite (1 x 10-10 S/cm) prepared by Xiang et al. 
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[100b]. Sample W6 containing 6.43 vol.% was about 3 times more conductive (1.56 
S/cm) than the most conductive sample prepared by Xiang et al. (0.574 S/cm at 10 
vol.% of MWCNTs) in a further work [29]. However, even if the electrical 
conductivities obtained in the present work are higher than those reported in 
literature for such kind of nanocomposites, it might be possible to increase their 
values, for a given CNTs content, by improving their dispersion, thus creating more 
possibilities of conduction paths. Probably the results achieved might be due not only 
to the high aspect ratio of the DWCNTs used (calculated as 35000-23300 for Vex = 
1.4 or 7500-5000 for Vex = 0.3 against 33-1000 [30] and 100–1000 [100b] for 
MWCNTs used by other reports in silica matrix), but also because it was used a soft 
functionalization step and a more efficient process of densification (short dwell time 
at a moderate temperature in comparison to some of these reports) [99,100b]. 
Indeed, for similar carbon contents, DWCNTs give much higher total length of 
filament than MWCNTs, which gives rise to a much dense 3D CNTN. However, the 
bundling of DWCNTs is detrimental because wide MWCNTs (with a lot of walls) do 
not tend to form easily bundles.  
Glass nanocomposites with borosilicate as matrix (electrical conductivity of  
10-15 S/cm and density of 2.23 g/cm3 [98]) and 10 wt.% of MWCNTs (~11 vol.% 
assuming density of MWCNTs as 2 g/cm3 [7]) as fillers were prepared by Boccaccini 
et al. [190] using a conventional powder processing route followed by uniaxial hot 
pressing. By this methodology, the final nanocomposite achieved an electrical 
conductivity of 7.7 x 10-2 S/cm. This value is much lower than that obtained in the 
present work by the wet route: 1.56 S/cm with 6.43 vol.% of F-DWCNTs.  
In general, for CNT nanocomposites with amorphous matrices, the obtained 
electrical conductivities remain relatively low in comparison to those that have been 
reported for others CNT-ceramic nanocomposites with insulating polycrystalline 
matrices (Al2O3, MgO and MgAl2O4) at similar CNT contents [94,126,191-
196,199,200]. In the first publication on electrical conductivities of CNT-alumina 
nanocomposites (few-walls CNTs synthesized in-situ by CCVD in Al2O3 or MgAl2O4, 
materials partially densified by hot-pressing) Flahaut et al. [94] reported electrical 
conductivities between 0.4 and 4.0 S/cm for 4.8-5.7 wt.% CNT in Al2O3 and 1.5–1.8 
S/cm for 4.9 wt.% CNT in MgAl2O4. These values are similar or slightly higher than 
that we obtained for similar CNT contents (1.56 S/cm for W6, which contains 5.32 
wt.% DWCNTs). For lower CNT contents, our results are lower than those achieved 
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in SWCNT-MgAl2O4 nanocomposites (SWCNTs synthesized in-situ by CCVD) by Rul 
et al. [191] (1.54 x 10-3 S/cm for 1.55 vol.% DWCNTs against 0.0087 S/cm for 1.27 
vol.% SWCNTs). Zhan et al. [192] dispersed SWCNTs (HIPco) in alumina (powder 
processing with 24 h ball-milling followed by SPS at 1150°C) and reported higher 
electrical conductivities (10.5, 15.1 and 33.45 S/cm for 5.7, 10 and 15 vol.% of 
SWCNTs, respectively). It is quite intriguing to obtain such a high electrical 
conductivity since this long ball-milling probably damage CNTs. But these SWCNTs 
form large diameter bundles in which inner SWCNTs could be protected by the outer 
SWCNTs and SEM images show that the dispersion of CNTs bundles is quite good. 
Inam et al. [193] used a colloidal processing to disperse MWCNTs in alumina and 
obtained an electrical conductivity near 2 S/cm for 4.65 vol% MWCNT. In a further 
work [194], they improved the colloidal process (high power sonication during 2h in 
dimethylformamide followed by bath sonication and then ball milling with the alumina 
powder) and obtained a maximal electrical conductivity (5.76 S/cm for 9.48 vol.% 
MWCNTs) quite comparable to that achieved by Zhan et al. [192] for SWCNT-Al2O3 
composites. This result demonstrates that their processing route leads to a good 
dispersion (thus percolating pathways) since MWCNTs generally require higher 
weight load than using SWCNTs to obtain a same length of filament. Another 
explanation is the high trend of bundling of SWCNTs, which reduces the total length 
of filament available for the network, in comparison to that would give individual 
MWCNTs, for the same carbon content. 
Kumari et al. [195] prepared MWCNT-Al2O3 nanocomposites by in-situ growth 
using cobalt NPs as catalysts and obtained quite high electrical conductivities for 
high CNT contents (7.05–33.36 S/cm for 12.81-33.12 vol.% MWCNT). Compared 
with Inan et al. recent results [194], the values are comparable at similar CNT 
contents. This shows that the approach of dispersion of CNTs used by Inam et al. 
[194] was probably quite efficient and the relative quantity of filler contributing to 
percolation played a major role than the eventual shortening of their CNTs. 
Recently, Ahmad and Pan [196] prepared MWCNT-Al2O3 nanocomposites by 
ultrasonic mixing alumina with MWCNTs followed by 24h of ball milling. However, this 
process probably severely damaged the MWCNTs and leaded to their shortening 
since lower conductivities were achieved (σMAX of 3.545 x 10-2 S/cm for 5 wt.% of 
MWCNTs), in comparison to both polycrystalline and glass matrices.  
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Shi and Liang [197] prepared MWCNT-3Y-TZP and obtained a percolation 
threshold of 1.7 wt.% (~5.0 vol.% assuming density of 2 g/cm3 for MWCNTs [7] and 
of 6.08 g/cm3 for 3Y-TZP [198]), which corresponds to a higher CNT loading needed 
to achieve a percolating network than for other ceramic insulating matrices (at room 
temperature). Indeed, lower percolation thresholds were obtained by other authors: 
0.45 wt.% MWCNT and 0.64 vol.% SWCNTs for CNT-Al2O3 [196] and SWCNT-
MgAl2O4 [191] nanocomposites respectively. A recent study from Peigney et al. [199] 
with an in-situ route and consolidation by spark-plasma-sintering of DWCNT-Co/Mo-
MgO nanocomposites showed that the increase of DWCNTs content (2.3 wt.% to  
7.1 wt.%, corresponding to 4.5 vol.% and 13.2 vol.%, respectively, by assuming 
density of 3.58 g/cm3 for MgO [98]) increase the conductivity (1.9–2.1 S/cm to 6.3–
6.9 S/cm) and decrease the matrix grain size (200 nm to 60-70 nm). Indeed, the 
blocking of matrix grain growth by nanotubes was previously reported in other work 
of the group using similar materials, and higher electrical conductivities were reached 
(12-17 S/cm) for nanocomposites containing 7 wt% of DWCNTs [126] (corresponding 
to 13.2 vol.%). In the same group, Santanach recently published his work on highly 
densified (98%) DWCNT-Fe-Al2O3 nanocomposites prepared by in-situ growth of 
CNTs followed by densification by SPS and achieved a maximal conductivity of 8 
S/cm for nanocomposite containing about 7.1 wt.% of CNTs [200]. 
Studies of aligned CNTs embedded in insulating ceramic matrices to produce 
conductive samples with anisotropic conductivities were reported by Peigney et al. 
[201] and Zhu et al. [202]. Peigney et al. [201] prepared anisotropic SWCNT-Fe/Co-
MgAl2O4 nanocomposites by high temperature extrusion, while Zhu et al. [202] 
prepared anisotropic MWCNT-Al2O3 nanocomposites through the application of a DC 
electric field. As expected, the conductivity in the direction parallel to the aligned 
CNTs is much higher than that measured in the transverse direction. In the case of 
SWCNT-Fe/Co-MgAl2O4 (hot extrusion), the parallel conductivity was around 30 
times higher higher than the perpendicular one (20 S/cm against 0.95 S/cm for  
4.9 wt.% of SWCNTs), while in the case of MWCNT-Al2O3 (electric field) the parallel 
conductivity was seven orders of magnitude higher than the perpendicular one  
(6.2 x 10-4 S/cm against 6.8 x 10-11 S/cm for 2 wt.% of MWCNTs). These results 
indicate that the CNTs bundles are well interconnected and that they are partially 
aligned. Moreover, induced electric DC field seems very efficient for the partial 
alignment of CNTs. Furthermore, as could be expected, the maximum conductivities 
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for CNTs nanocomposites with insulating matrices can be reached in the parallel 
direction of partially aligned CNTs when anisotropy is present (σMAX of 20 S/cm for 
4.9 wt.% of SWCNTs). However, a full alignment would be detrimental for the 
connectivity of the network since it would increase the threshold. 
The previous discussion and comparisons show that the conductivities of 
CNT-Al2O3 nanocomposites (and that with other insulating oxide matrices) are 
always higher than that of CNT-SiO2 nanocomposites, at similar CNT contents. That 
could indicate that the good wettability of the CNTs bundles by the SiO2 matrix is 
probably deleterious for the intertube contact (a conduction by tunnelling effect might 
occur), increasing the local resistance. More generally, besides the difficulty of 
available comparisons, it seems that CNTs embedded in polycrystalline materials 
have a tendency to achieve higher conductivities as polycrystalline nanocomposites 
than as glassy nanocomposites. 
Taking this considerations into account and considering that F-DWCNT-SiO2 
prepared in this work present electrical conductivities similar to other CNT-ceramic 
nanocomposites already reported, it can be concluded that besides the difficulty of 
reproducibility in functionalization step, CNTs silica matrix nanocomposites can reach 
low percolation thresholds and high electrical conductivities using the high aspect 
ratio and soft functionalized DWCNTs and the following route: (i) dispersion aided by 
ultrasonic tip probe; (ii) in-situ formation of the matrix; (iii) spark-plasma sintering at 
relatively low temperature and with a short dwell time to achieve the full densification. 
However, great efforts are still needed to achieve performances similar to those 
obtained with polymer matrices or on CNT-ceramic nanocomposites when the 
ceramics are insulating polycrystalline oxides [94,126,191-196,199,200]. 
On the other hand, Bauhofer and Kovacs [49] mentioned nanocomposites 
using SWCNTs [124] (with L/d of 55-321 and of 153-668) and MWCNTs [129] (L/d of 
500) embedded in polyepoxy (σ < 10-12 S/cm [98]) with percolation thresholds at 
lower concentrations (two orders of magnitude: 0.0052 vol.%, 0.0085 vol.% and 
0.0025 wt.%, respectively) than in the F-DWCNT-SiO2 composites. This evidences 
that most probably further improvements in the dispersion of CNTs are still needed 
especially in the case of ceramic nanocomposites.  
In a recent review on CNT-polymer nanocomposites, Bauhover and Kovacs 
[49] reported that to achieve a low percolation threshold and a high electrical 
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conductivity, the type and production method of CNTs is less important than the type 
of matrix and the dispersion method. For ceramic matrices, the tendency of higher 
conductivities in polycrystalline matrices than in amorphous matrices as well as the 
results obtained with different preparation methods support a similar conclusion.  
In the present work, for the sample prepared by the wet route the percolation 
threshold is observed at slightly higher loads (~1.5 vol.%) than that observed by Rul 
et al. [191] in MgAl2O4 matrix (0.69 vol.%) and quite similar to the observed by 
Ahmad and Pan [196] in Al2O3 matrix (0.45 wt.% ~0.89 vol.%). Besides in dry route 
the percolation threshold is observed at lower content (~ 0.35 vol.%) than W samples 
and the conductivity can be higher (~10-4 S/cm) at contents lower than 1 vol.% in 
comparison to them, the opposite is true at loadings around 3 vol.%. The highest 
conductivities observed by Rul et al. [191] in the range of 1-3 vol.% in comparison to 
other ceramic nanocomposites containing randomly oriented CNTs is an indicative of 
the effective methodology used by them to obtain a well dispersed CNTN by in-situ 
growing of CNTs. In the other hand, the procedure used in this work is as efficient as 
that used by Ahmad and Pan [196]. 
The high conductivities observed by Zhan et al. [192] and Inam et al. [193,194] 
above 3 vol.% in comparison to others also indicate that their methodology might be 
promising, but the lack of compositions near the percolation does not allow any 
further conclusion on their results about the percolation threshold of the CNTN. In 
relation to the percolation threshold of non-aligned 3D CNTNs, CNT-ceramics 
nanocomposites are reported to present connectivity of CNTN at higher loadings 
(Figure 6.40b: typically in the range of 1-2 vol.% CNTs) than in CNT-polymer 
nanocomposites (generally below 1 vol.% [49]), but with similar or often higher 
maximal electrical conductivities than in the case of polymer matrices. The lower 
concentration of CNTs to percolation threshold in most polymers might be related to: 
(i) the higher facility/efficiency of dispersion of CNTs in some polymers (solubility) 
than in ceramics (powder suspension or, alternatively, sol-gel process); (ii) low 
percolation thresholds are probably kinetically produced (particle movement by 
diffusion, convection, shearing or external fields and re-aggreagation) [49]; (iii) 
ceramics generally require high temperatures for densification, while in polymers it is 
generally a room temperature processing, avoiding any oxidation of CNTs. On the 
other hand, the maximal electrical conductivity in polymers is possibly affected by: (i) 
the wettability of CNT by some polymer (insulating polymer coatings of different 
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thicknesses on CNT: tunnelling through polymer barriers) [49], increasing contact 
resistance, in comparison to great part of polycrystalline ceramic matrices. 
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Figure 6.40 (A) Electrical conductivity versus various CNT content (vol.%) for CNT-ceramic 
nanocomposites (non-aligned CNTNs) in insulator matrices (note: assuming densities of 3.98 g/cm3 
and 2.23 g/cm3 for alumina and borosilicate, respectively [98]): F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites from 
this work in comparison with data from literature [29,30,94,99,100b,126,190-196,199,200]. (B) Same 
enlarged graph for the low contents.  
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6.3.5 Summary of 3D CNTNs 
 
DWCNTs synthesis and characterization:  
According to the characterizations, DWCNTs were successfully produced at 
CIRIMAT by CCVD using route developed by Flahaut et al. [154]. The carbon 
contents of the extracted DWCNTs are high (from 89 wt.% to 90 wt.%) and different 
batches present few differences, which traduces a rather good reproducibility. 
However, Raman spectroscopy showed some differences in ID/G (from 5% to 17%) 
between different batches which traduce variations of quantity of sp3 defects or of 
content of disordered carbon. TEM observations evidenced outer diameter 
distribution in the range of 1-3 nm with few structural defects (only few “kinks”) 
accompanied by some disordered carbon (probably formed by small heaps of 
crushed graphene sheets and some graphitic shells, as observed in previous works 
of Flahaut et al. [154,165,166]) and some remaining metal NPs (Co and/or Mo). 
Raman spectroscopy also confirmed the relatively lower amount of defects and other 
disordered carbon than in MWCNTs previously used in this work. 
 
Chemical functionalization: 
A soft functionalization of the DWCNTs was operated by chemical oxidation at 
room temperature. Raman (ID/G in the range of 16-20%) and Infrared spectroscopies, 
as well as TEM and carbon analysis (from 61 wt.% to 74 wt.%) showed that F-
DWCNT prepared in different batches can have some differences in characteristics 
and thus, probably, in electrical conductivities (F-DWCNT-A, F-DWCNT-B and F-
DWCNT-C). However, the drying step seems to play the most important role in the 
final conductivity of suspensions or composites since it has a great influence on the 
aggregation degree, which affects directly the effective amount of filler contributing to 
form a percolating pathway for the electron transport. This soft functionalization did 
not cause any strong damage since only rare shortened CNT were observed by TEM 
and this is also confirmed by a low increase in ID/G and little differences observed 
comparing the Infrared spectra obtained for the DWCNTs before and after 
functionalization (only peaks of CNT mode are more defined before the 
functionalization). 
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Electrical conductivity of (F-)DWCNT suspension in chloroform: 
Measurements of the electrical conductivity of DWCNT suspensions showed 
that these CNTs are potentially more interesting for the production of electrical 
conductive composites than other CNTs previously studied in this work.  
However, the measurements of dynamic electrical conductivity have shown 
that suspensions made with different synthesis batches of DWCNTs present different 
percolation thresholds (varying from 0.01-0.012 vol.% for DWCNTs-A, -B and -C 
samples to 0.0025-0.003 vol.% for DWCNTs-D and -E samples) and conductivity 
values. These facts can be related to the differences in the amount of disordered 
carbon and to a non complete disaggregation. For example, at low CNT loadings 
(before percolation threshold), a peak on the conductivity can be observed on the 
curve obtained for sample DWCNT-D, which might probably be due to the breaking 
of big aggregates, while for sample DWCNT-E the CNTs smoothly form a percolating 
network which can indicate that the sample probably contained smaller aggregates 
than sample DWCNT-D. Samples DWCNTs-A, B and C were not used in the 
following studies of preparation of nanocomposites due to the lower percolation 
threshold of their suspensions in comparison to that of samples DWCNTs-D and -E. 
These studies also demonstrated that the soft functionalization did not cause 
any strong damage (i.e., no severe shortening) because similar percolation 
thresholds are obtained before (samples dried in desiccator) and after the 
functionalization step for a given batch of CNT. The fact that at the lower CNTs 
contents (below 0.003 vol.%) the conductivity of sample D is higher than others (but 
still quite insulating) is most probably due to contamination of some ions in 
chloroform. However, at the higher CNTs contents the conductivities of suspensions 
of F-DWCNTs are lower than that of non-functionnalized one probably due to the 
creation of defects that can act as scattering centers for electron transport. Moreover, 
drying of F-DWCNTs in stove (at 80-100°C) lead to the formatio n of hard aggregates 
which require manual grinding. Consequently, the drying at room temperature in a 
dessicator is preferable. 
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Nanocomposite powders:  
DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposite powders were successfully obtained by a 
classical organic sol-gel method. Zeta potential measurements showed that a pH 
around 4 would be a good compromise to obtain a not too long gelification time and a 
good stability of suspensions. Molar ratios water/TEOS and ethanol/TEOS were fixed 
to 20 and 0.3 respectively to enable high loadings of CNTs as high as possible in the 
final nanocomposite. 
It was quite difficult to visualize CNTs in nanocomposite powders by FESEM 
because they are surrounded by silica and thus CNTs were scarcely imaged only for 
high loadings, which did not allow evaluating the state of CNT dispersion. Raman 
spectroscopy of calcinated F-DWCNTs-SiO2 nanocomposite powders indicated that 
the dispersion step using probe sonication might have slightly increased the amount 
of defects on F-DWCNTs (ID/G from 0.18 to 0.22). It also revealed (D* upshift) an 
interaction of CNTs with the silica matrix.  
 
Dense nanocomposites:  
SPS experiments outlined the importance to well stock the CNT-SiO2 
nanocomposite powders (in desiccator, for example) after its calcination in order to 
avoid it to adsorb humidity from the ambient air, due to its high specific surface area. 
This precaution can aid to avoid heterogeneous crystallization of silica.  
Densification of CNT-SiO2 nanocomposites by SPS was achieved at relatively 
low temperature (950°C) with short dwell time (5 mi n) and an applied pressure of 100 
MPa. It was observed that CNTs slows the predominant sintering mechanism 
(viscous flow) as any fibber does in a glass matrix, but few modifications on SPS 
parameters were needed (in comparison to parameters used with pure silica).It was 
also demonstrated by FESEM (angle of contact shows wettability) and Raman 
spectroscopy (G and D* bands upshifted after densification indicate CNTs under 
residual pressure in the matrix) that CNT preserve a good interaction with silica after 
its densification.  
In some samples, the crystallization of some α-quartz grains was suspected 
but not proved by XRD since the main peak of this phase is superimposed with the 
main peak of graphite (coming from residues of graphite foils used for sintering or 
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from CNTs). We also concluded that the residual humidity in the powders has a 
major role in the transparency, which is not always achieved due to either residual 
porosity or heterogeneous crystallization. Thus, an appropriate storage (desiccator) 
of the CNT-SiO2 powder is necessary after its calcination, until its sintering.  
On Raman spectra of sintered nanocomposites, when the silica fluorescence 
signal is subtracted an increase in ID/G (from 0.22 to 0.36), is noticed which could 
reflect some extra damage by oxidation of F-DWCNTs by silica during SPS treatment 
at 950°C.  
About the dispersion of CNTs in the silica matrix, it was shown that it is 
important to well homogenise each batch of functionalization and that the state of the 
F-DWCNTs (wet or dry) prior to its incorporation in a suspension greatly influences 
the final dispersion in the nanocomposites. In general, W series (wet) show smaller 
mean diameter of bundles (12.8 nm against 15 nm), but at the same time presented 
more aggregates than D series (dry). The smaller diameter of bundles in W series 
might be an indicative that they were initially better dispersed than D series. We infer 
that, for W series, an aggregation of CNTs occurs during gelification which was 
generally longer than for D series. These aggregates (> 10 µm2 observed by FESEM 
for CNTs contents ≥ 0.59 vol.%) are well dispersed in the composites (flattened 
probably during the uniaxial pressure application during SPS), and connected by 
CNT bundles. To avoid this CNT bundle aggregation during the wet route, it was 
suggested: (i) to use a basic sol-gel route (since it seems that it would not disturb the 
dispersion as evidenced by Zeta potential results) or (ii) to work with a more complex 
functionalization of DWCNTs, adding a second step to insert amines (positively 
charged) at the extremities of CNTs. 
The electrical conductivity measurements of F-DWCNT-SiO2 nanocomposites 
show an increase of almost 7 orders of magnitude in electrical conductivity (from  
3 x 10-7 S/cm to 1.56 S/cm) from 0.15 vol.% to 6.43 vol.% F-DWCNTs. However, the 
initial state of F-DWCNTs (wet or dried at room temperature) seem to cause 
variations in conductivity for similar F-DWCNTs contents and this was assigned to 
the different degrees of dispersion of F-DWCNTs. In the same way, the percolation 
threshold also depends on the initial state of F-DWCNTs: ~0.35 vol.% with F-
DWCNTs previously dry and grinded (dry route) against ~0.70 vol.% with wet F-
DWCNTs (wet route). These differences are a consequence of the better dispersion 
state at low carbon contents in D samples than in W samples (for example, at 0.15 
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vol.% of F-DWCNTs by W route, some aggregates with area larger than 2 µm2 were 
observed, while in D samples, up to 0.27 vol.% of F-DWCNTs, the larger one has an 
area of 0.73 µm2). As a consequence, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to 
observe a tendency that up to carbon contents between 0.3-0.5 wt.% the D route 
would lead to composites more electrically conductive (10-4 S/cm for 0.35 vol.% of F-
DWCNTs) than those from W route (4.2 x 10-6 S/cm for 0.35 vol.% of F-DWCNTs). In 
the other hand, at higher loadings than this, the opposite is true (1.5-1.6 x 10-3 S/cm 
for 1.55 vol.% against 3.36 x 10-5 S/cm for 2.97 vol.% of F-DWCNTs by W and D 
route, respectively). A percolating network is formed in D samples at slightly lower 
loadings of DWCNTs than W samples due to the presence of flattened aggregates 
(observed from contents of 0.47 wt.% of DWCNT in composites from W series). 
However, the good distribution of aggregates in W samples demonstrates that even 
at high carbon contents (6.43 vol.%) W series can achieve high electrical 
conductivity, while in D series the conductivity greatly decreased (from 10-4 S/cm to 
3.36 x 10-5 S/cm when increasing filler content from 0.35 vol.% to 2.97 vol.%, 
respectively) probably due to great and rare aggregates formed at high content 
(above percolation thereshold). The highest electrical conductivity was possible 
through W route as well as the highest CNT contents.  
The significant differences found between measured conductivities, for similar 
CNTs contents and within a given route are related to: (i) different batches of F-
DWCNTs (which also depends on the original sample); (ii) different states of 
dispersion related to different dispersion of aggregates (those formed during the 
drying step are more difficult to divide after the functionalization step); (iii) different 
sizes of aggregates in suspension. 
For a given load of CNTs, nanocomposites have an electrical conditivity below 
that of suspensions in liquid, probably because the constant sonication of liquid 
supensions limits the formation of aggregates (more filaments, probably DWCNT 
bundles, are thus effectively available to contribute to form a 3D network pathway for 
electrical current). 
It was not possible to verify if the modified rule of mixtures is appropriate to 
forecast the conductivity of CNT networks in chloroform or in silica and this fact could 
be explained by the facts that: (i) the intrinsic conductivity of the metallic F-DWCNTs 
is lower than that assumed; (ii) the dispersion of CNTs is not optimal; (iii) the 
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interfacial resistivities are not taken into account (intertube and, especially, at the 
interface of silica and DWCNT) through modified rule of mixtures; (iv) the 
metallic/semiconducting ratio can vary with the preferential oxidation of metallic 
DWCNTs; (v) effect of the residual stress in the conductivity of the CNT might affect 
in the same way of defects, as scattering centers. 
Compared with data from literature the maximal electrical conductivity (1.56 
S/cm at 6.43 vol.% of F-DWCNTs against 0.65 S/cm at 10 vol.% of MWCNTs [30] 
achieved in this work is higher than all others studies previously reported on CNTs 
randomy oriented in glassy matrices [30,99,100b,190]. In the same way, at low 
contents (< 0.5 vol.%) the conductivities of F-DWCNTs-SiO2 were also higher than all 
others studies previously reported with silica and borosilicate matrices 
[30,99,100b,190], which is explained by a percolation threshold smaller (~0.30 vol.% 
by dry route and ~0.70 vol.% by wet route) than any value obtained. Several reasons 
explain these improved results: (i) the particular characteristics of used DWCNTs, 
particularly their very high length and aspect ratio; (ii) the functionalization step which 
was sufficiently mild to avoid important damages to DWCNTs; (iii) the efficiency of 
densification by SPS at a moderate temperature. But these values could be 
increased by improving the DWCNT dispersion.  
Compared with most results of literature on other CNT-ceramic 
nanocomposites with insulating polycrystalline matrices, F-DWCNT-SiO2 of the 
present work generally present, for same CNT contents, quite lower electrical 
conductivities (at the higher CNT contents) than polycrystalline matrices. The good 
wetting of CNTs by amorphous silica might increase the intertube contact resistance 
and thus lower the conductivity of the material.  
The achieved maximal electrical conductivities for the nanocomposites by dry 
and wet routes are both enough to the use of these materials as antielectrostatic [27] 
or heating applications [28], for example. For the wet route (W samples), in order to 
lower the percolation threshold and to increase the electrical conductivity at similar 
CNT contents, we proposed the following solutions: (i) the shortening of the 
gelification step; (ii) a more severe dispersion through strong functionalization or a 
prolonged time of (bath or probe) sonication.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have prepared 2- and 3-dimensional carbon nanotubes networks (CNTNs), 
over silica glass substrate and in silica matrix respectively, and studied their electrical 
conductivity as a function of the CNT content and in relation with the CNTs 
characteristics and their dispersion. Different kinds of CNTs, which were all produced 
by a CCVD method, were characterized (TEM, Raman Spectroscopy, carbon 
analysis). In a first time, their abilities to form a percolating network were compared 
by measurement of the electrical conductivity of CNTs dynamic suspensions in 
chloroform. Then, thin pure CNTs films over silica glass substrates were prepared 
and the surface resistance versus transparency was studied. Finally, 3D CNTNs in 
the form of CNT-silica nanocomposites were prepared and their conductivities were 
studied and correlated with microstructure. 
 
In the different parts of the work, we used SWCNTs, DWCNTs and three kinds of 
MWCNTs which differ by their mean diameters (1.2 - 15 nm), their lengths (660 nm to 
more than 10 µm) and consequently by their aspect ratios (370 to more than 5000), 
their presence either mostly under the form of bundles (SWCNTs and DWCNTs) of 
rather individual (MWCNTs) and the quantity of defects in their walls (few in SWCNTs 
and DWCNTs, much more in MWCNTs). All the used CNTs formed percolating 
networks in dynamic suspensions in chloroform and, for SWCNTs and DWCNTs, the 
electrical conductivities well followed the power law, as predicted by the percolation 
theory, with an exponent of 1.82-1.85 near the theoretical value for a 3D network 
[46,47]. Among all suspensions, that with SWCNTs present the higher maximum 
normalized conductivity (3.08 S.cm2/g) due to their specific electrical conductivity 
which is higher than that of DWCNTs and MWCNTs. Consequently we chose to use 
SWCNTs for the preparation of 2D CNTNs. However, the lower percolation 
thresholds (0.002-0.06 vol.%) were obtained for suspensions of DWCNTs mainly due 
to their aspect ratio higher than that of other used CNTs. For this reason and also 
because their outer tube would allow their covalent functionalization while preserving 
the inner tube [50], we selected DWCNTs for the preparation of 3D CNTNs in solid 
(CNT-silica nanocomposites). For all suspensions, the percolation thresholds were 
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found to be lower than most of that reported for solid nanocomposites containing 
randomly aligned CNTs. 
 
To prepare thin pure films of CNTs over (previously amino silanized) silica glass 
substrates, we used several techniques, spray-coating, dip-coating, electrophoretic 
deposition and filtration method and only one SWCNT aqueous suspension. We 
compared the surface resistance of the films at similar transparencies. For the films 
prepared by spray-coating, electrophoretic deposition or filtration method, the surface 
resistances versus transparencies were quite similar to those obtained by Kaempgen 
et al. [136]. However, quite different conductivities were obtained for the films 
prepared by dip-coating which was explained by difference in the alignment of the 
CNTs: while dip-coating showed some partial alignment, the others techniques 
present random distribution of CNTs. Moreover, it was outlined the importance of well 
rinsing the 2D CNTNs to remove the surfactant which can act as barriers for intertube 
contacts. The smoothest CNTNs were obtained by electrophoretic deposition, but 
their surface resistances versus transparencies were below the expected ones and 
that was possibly due to higher opacity of the CNTNs caused by oxidation of the 
aluminium layer. Most of the 2D CNTNs formed a percolating network whose 
electrical conductivity well followed the power law, with an exponent around 1.29, 
which is in agreement with the theoretical predictions (1.1-1.4 [48]). The properties of 
the SWCNT networks prepared by the dip-coating method reach parameters which 
may already make them suitable for applications in flat panel displays and solar cells. 
It was also shown that MWCNT films prepared by the filtration method present a 
lower surface resistance, for a given transparency, than SWCNT films.  
 
For the preparation of DWCNTs-silica nanocomposites, a soft chemical 
functionalization was developed. Two batches of DWCNTs, prepared by a dry or a 
wet route respectively, presenting the lowest percolation thresholds (0.002-0.003 
vol.%) in chloroform suspension were selected and functionalized. The functionalized 
DWCNTs (F-DWCNTs) were incorporated in the matrix by a sol-gel technique and 
thermally treated to remove the organics. Then, nanocomposites materials were fully 
densified by spark-plasma sintering (SPS). The main parameters of SPS (pressure, 
dwell temperature and time) were previously studied on pure silica and then adjusted 
for nanocomposites. The microstructures of the materials, particularly the dispersion 
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of DWCNTs, were characterized by FESEM observations and were correlated to 
their respective conductivities. For low carbon contents (up to 0.3-0.5 wt.%), the 
dispersion state of samples prepared  by the dry route was better than that prepared 
by the wet route, while it was the opposite for higher contents. In good correlation 
with the dispersion states, the percolation threshold was lower for samples prepared 
by the dry route (~0.35 vol.% of F-DWCNTs) than for that prepared by the wet route 
(~0.70 vol.% with F-DWCNTs) but the higher conductivity was obtained for the latter 
samples (1.56 S/cm for 6.43 vol.% of F-DWCNTs). The obtained percolation 
threshold is the lower value and the maximal conductivity is the higher value 
compared with that reported in literature for CNT-silica nanocomposites, and these 
values are similar to that reported for other CNT-ceramic nanocomposites. The 
achieved maximal electrical conductivities of DWCNT-silica nanocomposites are 
enough to the use of these materials in antielectrostatic or heating applications. 
 
For future work, the preparation of 2D CNTNs using MWCNTs should be more 
investigated, using dip-coating and an optimized electrophoretic deposition, to obtain 
improved properties and decrease the costs at the same time. A higher transparency 
of 2D CNTNs obtained by electrophoretic deposition could be obtained by using 
alternative conductive films or by removing the alumina fims. Films with higher 
conductivities could also be obtained by using doped CNTs or batches of CNTs in 
which disordered carbon has been removed through thermal treatments. 
 
Also for future work the dispersion of DWCNTs in the silica matrix can be still 
improved. Firstly, the formation of CNTs aggregates during the wet route should be 
avoided by shortening the gelification time. The in-situ growing of CNTs within a silica 
powder is an alternative route which could lead to a better dispersion of CNTs but the 
difficulty will be the lower control of the characteristics of the obtained CNTs, and 
thus of their properties. These routes could allow obtaining transparent and 
conductive samples in enhancing the dispersion state of the CNT inside the silica 
matrix leading in such a way to a decrease of the CNT amount necessary to reach 
the percolation threshold or the maximal conductivity. The DWCNT dispersion in 
composites could be further studied from the nm to the mícron or mm scale (because 
of possible agglomeration) by using not only FESEM, but also X-ray tomography, 
focused ion beam and 4D electron tomography. 
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ATTACHMENTS 
 
SURFACTANT FOR 2D CNTNs 
Erreur ! Signet non défini.
 
Figure 0.1 Schematic diagram of the molecule of sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS. 
 
SUBSTRATE FOR 2D CNTNs 
SUPRASIL®, from Heraeus Quarzglas, is a high purity synthetic amorphous 
silica material manufactured by flame hydrolysis. This synthetic fused silica is 
practically free from bubbles and inclusions (Table 0.1) with outstanding optical 
characteristics in the deep UV and the visible wavelength range (Figure 0.2). In 
addition, the material provides excellent resistance to damage by high energy UV 
laser radiation. 
 
Table 0.1 Main characteristics of substrate used for the deposition of 2D CNTNs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Refractive Index Bubbles and Inclusions 
nc = 1.45637 at 656.3 nm 
nd = 1.45846 at 587.6 nm 
nF = 1.46313 at 486.1 nm 
ng = 1.46669 at 435.8 nm 
n = 1.50855 at 248 nm 
At 20°C, 1 bar atmospheric 
pressure 
Accuracy: ± 3 • 10-5 
(Bubbles ≤ 0.08 mm diameter are disregarded) 
Bubble class: better than 0 (as per DIN 58927 
2/70) 
i.e. total bubble cross section within the 
volume is ≤0.03mm2/100cm3 
Maximum bubble diameter≤ 0.20 mm 
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Figure 0.2 Typical spectral transmission including Fresnel reflection loss. The uppermost nearly 
straight line indicates the calculated Fresnel reflection loss of two uncoated surfaces. Path length of 10 
mm. 
 
SILANIZATION OF THE SUBSTRATE FOR 2D CNTNs 
 
Figure 0.3 Schematic diagram of the reaction of silanization of the surface of silica glass substrate by 
reacting with 3.Aminopropyltriethoxysilan (APS). 
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ELETROPHOTRETIC DEPOSITION FOR 2D CNTNs 
During the electrophoretic deposition the aluminium layer is oxidized and, 
therefore the electrical current is reduced along the time, as it is shown in Figure 0.4.  
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Figure 0.4 Schematic diagram of the reaction of silanization of the surface of silica glass substrate by 
reacting with 3.Aminopropyltriethoxysilan (APS). 
 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN LIQUID ALONG TIME 
It is possible to note that HiPco material have a conductivity along time quite 
stable, while DWCNT needed more time to achieve a plateau of steady conductivity. 
This might be due to a higher grade of packing in comparison to HiPco, but further 
studies are needed to elucidate. 
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Figure 0.5 Normalized electrical conductivity (~1 mg/mL) of the carbon suspensions in chloroform at 
1.5 V DC (0.104 V/cm) during sonication of HiPco-SWCNT and DWCNT along time. 
 
CONDUCTIVITY OF DYNAMIC SUSPENSIONS OF MWCNTs 
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Figure 0.6 Conductivity of MWCNT-I suspensions in chloroform versus its reduced volume (both in 
logarithmic scale). The CNT concentration (mg/mL) is indicated for each point. 
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Figure 0.7 Conductivity of MWCNT-I-short suspensions in chloroform versus its reduced volume (both 
in logarithmic scale). The CNT concentration (mg/mL) is indicated for each point. 
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Figure 0.8 Conductivity of MWCNT-II suspensions in chloroform versus its reduced volume (both in 
logarithmic scale). The CNT concentration (mg/mL) is indicated for each point. 
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Figure 0.9 (A) AFM image (height data type with Z range of 30 nm) evidence of alignment of dip-
coating first adsorbed layer (blue arrow is the direction of dipping and black arrow shows CNT 
loop); (B) and increase of bundling with number of dippings. 
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Figure 0.10 Infrared spectra of KBr pill without CNTs.  
 
 
Figure 0.11 XRD pattern of a pure silica sample with apparent slight beginning of crystallization (black 
arrow). 
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Figure 0.12 XRD patterns of the F-DWCNT-SiO2 materials after consolidation by SPS composites 
obtained by wet route.  
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Etude des propriétés électriques de réseaux bi- et tri-dimensionnels de nanotubes de carbone 
Des réseaux de nanotubes de carbone (CNTs) en deux ou trois dimensions (2D- et 3D-CNTNs) ont été préparés respectivement sur 
substrat de silice amorphe et dans une matrice silice. Plusieurs types de CNTs (mono-, double- et multi-parois, respectivement 
SWCNTs, DWCNTs et MWCNTs) ont été caractérisés par microscopie électronique à transmission, spectroscopie Raman et analyse 
élémentaire du carbone, et leurs aptitudes à former un réseau percolant ont été comparées par mesure de la conductivité électrique de 
suspensions dynamiques de ces CNTs dans le chloroforme. La conductivité des suspensions de SWCNTs et de DWCNTs obéit à la loi 
de puissance de la théorie de percolation, avec un exposant proche de la valeur théorique d'un réseau 3D. Celle des suspensions de 
SWCNTs présentent une conductivité normalisée maximale (3.08 S.cm2/g) tandis que celle des suspensions de DWCNTs présente le 
plus faible seuil de percolation (0.002-0.06 vol.%) ce qui a conduit à choisir les SWCNTs pour la  préparation des 2D-CNTNs et les 
DWCNTs pour la préparation des nanocomposites CNT-silice (3D CNTNs). 
Les 2D-CNTNs ont été préparés par dépôt de suspensions aqueuses de SWCNTs contenant du dodecyl sulfate de sodium sur de la 
silice amorphe, par quatre techniques différentes : trempage, filtration, spray et dépôt électrophorétique. Les 2D-CNTNs forment un 
réseau percolant dont la conductivité électrique obéit à la loi de puissance, avec un exposant d'environ 1,29, ce qui en en bon accord 
avec les prédictions théoriques. Les dépôts effectués par trempage et les dépôts électrophorétiques conduisent aux films les plus lisses 
et peuvent constituer une option intéressante pour des applications dans les cellules solaires. La conductance de surface et la 
transparence obtenues dans l'UV laissent espérer des applications possibles dans les écrans d'affichage, les écrans tactiles, les tubes 
cathodiques et les films destinés à dissiper les charges électrostatiques.  
Les nanocomposites CNT-silice (3D-CNTNs) ont été préparés par sol-gel, en utilisant des DWCNTs qui furent d'abord soumis à un 
traitement doux de fonctionnalisation, leur dispersion étant réalisée par sonication avec une sonde. Les matériaux ont été ensuite 
complétement densifiés par "spark-plasma sintering". Les états de dispersion des CNTs ont été évalués par microscopie électronique à 
balayage à émission de champ et corrélé aux propriétés lectriques. La comparaison de deux variantes de la méthode de préparation 
(i.e.: DWCNT séchés ou non séchés après leur functionnalisation) a conduit à une bonne corrélation entre les états de dispersion 
(présence et taille des aggregats de CNTs) et les seuils de percolation. Pour la voie sèche, la percolation intervient pour seulement 0,35 
vol.% DWCNT, ce qui est plus faible que les valeurs publiés pour les nanocomposites CNT-silice. Pour la voie humide, le matériau le 
plus conducteur présente une conductivité électrique (1,56 S/cm) plus élevée que celles publiés pour des matériaux similaires. Bien que 
l'état de dispersion des CNTs puisse encore être amélioré, la conductivité électrique obtenue pour ces nanocomposites est déjà 
suffisamment élevée pour leur utilisation pour  évacuer les charges électrostatiques ou comme éléments chauffants. 
Mots clés : Nanotubes de carbone, nanocomposites, silica, Spark Plasma Sintering, percolation, propriétés électriques. 
 
Study of electrical properties of 2- and 3-dimensional carbon nanotubes networks 
Two and three dimensional carbon nanotube networks (2D- and 3D-CNTNs) were prepared over silica glass substrate and in silica 
matrix, respectively. Several types of CNTs (single-, double- and multi-walled carbon nanotubes, SWCNTs, DWCNTs and MWCNTs, 
respectively) were characterized by transmission electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and carbon analysis, while their aptitudes to 
form a percolating network were compared by measurement of their electrical conductivity in dynamic suspensions in chloroform. The 
conductivity of SWCNTs and DWCNTs suspensions well follow the power law of the percolation theory, with an exponent close to the 
theoretical value of a 3D network. The SWCNTs suspensions present the higher maximum normalized conductivity (3.08 S.cm2/g) 
whereas the DWCNTs suspensions present the lower percolation thresholds (0.002-0.06 vol.%) which led to choose SWCNTs for the 
preparation of 2D-CNTNs and DWCNTs for the preparation of CNT-silica nanocomposites (3D-CNTNs). 
To produce 2D-CNTNs, SWCNTs aqueous suspensions containing sodium dodecyl sulphate were deposited over amorphous silica 
substrates using four different techniques : dip-coating, filtration, spray-coating and electrophoretic deposition. Most of the 2D-CNTNs 
formed a percolating network whose electrical conductivity well followed the power law, with an exponent around 1.29, which is in 
agreement with theoretical predictions. Dip-coating and electrophoretic deposition provided the smoothest CNTNs and might be an 
interesting option for solar cell applications. The obtained characteristics of surface conductance and transparency in the UV also 
demonstrated their possible applications in displays, touch screens, shielding in cathode tubes and electrostatic dissipation.  
CNT-silica matrix nanocomposites (3D-CNTNs) were prepared by the sol-gel route, using DWCNTs which were previously submitted to a 
mild functionalization, their dispersion being carried out by probe sonication. The materials were fully densified by spark-plasma 
sintering. The dispersion state of CNTs was evaluated by field emission scanning electron microscopy and correlated with the electrical 
properties. The comparison of two variations in the preparation route (ie: the DWCNT were dried or not after their functionnalization) led 
to a good correlation between the dispersions states (presence and size of CNTs aggregates) and the percolation thresholds. For the 
“Dry” route, the percolation operates at only 0.35 vol.% DWCNT, which is lower that the values reported for CNT-silica nanocomposites. 
For the “Wet” one, the more conductive material shows an electrical conductivity (1.56 S/cm) higher than the values reported for similar 
materials. In spite that the dispersion of CNTS could be still improved, the achieved electrical conductivity of these nanocomposites is 
still high enough for their use in antielectrostatic or heating applications. 
Keywords : Carbon nanotubes, nanocomposites, silica, Spark Plasma Sintering, percolation, electrical properties. 
